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SECRETARIAT OF THE COMMISSION
This Bulletin is published monthly by the Secretariat of the Com-
mission of the European Communities (200, rud de la Loi, 1040
Brussels). It appears in the four Community languages, in English
and in Spanish. It gives news of the activities of the Commission
and the other institutions of the.three Communities: European Coal
and Steel Qs66rrnity (ECSC), European Economic Community
@EC) and European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom).
This issue covers the activities of the European Communities in January 170.
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THE BASES OF ECONOMIC AND MONETARY IJNION
by M. Rayrnond BARRE,
uice-president of the Cornrnission
Consolidation of what the Community has achieved and the
development of the common policies will depend in large measure
on future progress in co-ordinating the economic policies of the
Member States and strengthening monetary solidariry arirong them.
The realization that this was the case led to the memorandum
which the Commission submitted to the Council on t2 February
1,969. The principles of the various moves proposed in the
memorandum were approved by the Council in July L969. At their
conference in The Hague, the Heads of State and Government sanc-
tioned them as the indispensable basis for progress towards econo-
mic and monetary union.
These moves must be made parallel and simultaneously at
two levels. First of all, there is the convergence of economic policies
without which disparities in development are liable to call the
Common Market into question again and deprive transactors of
the confidence they need that the Community is here to stay.
Secondly, there is monetary and financial solidarity, because if the
risks are shared, as is normal in any collective undertaking, solidarity
must develop both inside the Community and towards the outside
world.
These rwo levels are manifestly complementary. Monetary
and financial solidariry is not acceptable unless each partner has
a say in what the others do. Conversely, the constraints which
co-ordination of the economic policies imposes can be put up with
only if they are offset by the certain knowledge for any country
in difficulry that it will receive immediate aid and support from
its partners.
In accordance with the Commission's wish, the Council at
its session o126 January 1.970'clearly showed that it was determined
to make progress both in the co-ordination of economic policies
and in the establishment of monetary and financial solidarity. It
3 - 1970
endorsed the conclusions of a Commission memorandum on the
broad medium-term economic guidelines for the period 1.971-1975,
adopted a decision on the practical procedures for prior consult-
ations on current economic policy, noted with pleasure the agree-
ment concluded by the Governors of the Central Banks of the Com-
munity on shori-term monetary support, and instructed the
Monetary Committee to complete its work on medium-term
financial aid as rapidly as possible.
-**'-*
In presenting its memorandum on the broad medium-term
guidelines for the period L971-L975, the Commission desired to
specify the conditions under which harmonization of nnedium-term
policies could be pursued during this period. To this end, it
proposed an objective, presented a method and put forward figures.
The objective aimed at is, on the one hand, to ensure that the
Community is economically coherent by laying down the main
medium-term guidelines by which the economic policie-s of the
Member States can be made more convergent and, on the other,
to put in hand or intensify the measures'needed for the.progressive
elimination of structural, regional or social disparities among the
member countries. The method consists in adopting quantified
medium-term guidelines (concerning the external balance, prices,
the growth rate of GNP, unemployment) to serve as terms of refe-
rence in the pursuit of current economic policies and the assessment
of business trends. The figures drawn up on the basis of informa-
tion provided by experts from the Member States and of studies by
specialized Community services constitute a first approximation.
The Council having approved the principle of quantified
guidelines, it is now for the Commission, in close co-operation with
the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, to lay these down
in the draft of the third medium-term programme, which will also
outline the main structural measures which should be completed
at national and Community level.
The Council also approved the practical procedures for the
consultations provided for by the Council decision of 17 July L969.
These consultations will be held within the Monetary Committee,
the Short-term Economic Policy Committee or the Budget Policy
Committee, in line with their respective competences and depending
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on the nature of the decisions and measures on which consultations
are required. Although modest in appearance, the 
-procedure thus
laid down should constitute one of the most efficient means of
co-ordinating economic policies.
On the mechanism of short-term monetary support proposed
by the Commission in February 1969 the Governors of the Central
Banks of the Community signed an agreement that entered into
force on 9 February 1970. As desired by the Commission, this
system is closely linked to the co-ordination of economic policies.
It will serve to provide temporary financing to meet balance of
payments disequilibria that may develop because of fortuitous
difficulties or differences in the business trend. $2 000 million will
be made available for short-term support. Thus the Community
will in future have at its disposal a flexible and efficient mechanism
constituting the first expression' of organized monetary solidarity
bet'*reen the Six.
Lastly, the Council examined an interim report by the Monet-
ary Committee on medium-term financial aid. This lays down the
rules of procedure to be followed and pinpoints the ppoblems that
remain to be studied, the most important one being that of the
liquidity of claims built up within the Community system. Once
the Monetary Committee has completed its work, the Commission
will be able to submit a proposal to the Council on the setting up
of a Community system of medium:terun financial aid.
o*u
A number of procedures and mechanisms have thus been
devised that are of the greatest importance since they will constitute
the basis for progress towards economic and monetary union, in
accordance with the decisions taken in The Hague in December L969
by the Heads of State and Government of the Community.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE THIRD GENERAL REPORT
ON TFTE ACTTVITIES OF THE COMMI.JNITIES IN 1969
The year 7969 ended better than it started. On 1 January 7970 the Com-
munity moved into its final stage. Important political decisions were taken
with regard to the completion and strenghening of the Community and to
its enlargement. Happily, the atmosphere ih which the Community is embark-
ing on the new phase of its existence is far more serene.
It is, however, important to preface the analysis of the ultimate political
results by a brief review of the developments that marked the year, and to bring
out the action taken by the Commission and the other institutions of the Commu-
nity during this eventful period.
At the beginning of 7969 the political disagreements between Memher
States bver vital problems did not appear to be diminishing. The economic
and monetary trends apparent in the various countries were still widely divergent.
Discusslons on the enlargement and strengthening of the Community remained
as difficult as ever. The Parliaments*were growing impatient with this lack
of visible progress. Leading protagonists of the European cause were b.grr-
ning to feel discouraged and pessimistic. There was open talk of crisis, paralysis
and even the possible disintegration of the Communities.
Faced with this situation, the Commission decided to concentrate its
action in two main directions:
Firstly, it spared no effort to carry construction of the Community forward
by presenting the Council with further proposals in all fields of economic union,
convinced as it was that the difficulties of the moment were ephemeral.
Secondly, it opposed any extension of the transitional period, seeking
thereby to prevent persistence of the political malaise in the Community and
to ensure that the Council and the Member Srates would at the end of the year
have to take all the decisions involved in the changeover to the final stage.
In spite of unforeseen difficulties which arose in the course of the year,
the outcome corresponds in large measure with the hopes which inspired the
Commission.
{.
.:t *
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l. Tbe cu,ruenl actiaities of tbe Cornmunitlt
As usual, this report covers, grouped by subiect, the Commission's activities
and the moves it has made in the various fields, the main Opinions issued by the
European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, and the discus-
sions and decisions in the Council; it would be impossible to refer to them all
here without overburdening this introductory chapter.
The policies already embarked on and the, executive tasks incumbent on
the Commission have been pursued in the economic, monetary and fiscal
spheres, in the social field, in that of regional policy, in the industrial, technol-
ogical and energy sectors, in nuclear and general research, in the realms of compe-
tition, the internal market, agriculture and transport, and also in the spheres
of external relations, commercial poliry and development aid.
Particular stress must be laid on the fresh steps taken by the Commission
in 1969. The year began with the forwarding to the Council in early February
of proposals to co-ordinate the Member States' economic policies and reinforce
their monetary solidarity. This plan, which was looked upon as audacious at
the time, has gradually gained support from Central Banks and Governments
in the Member States, and the essential points in the plan have iust been adopted.
The Commission has put before the Council and the Parliament the draft
for a tarreaching reorganization of the European Social Fund which would
transform it from a mere accounting mechanism into a powerful instrument of
social and economic policy and so provide the Communiry as a whole with an
instrument which has already proved its worth in the more limited setting of
the Treary of Paris.
The Commission has prepared a"first overall programme of regional
measures at Community level, the aim being to move out of the stage of general
or sector-by-sector studies and get down to pratical action, which is awaited
with impatience in all regions of the Community.
It has submitted proposals regarding a programme for Euratom, based
on a Community policy for scientific research and development of the nuclear
industry.
It has put before the Council fresh proposals on agriculture, seeking in
particular to improve the present market organizations, to achieve befter control
of the markets and ensure the gradual elimination of surplus stocks at the same
time as action is taken on the plau to reform agriculture.
In the field of external relations, the Commission has completed associa-
tion negotiations with Tunisia'and Morocco, resumed Community negotiations
with Spain, Israel and Yugoslavia and the talks with Austria, and embarked on
exploratory talks with the UAR. It has also been authorized to open explor-
atory talks with Japan. Likewise it has resumed its discussions with the Council
on relations between the Community and Latin America.
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Now that the problem of renewing efforts to enlarge the Community has
come to the fore again, the Commission has gone over its earlier Opinions and
sent the Council, at the end of September, a new detailed Opinion on the whole
problem of enlarging and deepening the Community and of rein-forcing its
institutions; the Opinion also deals with the problem of the procedure to be
followed in negotiations with the candidate countries.
noo
ln several spheres decisions have already been reached as a result of the
work done by the Council, assisted by the Permanent Representatives Commit-
tee. The Parliament has greatly helped the other institutions with its well-
informed opinions, vigilant supervision and iustified impatience. Its political
dynamism throughout 1969 has dispelled any temptation to be discouraged
by difficulties and has helped the Commission maintain the rhythm of work
and spirit of initiative in the Community.
ln the sphere of development aid, for instance, a joint effort by the Parlia-
ment, Council and Commission made it possible to negotiate a new Association
Convention with the Associated States and Madagascar; it was signed at
Yaoundd in July. Likewise a new Agreement with the East African States
was signed at Arusha in September.
On the basis of Commission proposals, the Council has adopted several
regulations that are essential for the functioning of the common commercial
policy from L January 1970, and has found transitional solutions, as "Commu-
nify" as possible in character, for commercial policy towards the East bloc
countries.
On two occasions the Community was faced with serious monetary
difficulties. In August 1969 the French Government decided to devalue its
currency. Strict application of the existing rules would have involved a corres-
ponding increase in the farm prices covered by the market organizations and
would have deprived the French economy of a good part of the advautages
that devaluation was intended to bring. Fqrthermore, such an encouragemellt
to increase agricultural production at a time when the Communiry was already
grappling with the serious problem of surpluses was evidently inadvisable.
Exceptional measures, therefore, had to be taken in conjunction with the
Council.
Hardly had these measures been put into effect when it was necessary to
cope with fluctuations in the value of the mark and its subsequent revaluation.
This time the incomes of German farmers were threatened, and the Community
had to help support them. The Community's institutions rose to the occasion,
but this unforeseen expansion of the work-load proved to be a heavy burden
on their end-of-year schedule and is the main reason why certain important
decisions had to be postponed until the early months of L970. Conversely,
the difficulties in which the Communiry f.pund itself because of these monetary
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fluctuations contributed in no small measure to the conviction among the
Member States that urgent action must be taken to prevent their repetition and
to step up decisively the degree of monetary solidarity in the Community.
ll. Tbe end, of tbe transitional, period,
In the spring of. 1969 the Commission had to consider whether it should
propose an extension to the transitional period under the term of Article 8 of
the EEC Trcary.
There was no lack of arguments in favour of extension. It was clear that
some of the things which the Treaty required to be done during the transitional
period, such as the adjustment of monopolies of a commercial nature and
adoption of the directives on freedom of establishment, would not in fact be
accomplished by the end of the year. Moreover, there was limle time left in
which to take the essential political decisions implied by the end of the transi-
tional period, and it was doubdul whether it would be possible to settle matrers
in the rather heavy atmosphere prevailing at the time.
The Commission, after weighing the pros and cons, decided against
extending the transitional period. It recalled that the Community's last crisis,
which had arisen in 7963 in circumstances not unlike those of 1967/1969, had
been resolved by a set of decisions under which the internal and external policies
of the Community had been advanced simultaneously and in parallel. The
Commission felt that the same approach should be adopted this time; that there
was no point in trying to decide which was the most important or which should
be tackled first, of the problems that came to be discussed under the heads of
completion, strengthening and enlargement of the Community; and that it
would be impossible to reach unanimous agreement except by dealing with all
three aspects at the same time. It also considered that nothing was more likely
to ensure success than the existence of a deadline 
- 
the end of the year 
-fixed by the Treaty; if the deadline were to be met, an exceptional effort would
be required of all the institutions.
Events bore out these expectations. The Community institutions al3o
did what was expected of them. 'Work was stepped up in all the institutions
from June onwards. The Commission spared no effort to ensure that its
main proposals would be ready in mid-July. The Council met more and more
frequently. The Padiament sat in extraordinary session on a number of occa-
sions. The last month of the year witnessed more meetings by day and night
than the Community had ever before known in a comparable stretch of time.
These concentrated efforts were finally rewarded. A decision of funda-
mental importance was reached on the application of Article 2Ot ot the EEC
Treaty and the creation of the Community's own resources; the relevant provi-
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sions take effect gradually over a period beginning on 1 January 1977 andending
onL lanuary 7975. At the same time the budget contributions to be made by
the several Member States were reviewed so as to correct certain glaring ine-
qualities that were developing and to ensure that financial burdens were allo-
cated in away that corresponded more closely with criteria based on the national
product of each Member State.
The provisions to be laid down in the new financial regulations for the
c,ommon agricultural policy covering the interim period olL970 and the definitive
period starting on L January t97t were discussed in detail and finelized.
As for the strenghening of the European Parliament's budgetary powers,
which can be expected to go together with the creation of own resources, it
was decided that, beginning with the preparation of the Communities' budget
for L975, the European Parliament should have the last word on budget mafters.
Most of these questions were settled at the December 1969 sessions.
A number of problems, however, could not be wholly resolved simply for lack
of time. These were therefore referred to the Council's sessions at the begin-
ning of L970, and it was not until after the session of 5-7 February t970 that the
decisions reached during the 'marathon" at the end of December were defini-
tively enacted.
The unanimous feeling in the Council and the Cornmission when the meet-
ing broke up early in the morning of Monday, 22 December, was that the main
points had been cleared up, that a gteaf. step forward had been made and that
the Community's last crisis had been overcome.
lll. Conference of Heads of State or Gooernmeml
A conference of Heads of State or Government was held in The Hague
on L and 2 December at the suggestion of the French Government and on the
invitation of the Netherlands Government. The Commission was invited to
take part in the work of this conference.
The results of this meeting have been of very great importance. Since
the conference was not a Treaty institution and since it was not called upon
to deal with texts being discussed within the Council, care was taken not to
trespass on the powers and responsibilities of the Community institutions;
but clear, forceful pronouncements were mhde on a number <lf the major
political issues confronting the Community. The very detaile4 sornrnrmiqud,
with a preamble as significant as the resolutions themselves, will not be sum-
marized here. But two key declarations which will undoubtedly influence
future action by those holding authority within the Community.should, however,
be singled out from among many significant passages. The first is the unan-
imous declaration by the six Governments of their willingness to maintain the
L*
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gradual advance towards a genuine economic and monetary union and the close
alignment of social policies which this entails. The second is their willingness
to resume their endeavours to enlarge the Community.
The Commission regrefted that the conference did not achieve more on
the political and institugional front, but welcomed the decisions which were
taken. After several years of hesitation and disagreement, these decisions
provide proof of the Governments' refound and. dramatically reaffirmed wil-
lingness to press ahead with fresh political vigour to complete the construction
of the Community both within its present frontiers and beyond.
It has even been possible to talk of a "Hague spirit". This was neither
inaccurate nor exaggerated. The first reflection of this spirit was felt that
same week when the Council discussed the future of Euratom and its Joint
Research Centre in a friendly and constructive atmosphere.
lY. Tasks'for tbe future
'With the twelve-year transitional period over and the European Economic
Community at'the start of the final stage, this is an appropriate moment at
which to look back on the lessons of the past and forward to the tasks ahead.
The considerable progress made in twenty years 
- 
9 May L970 will be
the twentieth anniversary of Robert Schuman's declaration 
- 
towards what
Schuman called the Federation of Europe is a source of legitimate satisfaction.
The task of gradually uniting and integrating the European continent, of gather-
ing into one fold the old nations which had so long been divided, of creating
a customs union and common policies, and 
- 
more impomant still 
- 
of foster-
ing a common sense of purpose in an area long disunited, was an ambitious
undertaking; those responsible for the work of building Europe cannot but be
aware of the distance which has been covered.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the last two decades is the way in
which they have shown that the forces uniting our six countries arc tat stronger
than those dividing them. The successive political crises which have shaken
the Community structure have never once endangered the undertaking itself,
and Europeans in the Community are still convinced today of the need to
complete the work they put in hand twenty years ago.
It is even more useful and stimulating to turn to tomorrow's tasks.
First on the list comes economic union. Though in essential matters,
the Community is no longer falling behind the timetables set out in the Treaties,
it is certainly falling short of what is required to meet present-day needs. It
succeeded in formulating its common agricultural policy within the specified
time-limits, but major issues are still outstanding i" that field.
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Though on the other hand the Community has laid the foundations of
an industrial poiicy, it has not yet produced its answer to the maior changes
already taking place.
TI.e events of.1969 focused attention on the lack of coherence in the econ-
omic policies of the Member States and the fragility of the Community's mone-
tary infrastnrctures when set against the common policies now being elabprated.
It was made clear at The Hague that rapid progtess in this field is absolutely
essential if the results achieved so far are not to be placed in jeopardy.
The Community institutions. which were adequate at the outset, are now
too weak and limited to deal with today's task of completing the Community
and managing its affairs in more and more complex fields. The Commission,
from its day-to-day experience of their limitations, has repeatedly drawn
attention to this point. It is even more justified in raising this issue now that
the Community is turning once again to the problem of its enlargement. The
Community institutions, and the Council in particular, will find that they will
very soon have to examine the conditions under which they operate and take
the necessary steps. They will also have to decide how representatives of the
various walks of life can be brought to share in the task of elaborating and
implementing the common policies.
The enlargement of the Community, first mooted lul.1961and temporarily
shelved in 1963 and 7967, has once again become a topical question. The
Commission has twice expressed a favourable opinion on the reopening of
negotiations and has indicated in broad outline the conditions to be fulfilled
if enlargement is not to weaken the C,ommunity. Everything points to a reopen-
ing of negotiations n 7970. The Commission does not underestimate the
difficulties or dangers of these negotiations, but it does believe that the time
has come to relaunch this venture, in pursuit of which it will spare no
effort.
Finally, because of the stature and strength it has attained, the Commu-
niry must make a general review of its relations with the otiher continents. [t
artaches great importance to development aid and is rightly proud of the sus-
tained efforr it has made on the African continent and in Madagascar. But it
can no longer delay the review of its relations with other parts of the world,
especially Latin America and Asia, which look to the Community for sympathy
and help. Since the Community and the United States both have in pratice
extensive responsibility for the development of the world economy, the Commu-
nity should strive in collaboration with the United States to overcome the unduly
numerous difficulties and conflicts of interest which have accumulated in this
sphere. Convinced as it is that peaceful co-existence is good not only in political
life but also in economic life, the Community should again pledge itself to try
to organize co-existence and co-operation with Eastern Europe, and above all
with the USSR.
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All this leads us to political union. The Community is already political
in essence and in the very form of its institutions. But it is destined to become
even more political, to increase the powers of its institutions, to aligrr the policies
of its Member States and to work out step by step a foreign policy at Community
level. At the end of the transitional period, on the threshold of a new decade,
the people of the Community can draw on the work accomplished in the last
few years and tackle with renewed courage the tasks of the future.
t8 3 - 1970
TI. TI{E "COMPLETION" OF THE COMMI.JNITY:
FROM AGRICI.JLTURAL POLICY TO THE INCREASE
OF THE POWERS OF TI{E EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
In a relatively short space of time important progress has been made
towards the completion of the Community, so much so that certain comment-
ators have spoken of a page now turned. The Summit Conference at The
Hague, the decision's adopted by the Council during its now traditional marathon
sitting in December 7969, the end of the transitional period laid down by the
Treaty of Rome, were already seen as important stages. The decisions taken
by the Council at the beginning of 1970 
- 
particularly on 2/3 and between
5 and 7 February 1960 
- 
completed what it had proved impossible ro agree
on finally at the end of 7969. For its part, the Commission has drawn up and
submitted to the Council several proposals concerning the last common agri-
cultural market organizations to be set up in the near future.
Even though they are a follow-up to the Council meerings of. L9 to
22 December L969, these latest decisions or proposals date from February.
They bear on six essential points.
Financing of tbe con rnon agrieul,tural, policy
During its meetin! of 5 to 7 February,the Council agreed the regulations
on the financing of the common agricultural policy and the additional provisions
for 7970.
Communiry financing of the expenditure on the common agricultual
policy is the principle upon which this first regulation is based.
This document lays down the rules governing the administration of the
EAGGF, whose Guarantee Seccion finances the refunds on exports to non-
member countries and the interventions to stabifise markets, without such
expenditure being financed in advande by member counrries.
The credits of the Guidance Section, the amount of which has been provi-
sionally fixed at 285 million u.a. per annum, as in the past, are used for joint
measures to achieve the objectives defined in Anicle 39(1, a) of the Treaty,
which concerns improved agricultural productivity. This amount can be
increased by the Council 
- 
acting on a qualified maiority vote, afrer consulting
the European Parliament 
- 
only for joint action decided on by the later.
The regulation will apply from'1 January 197L, tt at that date the necessary
conditions for the entry into force of the provisions to replace member countries'
contributions by the Community's own resources are fulfilled.
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The Council has also agreed the regulation on additional provisions for
the financing of the common agricultural policy, which will ensure the conti-
nuity of such financing from 7970 :untd the definitive system comes into force.
It then approved the principle of a decision by which the Commission
would establish triennial financial estimates, to be considered and iudged by the
Council. If its estimates were greatly exceeded a Commission report containing
proposals would be submitted to the Council.
At the same time the Council adopted a resolution in which it agreed
to continue to give priority to measures necessary for bdtter control of the
markets by means of an agricultural production policy Iimiting bugdetary
expenditure.
Outn resources
At the same meeting the Council reached agreement on the decision
concerning the Community's own resources. This decision reiterates, in
legal form, the principles upon which the Council agreed at its meeting of
L9 to 22 December 7969,1 and provides for the progressive covering of the
expenses of the Communities from such resources, made up from levies, customs
duties and, in the final stage, revenue.from the TVA.
By virnre of Article 207 of. the EEC Treaty, the decision will be submitted
to the Parliaments of the member countries to complete the constitutional
procedures.
It is worth noting, along with this decision, the agreement reached on the
same day in the Council on a revision of Article 20(1) of the Treaty of 8 April
1965, establishing a single Council and a single Commission for the European
Communities. This revision aims at merging the budgets of the Communities.
lnorease of tbe bud,geta,ry poutCrs of tbe Earopean Parlianaent
The Council confirmed the resolution it had adopted on 22 December 7969
on the budgetary procedure applicable during the definitive period. Itdecided,
however, that a rate of increase for expenditure other than that which neces-
sarily arises from Community legislation should be established as follows:
Each year, two months before the beginning of the budgetary procedure,
the rate of increase in relation to the previous year for expenditure other than
1 See Bulletin1970, Pan I, Ch. tr.
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that which necessarily arises from Community legislation shall be established
as follgws:
1,. The Commission, having consulted the Short-term Economic Policy
Committee and the Budget Policy Committee, shall calculate the rate of increase
resulting from:
The development of the Gross National Product by volume in the Commu-
nity.
The mean variation in the budgets of the Member States.
The cost of living trend over the last financial year.
2. This rate shall be immediately commrnicated to the Community insri-
tutions.
3. During the budgetary procedure all the institutions shall be bound to
comply with this rate.
If the draft budget, adopted by the Council on the basis of the Commis-
sion's preliminary draft already includes an increase covering more than half
of the maximum rate fixed above, the Parliament, in drawing up the budget,
can still exercise its right of amendment to increase the total amount of expen-
diture allowed by the present provisions by up to half the maximum rate.
4. 'When, in exceptional cases, the Parliamenr, the Council or the Commission
considers that the activities of the Communities require the rate established
according to the procedures described in paragraphs 1 and 3 above to be
exceeded, a new rate can be fixed by agreement between the Council, deciding
according to the procedures laid down in Arricle 203 of. the EEC Treary, and
the European Parliament, deciding under the conditions provided for in the
fourth stage of the resolution of. 22 December 1969.
It was further agreed that the last paragraph of the resolution of.Z2Decem-
ber L969 should be interpreted as follows: "As regards the expenditure resulting
from the decisions and provisions reached by other institutions, in the exercise
of their powers, the Parliament retains the right to propose amendments ar the
second stage to the draft budget, as provided for in the present Amicle 203.
The Council shall discuss this and then submit the result of its deliberations
to the Parliament, during the debate on rhe budget".
, The Council further approved the principles concerning the increase
in the Parliament's powers during the interim period. These principles will
involve amending the relevant articles of the Treaties. During this period the
Parliament will have the right to amend the draft budget drawn up by the
Council. If the amendments inuoduced by the Parliament do not involve
increasing the overall amount of expenditure per institution, the Council will
not be able to reject them except by a qualified majority vote. If, on the other
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hand, the Parliament's amendments involve increases in expenditure, they
will have to be approved by qualified majority vote in the Council.
During this same period, the Council has agreed to undertake not to
amend the providional estimate of expenditure of the Parliament. It is under-
stood that this undertaking is valid only so long as the provisional esdmate does
not affect Cornmunity arrangements, especially with regard to the Statute of
Service, location of the institutions, etc.
The Council has decided to amend as follows Article 206 of. the EEC
Trcxy, Article 180 of the Euratom Treaty and Article 78 of the ECSC Treary,
concerning the supervision of the implementation of the budget: "The Council
and the Parliament shall give the Commission a discharge in respect of the
implementation of the budget. To this end the report of the Committee of
Control shall be examined in turn by the Council, which shall give its opinion
by qualified majority vote, and by the European Parlament. Discharge shall
be given to the Commission only when the Council and the European Parliament
have made their decisions".
Finally the Council approved the following statements:
*AIl measures must be taken in agreement between the Council and the
European Parliament, to ensure that there is close collaboration at all levels
between the tvro institutions as regards the budgetary procedure, in particular
by the presence of the President-in-Office or another Council member during
the debate on the draft budget in the Parliament.
In order to provide the Parliament vdth a.ll the necessary information
to allow it to give its opinion on the acts of the Community which involve
finance, the Council invites the Commission to attach to proposals it sends
to the Parlament estimates of the likely financial repercussions of these.
The Council undertakes to maintain the closest collaboration with the
Parliament during the consideration of these proposals and to explain to it
the reasons which may have lead it to deviate from the opinions of the Parlia-
ment".
Tobacoo
The question of tobacco under its tbree aspects 
- 
agricukural, fiscal,
competition (monopolies) 
- 
has been the subject of decisions and resolutions,
the post important of which involve the completion of the common organi-
zation of agricultural markets.
Agricuttural aspect
The Council has agreed the regulation on the common organization of
markets in unmanufactured tobacco. This regulation provides for a price
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and suiport system, affangements for trade with non-member countries and
general provisions, in particular the setting up of rules for controlling the market.
An essential feature of the price and suppoft system is the annually fixing
of r target price by the Council for a reference grade of each of the different
varieties of tobacco' produced in the Community. For the fust marketing
year the target prices will be fixed before 1 April 1970,onthe basis of a reference
to average prices paid during the three previous years. In order to ensure that
the target price is reached and that the Community's tobacco is sold, a premium,
the proceeds of which finally return to the producers, is granted to purchasers
of leaf tobacco. The amount of this premium is fixed annually by the
Council, taking into account market prospects and the influence of the price
trends of imported tobacco.
An intervention price at which tobacco not sold in the ordinary way of
trade is bought in by the agencies set up for this purpose is fixed at a level
equal to 90% ol the target price. This price is, however, atleeed by bonuses
and rebates in cases where the quality of the pioducts offered does not corres-
pond to the reference grade. Wrapped tobacco can also be bought in provided
it has not benefited from the premium. Finally, the conditions for the sale of
tobacco held by intervention agencies are fixed.
The regulation provides for an import system from non-member countries
which includes no measures other than the application of the common customs
tariff. The levying of taxes with effect equivalent to customs duties and the
application of quantitative restrictions are forbidden. The regulation also
defines the conditions under which exporters benefit from refunds, and those
in which the Community's safeguard procedure can operate.
The entry into force of this common organization points to the abandon-
ment of existing national measures in this ie"tor arrd 
-ore particularly of
those which concern monopoly systems with regard to growing, primary
processing and marketing of unmanu-faciuted tobacco.
Finally, a batch of provisions allows the Council to take specific measures
to ensure control over the market, in the event of the whole of the Community's
tobacco production, or quantities of a given variety put up for buying-in exceed-
ing a certain level. The measures planned include the lowering of the target
and/or intervention price, as well as withdrawal of the benefit of intervention
for all or paft of a given variety. Suicter measures could be taken if one of
the criteria triggering off this action were fulfilled in the coulse of rwo successive
marketing years.
Fiscal aspect
The Council has
turnover taxes, on the
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adopted a_ resolution "concerning taxes, other than
consumption of manufacnrred tobacco", in which it
declares its intention to adopt, before 1 January 7977, a directive providing
for the inuoduction, in several stages of a harmonized system of excise duties
on manufacnrred tobacco products. As regards excise duties on cigarettes,
this system will combine a proportional componpnt with a specific component
with the aim of reaching, in the final stage beginning on L January L980, a fixed
relationship between these two elements allowing the gamut of retail selling
prices freely fixed by manufacnrrers to be a fair reflection of the differences in
delivered prices.
The passage from one stage of harmonization to the next is decided on
by the Council, taking into account the effects during the stage in progress of
the measures introduced by member countries in their system of excise duties
in conformity with the provisions applicable during that stage. Transition
from one stage to the next can, in particular, be deferred if it involves causing
the loss to member countries of already inadequate revenues.
Without prejudice to the solution which will finally be accepted on the
relationship between the specific and proportional component, the Council has
agreed that in the first stage, beginning at the latest on 1 J"ly 197L, the Member
States shall levy on cigarettes an excise duty including a specific component.
which may not be lower than 57o or higher than7io/o of the total excise charge
on the most widely sold brand.
Special provisions apply for the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy.
Monopoly aspect
The Council has adopted a resolution in which it notes that:
(i) The French and Italian Governments undertake to adopt all necessary
measrres for the abolition of discrimination resulting from the existence
of national tssding monopolies;
(ii) The abolition of exclusive rights in respect of wholesale importing and
selling must be achieved at the latest by 7 laauary 1976.
Vine
At its meeting of 6 February 7970 the Council adopted a resolutiod
"on the co[rmon organization of the wine market", which lays down the main
Iines of the extra provisions still to be adopted in this sector. At the end of
1 Official ga?Ette C 9 of t3.2.7%0.
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its sessions of 79 rc 22 Decembet 7969 and !9 to 20 Janua ry !970, the council
had agreed as follows:
(a) To adopt all the necessary provisions before 28 February 1970 in order
to bring them into force on 1 April L970, on the basis of a draft resolution
' of the Commission which was discussed, completed and amended in
session;
(b) To free inira-community trade from L Apnl 1970, subject ro one safe-
guard clause which the producer member countries may use in certain
cifcumstances.
".,* 
*
As at the December meering, the batch of decisions adopted on 7 February
were the subjea ol "ad referendurn" reserv4tions on the part of several members
of the Council, who e4pressed the intention either to refer the results of the
deliberations to their Government before proceeding further, or to inform the
parliamentary institutions of their country. It may be expected, however
that these reservations will be lifted at the latest when the main texts are finally
adopted in legal from. 
!*
T be Cornmissi,on's proposal,s
The wine marhet
The agreement on wine reached in the Council on 7 February and the
guidelines it lays down, together with the opinions expressed by the Economic,
and social committee and the committee on Agriculture of the Ewopean
Parliament, have led the commission to recast the proposals it made in 1we1la
and Apri L969. An amended proposal for a regulation, which, moreover
embodies in detailed form the resolurion adopted on 6 February L970 by the
pouncil, was submitted to the latter on the following day. Ir concerns the
system of prices and interventions, trade with non-member countries, the.
common rules for production, general provisions, oenological definitions and
practices, and finally the demarcation of wine-producing areas.
The relatively unimportanr amendments introduced by the commission
to_ its initial proposals define, amongst other things, the system of plantations,
*.hilJt changing the role of distilling'as dn interyention measure forihe supporr
of the market.
Fisheries
on 18 February 7970 the commission approved and submitted to the
council amendments to its initial proposals of 6 June 1968 on the common
organization of markets in the fisheries sector. As the Council decided at
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its meeting of 18 to 22 DecembEr 1969 to adopt, before 30 April 1.970, the basic
regulations needed to put into effect a common policy in this sector, study of
the matter was resumed in its relevant departments.
The amendments inuoduced by the Commission in its latest proposals
tend to vest the producer organizations with the main responsability for the
action necessary to ensure the stability of markets on the basis of Community
rules and within the framework of a common price system.
In this connection, interventions by producer organizations must be
financed by the intervent on funds supported by the contributions of those in
the trade; they should be made easier by means o( initial grants in the form of
special loans, as well as by financial compensation, the granting of which is
conditional upon these organizations observing the-common rules in respect
of prices and procedures for withdrawing products from the market.
Tfing into consideration the relatively advanced structure of the profes-
sional organizations in this sector in all the member countries, except Italy,
the Commission proposes that public interventions, such as they were provided
for in the initial proposals, should lose their obligatory character and become
mansitory. They must cease to have effect at the most thfee years after the
entry into force of the common organization. This lapse of time seems sufficient
to achieve the final objective, taking into account the fairly dense geographic
concentration of producers, who have still to organize themselves, and the
atuactive financial aid which is planned to set up and develop producer orga-
nizations.
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M. THE COMMI.]NITY'S WORK PROGRAMME
FOR. TI{E SEVENTIES
Staternent by M. Jean Rey,
' President of the Commission, to the European Parli.arnent
(4*February 7970)
A statement concerning the Commission's programme of aaivity {or the
next twelve months seems particularly seasonable at the time whenthe European
Economic Community has just completed its transitional period and when
we are consequently putting out to the open seas of an existence from whiCh
there can be r-ro turning back.
The account will be centred on the main trends and the main activities
which the Commission intends to pursue n 1970.
'What is its point of departure ? I feel there are three things: the end of
the transitoinal period, the Hague Conference and the decisions taken by the
Council at the end of December and during January of this year.
First of all let us consider the end of the transitional period.
As a Commission we took last spring the decision not to propose to
extend the transitional period of the European Economic Community. This
was not easy, since there were many arguments for and against it and you will
find a summary of them in the introduction to the General Report for 1969.
We became convinced that the time had come to put an end to the malaise
in the Community and that the best way to do this was not to extend the transi-
tional period and to oblige everyone, ourselves to begin with, then you, after-
wards the Council and all our institutions and Member Stares, to maintain an
accelerated pace of work right to'the end of 7969. Furthermore, we \pere
convinced that by obliging everyone to reach balanced decisions in the internal
sectors, we had the maximum chances of achieving this result, as moreover
we had already solved ow 1963 crisis in this same way.
The institutions responded to this appeal and our Commission has got
through an extraordinary amount of work. So too has the Parliament, which
has held several special sessions; the Council has made an enormous effort to
which homage should be paid, and we have obtained the results vye expected.
Naturally, there is no interruption in the life of the Community; what
was not terminated before the end of the transitional period is now on the way
to completion; I mention in passing the directives on freedom of establishment
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and the adiustment of trading monopolies, concerning which decisions are
still outstanding. But what I would like to emphasize at the beginning of my
statement is that the Community must now follow a new style. We must no
longer merely consider the problems yearly or half-yearly, asking ourselves
what decisions we have to take in the coming months. !7e have entered upon
our definitive life and consequently, it is from a much wider point of view,
in the medium and long term, that we must look at things. This statement is
therefore not at all concerned with what must be done in 1970; it is in fact a
question of the decade 1970 to 1980 upon which we have now entered and we
must of necessity look at the problems from a much wider point of view.
My statement will comprise three main chapters: firstly, what the Commu-
nity must do internally; secondly, what it must do externally and, thirdly,
what it must do to strenghen its institutional machinery.
lnterrual, field,
The first point in the internal chapter is of course the construction of
the econornic and rnonetary union. We will shortly lay before you the plan
in stages leading to the economic and monetary union which was asked of us
by the Summit Conference. 'We had moreover suggested the plan to the
Conference and the memorandum we adressed to it was very precise on this
point. I will read two paragraphs to you: "So that the results obtained so
far, particularly in the framework of the customs union and the agricultural
common market, may not be jeopardized later on, it is essential that the Heads
of State and Government should affirm their will to continue the construction
of a true Community, that is to say to complete the customs union by the setting
up of an econqmic and monetary union during the coming years'.
In more precise terms, we said: "For this purpose, the Council and dhe
Commission shoud be invi-ted rapidly to establish the stages leading to the
achievement of this aim and to define in particular the actions necessary for
the next five years, especially in the field of the common economic and monetary
policies, in the field of the Community's industrial and technological develop-
ment and in that of an action on the social and regional level, particularly
designed to cope with the changes which are occurring there". The Summit
Conference lent a ready ear to this language. In its final communiqu6 the
Conference concluded with those few striking phrases which, coming from
such high authorities, represented something extremely precious for the future
of the Community.
Consequendy, here we are commimed to discussing with you a programme
which will not be the programme of 7970 but rather the action pfogramme of
approximately the decade in which the following will be dealt with at the same
time: economic and monetary problems in the strict sense, tax harmonization
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and the abolition of tax frontiers, capital movements and the approximation
of the social security systems. This complete and rounded programme is,
I think, the most important matter your Parliament will-have to discuss with
us at the beginning of this year 7970.
My second point is industrial problems. tn the spring we intend to lay
before you a comprehensive memorandum on the Community's industrial
problems to which we attach very great importance. It will be a significant
do.omeot not only on account of its size but much more because of its contents.
On this point, without in the least regretting the place which the common agd-
cultural policy has very legitimately occupied in the transitional period 
- 
the
Treaty had, moreover, willed it so 
- 
the time has obviously come to concentrate
our attention more on industrial questions. Of course a lot has already been
done in this field 
- 
and if I had the time I would give an account of it but
there is no question of our broaching industrial policy today 
- 
when you
see all that has already been done in the competition field and others besides,
which concern the fate and future of our industry and of the internal market
as well. But we think that our Commission will be in a position in the spring
to present a comprehensive view of the problems involved in satisfactory devg-
lopment of the Community's industry anil of the general lines of approach
wfuch should guide the national and Community authorities in the industrial
field. I would like to recall that a long time ago already the Commission
proposed and applied a series of measures with the object of improving the
legal, financial and fiscal environment in which our enterprises are called upon
to play their righdul part in the common interest of the six economies and
of the Community's economy in general.
It is now a matter of placing these various measures in a comprehensiYe
context, of emphasizing their urgency, of indicating where they should be
prolonged and, where necessary, of proposing new ones. I therefore confirm
the undertaking we have already given the Parliament to present to it the result
of our work and our reflections in the first half of this year, as it seems to us indis-
pensable that the Community should become more awate of the conditions
in which these industries will be able to continue successfuIly to face competition
in all its forms.
The next point, which is quite naturally connected with the preceding
one, i$ research and technology, In the more specifically nuclear field we
were delighted at the Council decisions on 6 December 
- 
during the very
week when the Summit Conference was held 
- 
which enabled us to envisage
the future of Euratom with greater confidence. The Commission's work in
this field has been extraordinarily difficult during these last two years.
'We drew up several programmes in our effort to convince the Council
and the Governments that, in this field, the Community cannot afford to relax
the efforts it has continued for ten years, nor allow the instruments it has created
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to be discredited or weakened and that, since new structures are ceftainly neces-
sary, it fu imFoftant to realize the value of the efforts hitherto pursued.
At the same time as nuclear research we have the other fields pf technol-
ogy where the Community has made certain choices of which you are aware.
But it is not enough to make a choice regarding standardization, nuisances
or information science. We have dow reached the point when, after having
invited Governments of other neighbouring countries to co-operate in this
effort, it is a question of translating it into concrete action. It is no longer so
much a matter of talking about technology; something concrete must be done
in this field, and it is to this that our major effort will be directed tihis year.
My nexr point concerns reforms of structure. Since we are considering
things more in the perspective of the decade than of the year, the reforms of
structure will be of great conLern to us as well as to you.
I will quote two of them:
First of all the reform of agricaltural structures. Our memorandrrm
of late 1968 has now been extensively discussed in this House, by the national
Governments and parliaments, by the agricultural and the economic organi-
zations concerned in this reform. In our opinion, the time has come to convert
this memorandum into a concrete proposal within the meaning of the Treaty
which we will have the opportunify to refer to the Council this spring. This
work is at present in progress and must be continued.
Besides this, there is.the reforrn of the regional strwctures of tihe Commu-
nity. You know that we have got beyond the stage of provisions and consid-
erations of a theoretical nature and have referred to the Council and the
Parliament an initial programme of pratical measrues. I think that it was
during its session in May that your Parliament decided to take up and discuss
our proposals. It is essential that we should achieve progress in this field too.
My next point is agricuhure, and here I shall be brief, since if there is a
field which we have all thoroughly discussed during the transitional period
it is certainly this one. I shall merely recall three things:
The first is that we must continue with patience and tenacity to establish
the common market organizations which hhve not yet been completed.
Yesterday, a first agreement was finally reached for the wine market
and this will enable this policy to be completed. The tobacco question is still
in dispute at present, but there are grounds for believing that the progress
achieved may now hold out hope for a decision.
The second point for which we will have to struggle more vigourosly
than hitherto 
- 
since it is becoming very urgent 
- 
is the harmonization of
veterinary, food and plant health legislation. In this field there is no doubt
that the very cumbersome machinery provide for by the Treaty of Rome will
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have to be streamlined in one way or another 
- 
perhaps even by "gentlernen's
agreements" 
- 
so that we may truly make more rapid progress in this field,
where it really has become very necessary to produce results.
Lastly, the third major agricultural policy problem is market equilibrium.
I think it is truly indispensable, whatever the political, regional or social diffi-
culties may be, that the Community should continue tenaciously to work for
a solution to the problem of market equilibrium, otherwise it will be in danger
of paralysis or suffocation; there is also the risk of being unable to negotiate
with non-member countries until it has found a solution or 
- 
let us be more
modest embryo of a solution to this vast problem.
. 
My last point in the internal field 
- 
and I have left out others which
are nevertheless very important 
- 
is, of cour-se, the social sphere. As our
Treaty of Rome did not provide for a common social policy, it is necessary
at least that we replace this by a greater effort to harmonize the social systems
and that we devote much care to the preparation of the Tripartite Conference
on Employment which the Council has decided on at last after who knows
how many difficulties. Finally 
- 
and this is the essential point 
- 
there is
the reform of the European Social Fund which must become a true instrument
of social and economic policy for our Community similar to those which have
previously proved their worth in the setting of the Treaty of Paris.
Exterrual, field,
In the external field, the year 7970 is first of all dominated by the prepa'
ration for and the opening of negotiations for the enlargement of the Commwnity.
This is going to give us a great deal of work 
- 
which has already begun 
-but at the same time 
- 
and I would like to say this here in public, as I believe
it to be useful 
- 
at the same time, I repeat, this work can only be [mited.
We cannot obtain in advance complete ideas concerning all that we shall want
to do and negotiate, without having heard our parrners and without knowing
what they do and do not ask of us. Fairly soon 
- 
unless we launch into a
kind of "Kriegsspiel" which seems a pure waste of time to me 
- 
we shall find
that in these preparations there is a certain limit to what can be foreseen and
said now. The negotiations must be opened; and it will be alter a first round-
up of the problems with the four "candidates" that we shall obtain a better
view of the choices the Community must make.
That is the reason why, as far as is in our power, we shall take care to
see that the date practically accepted at the Hague Conference is.not overstepped;
there it was agreed that this preparatory work would not extend beyond mid.
year. This leads us to think that we shall really be able to open the negotia-
tions with the four applicant countries before the summer vacation.
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These negotiations will create problems for us with the United Kingdom,
Ireland, Norway and Denmark and the other European countries, since it
was agreed and even decided at The Hague 
- 
this is point 14 of the communi-
qud 
- 
that as soon as the negotiations are opened conversations will be started
with the other European countries interested in this movement but not yet
applying for membership.
Lastly, as you know from ow 1962 discussions, the negotiations with
the United Kingdom, in view of the world-wide responsibilities it has in the
framework of the Commonwealth, will lead us really to deal with great world
problems. It is consequently an enormous enterprise on which we are launching
and it will demand much work of everybody concerned.
My second point in the field of external relations is naturally the conti-
nuation, negotiation or exploration of our agreements. I will remind you
- 
although without describing their nature or stage of development or comple-
tion 
- 
of our negotiations or exploratory talks with Austria, Israel, Spain,
Yugoslavia, Japan and the United Arab Republic. If I have forgotten any
countries I hope it will not be held against me.
The third point 
- 
and this appears to me to be new 
- 
since our Commu-
nity is now in its final stage, since it already represents tle most important paft
of the European continent, as it is not only the continent of the six countries
but already also of those, whether great or small, who are going to join them,
it is clear that we must begin a dialogue from continent to continent.
Now that our old States have, aker centuries, succeeded in breaking
out of the exclusively national framework, it is clear that we must consider
on the scale of the European continent the problems which formerly were
solely national ones. As regards the other continents a similar process imitating
our own is under way. Consequendy, the Community must express itself
and think on the scale of the continents.
In my account 
- 
but this is not an order of priority 
- 
[ am beginning
with the United States of America. It forms a continent in itself with which
we bear so many responsibilities for the deveLopment and balance of the free
world.
Our relations with the United States, which were so good when we finished
the Kennedy Round rwo and a hall years ago, have dereriorated in a conti-
nuous and alarming manner. Our American friends reproach us for a certain
number of things. They blame us for our association policy. They believe,
quite wrongly, that we wish to impair the machinery of international trade as
provided for and organized in the framework of GATT. They are worried
about our preferential arrangements. For our part we are impatient because
they have not yet abolished the American Selling Price, as was agreed in Geneva
in May L967. 'We are becoming anxious about the protectionist tendencies
which are more and more apparent in the United States.
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Our Commission is convinced that we cannot allow things to go on in
this way and we must, on otu part and in agfeement with the Americans,
make a great effort to clarify and improve the Community's relations with the
United States of America.
Our Commission has launched a veritable campaign to this end and
will continue it. '!7e are absolutely convinced that it is at our level and with
the United States that the problem must be fiscussed and that there are very
great possibilities for clearing up quite a number of misundetslaldings.
President Nixon's visit to us in Brussels last year convinced us that,
with imagination and good will, these problems are not insoluble.
ln the second place I refer to Africa, but I repeat that this is not an order
of priority. I have come back from a fortnight's journey to Africa, the third
I have made on behalf of our C,ommission to the countries associated with us.
This time I visited Gabon, Congo (Kinshasa) and Rwanda. As during the
previous journeys to the Ivory Coast, Mil, Senegal and Cameroon, it was strik-
ing for me to note the extent to which the presence of Europe, in the form of the
Association, is appreciated by the Alrican Heads of State, their Governments
and their administrations.
ln the third place Latin America. I would remind you that the "Hallstein
Commission", in which at the time I was responsible for external relations,
tried 
- 
let us say frankly, without success 
- 
to draw the attention of the Council
to the relations between ths Q666rrnity and Latin America. 'We had drafted
a few documents which your Parliament found to be good and your Political
A.ffairs C,ommittee had organized a study mission to Latin America.
'We have updated our documents. During this fust halt year we are
really going to harness ourselves to the task of organizing, first with our Council,
and at a later stage with the Latin American continent, a dialogue which has
only been too long delayed.
Lasdy, there is Asia; we shall meet it throughout the negotiations with
the United Kingdom, since we shall have to reviewr. and perhaps extend, the
agreements already concluded in this connection between the British and
ourselves during our 1962 negotiations.
I shall finish with external relations by quoting two very important points.
The first is the corwnon comrnercial policy, concerning which important
decisions were taken by the Council at the end of the year. 'We now have the
responsibility of seeing that they are implemented. The second is our trade
relitions with the East bloc countries. Here the approaches worked out,
although no closer to perfection, are nevertheless much more informed by the
Community spirit than what we had previously. 'We get the impression that
things will henceforh go better in this field, which is painly covered by Ani-
de 1L3 of the Treaty of Rome.
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At the same time the Council has authorized us to -begin exploratory
talks with Japan. I am all the more pleased about rhis because I wenr to Japan
for this pu4)ose in 7967. When I returned from this exploration the Courriil's
reception was very cold, which is a polite way of saying that it was totally
negative. Much time has been lost berween 7961, and 7970. If we had begun
our negotiations in 7962 they would have been in bener shape than rhose we
are going to undertake now in the form of this first exploration. I nevenheless
think that there are realistic and serious elements on which to build an agreement
between Japan and the Community.
In the external field we are preparing the negotiations to be held with
the lnternational Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna concerning the maintenance
of the Euratom control mechanisms within the framework of the i-plemenration
of the Non-Proliferati.on Treaty which you know well.
My third 
"^^rru-::'::;K:instirutions. r sha,be brief, but I would also like to be exact. I will tell you that for the Commis-
sion it is not a question of political dogma. Ir is a quesrion of efficacity.
The Commission unanimously said so in its memorandum of November,
a fortnight before the Summit Conference; the terms used were as follows:
cThe strenghening of the institutions of the Community has become infis-
pensdble. As the Community expands it needs stronger institutions ro ensure
its internal government. It needs them just as much to guard againsg fl1"
risks of growing too cumbersome as a result of enlargement. Consequently,
it is essential, without waiting for the institutional strengthening which can
be envisaged when the Communities are merged, to re-establish the institutions
in their normal functioning as provided for by the Treaties. The democraric
character of the community should also be increased by envisaging without
further delay the election of the European Parliament by universal suffrage
in order to arouse the interest of the European peoples in the destiny of the
Community".
The silence of the Summit Conference on this very imporrant point of
our memorandum and the difficuhies caused by the problem 
- 
after all of
limited significance 
- 
of the increase in the budgetary powers of the Parliament
show us that the question of our institutional progress is still a contentious one
in our States and that there are plenty of difficukies ahead where it is concerned.
'We must approach these difficulties from the angle of efficacity and not
of theoretical discussion. It is not possible for the community, now entered
rFon its final stage, to achieve economic and monetary union rapidly and well
if its institutional machinery remains as cumbersome as it is. There will be
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no yyay of continuing to operate our Community efficiently if the illusion still
remains that it is in the capitals of the Member States that decisions are teken
as to what the Community must or must not do.
It is within the institutions and nowhere else that the decisions relating
to the functioning of the Community must be taken.
Lastly, we said in our memorandum that it is essential to re-establish
the normal functioning of the institutions called for by the Treaty. It would
be an indefensible paradox to seek to convince the British, the Irish, the Danes
and the Norwegians that they should accept thd Treaty of Rome as a whole
if, at the same time, our Member States take the liberry of considering that one
or'another of its articles must not be applied. This will be a constant concern
for you and for us, but I can assure you that our Commission will not cease
to struggle, with patience, in a practical spirit and yet with tenacity, so that
our institutions may be strengthened. This is absolutely necessary on the
threshold of the present decade.
The building of 
.Europe in the years ahead means that an immense amount
of work is awaiting us. 'We shall need the co-operation not only of dl the
institutions but also of the representative organizations of the economic and
social forces which we must associate more with the work to be undertaken
in those fields where it is no longer simply a maffer of. tantt or technical problems
but where it is truly important to establish the economic and social policies
or olu Community. -
'We should like 
- 
and I end with this sentence 
- 
oru European continent
to inspire, through its effort, a feeling of trust and responsibility. A feeling
of trust within: our Community must be seen. to be what it has to be it muit
be strong, it must be rrnited in spite o( all the differences of opinion which are
legitimate a hundred times over in a democratic organization. It must also
inspire a fgsling of reponsibfity within and without, the feeling that the Commu-
nity is looking outurard towards its great responsibilities in the world.
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IV. TIIE COMMISSION'S ACTIVITY IN THE SOCIAL FIELD
IN 1969
This chapter presents in syntheti.c form and in logical order the
main social actiuities of the Cornmission in 7969, a year in which
these actiuities uere particularly far-reaching and uailed, ubether
connected with the social aspects of the cotnmon policies, ernploy-
ment problems,liuing conditions, health questions or with work
arising lrom the Council's sessions on social aflairs (7j March and
24-25 Nouember 1969).
l. Sooi,al, aspeots of tbe cotnnzon pol,ieies
1. Correlations
The Commission's first interim report on the "correlations between
social policy and the other Community policies" submitted to the Council
at the end of JuIy 1958, was discussed at the latter's session on L3 March 1969.
The indispensable correlations between the social policy and the other
Community policies were brought out in a general way in the conclusions then
adopted by the Council by common accord with the Commission. These
conclusions emphasize in particular that "a progressive social Policy should
aim at doing more than merely compensating, from the social point of view,
the impact of economic measures; it should also help in the Process of deter-
mining econo-ic objectives. It is therefore clear that the various economic
measures must not be devised and implemented without the social requirements
being taken into account from the outset'.l Following this meeting the Com-
mission drew up a complementary repoft on these correlations.
2. Economic policy
In the work relating to this field. the socid aspect continued to be kept
in mind, in particular during the d.rafting of the 3rd medium-term economic
policy programme.
From the short-term economic policy angle, employment problems and
the measures called for have been given priority.
1 See Bulletin 649, Cb.fr.
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The devaluation of the French franc in August 1969 involved consequences
for community workers, particularly as regards freedom o( movement and
social security. At the beginning of october L969,the Commission, in response
to a verbal question, reported on the latest situation and described the measures
taken or envisaged ot both inrergovernmental and community level to find
a solution (examination by the competent authorities of the council, by the
Advisory committee on Freedom of Movement for'lTorkers and by the Admi-
nistrative Committee for the Social Security of Migrant'Workers). The decision
of the German Government to revalue the Deutsche Mark on 28 october 1969
was examined from the same angle.
3. Agriculture
The "Memorandum on the reform of agriculture in the European Eco-
nomic community" (and its annexes) submitted by the commission to the
council on 2l December 1968, ptovides for certain social measures, pafticu-
larly with regard to the creation of new jobs, vocational readaptatitn and
training and the grant of an additional annual income allowance. ln 1969 the
Commission participated in the discussions on these measures within the various
bodies competent, especially the council. When the Joint commitee on the
social problems of paid agricultural workers was consulted on the repercussions
of the Memorandum, it stressed the prime necessity of providing re-employment
for workers obliged to leave agriculture.
4. Trausport
At its session ot 17-78 March 7969 the council adopted a regulation
on action by Member States with regard to obligations inherent in the concept
of public service in the three modes of transport and a regulation on standai-
dizing railway accounts. The commission is now preparing a proposal for
a regulation on the gradual harmonization of the rules governing -financial
relations between railway enterprises and States; the aim of this harmonization
will be to ensure the financial independence of these enterprises. These rfuee
measures have pronounced social aspects, particulady as regards employment,
working conditions and professional relations.
The first regulation on social harmonization in road transporr came
into force on 1 April. The Joint Advosiry commimee on social matters in
inland water transporr was set up by the commission on 25 February L969.
5. Energy
On26 February 1969 the Commission submitted to the Council an initial
document for guidance setting out general lines of approach and entitled
"social aspects of coal policy in the framework of a community energy policy".
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This document, which has meanwhile been published, is intended to promote
a manpower policy for the European mining industry, whose simultaneous
objectives are to remedy the negative consequences of the decline of coal and
to modernize the industry, determining as exactly as possible the hard core
below which extraction in the Six must not fall.
The reorganization of coal production is inconceivable without a suitable
examination of the social and regional problems connected with the restructu-
ration and modernization of enterprises 
- 
problems which are becoming more
and more important from year to yeai.
This is in f.at the concept defined in December 1968 by the Commission
in the "First guidelines for a Community energy policy" according to which
the pace at which it is planned to shut down collieries will have to be adapted
to make allowance for the social and economic consequences they entail both
for the workers and the regions. The views of the Commission on this point
are expressed clearly in sections 25 and Z7 of. ks proposals, which are basically
interconnected.
Before framing the concrete proposals announced, the Commission,
on L2 June 1969, obtained the opinion of the European Parliament's Committee
on Social Affairs and Health Protection, on !9 J:une L969, that of the ECSC
Consultative Committee and on 25 September t969 that of the Economic and
Social Committee. The question was referred to the Joint Committee (Coal)
on 3L O*ober L969.
6. Trading companies
The social aspects of certain srudies concerning trading companies have
engaged the attention of the Commission. The points at issue are a draft
convention on international mergers (work contracts and acquired rights of
workers of companies which merge), a draft directive on internal mergers
(the inclusion of employment forecasts in the merger report) and a study on the
representation of the workers within the organs of the European company.
The professional organizations were consulted on the harmonization of Member
States' laws concerning certain aspects of commercial representation (commer-
cial agents and representatives).
7. Symposium on the merger of the Communities
To follow up the symposia at Menton in February 1966 and, Turin in
October 196$,the European Commission in agreement with the ECFTU (Euro-
pean Confederation of free Trade Unions in the Community) and WCL trade
unions, on 6 and 7 March 1969,he1d. a third symposium in Luxembourg on the
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Iprospects of European integration. The trade unions adopted a memorandum
expressing their basic thinking on the content of the future single treaty called
for by the merger of the three European Communities.
Il. Empl,oyrnent
8. Freedom of movement
Articles 48 and 49 of. the EEC Treaty have been widely implemented by
a complex of legal and statutory provisions including Directive No. 68/360
on the stay of workers, which entered into force on t7 luly 1969, The Com-
mission supplemented these provisions with a draft regulation on the right
of workers to remain on the territory of a Member State after having been in
employment there; this draft was communicated to the European Parliament
and the Economic and Social Committee for their Opinions.
In its conclusions on employment problems, the Council, at its session
of L3 March 1969, considered that the Member States should compare their
recruiting policies in non-member countries tp take acount of their common
interests.
. In its report on the free movement of manpower and labour markets
in the EEC for L968, the Commission mainly stufied manpower movements
in the Community in that year and the application of the principle of equality
of teatment to Community workers and national workers.
ln the field of conflicts of laws the Commission has completed an exhaus-
tive study which will be discussed in the Advisory Committee on Freedom of
Movement. The objea is to promote a certain harmonization of the situations
encountered in the various countries.
ln L969 the C,ommission continu'ed to compile its "List of activities and
occupations", which is a short description of the 1200 most important occupa-
tions the equivalent terms for which in the languages of the various countrjes
are being s6dified. It is expected that the work will be finished by the end of
1%0.
9. Employment
ln 7969 the Commission drew up three reports considered to be parti-
cularly important:
(i) The 10th "Annual Report on Manpower Problems", which contains more
detailed information than the preceding reports on the problems concern-
ing certain sectors and regions, and outlines the features of the trend of
employment and the measures to cope with them;
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(ii) The lst "Survey on employment exchanges" which describes the co-opera-
tion between the Commission and the national administrations. This
initial report, mentioning the improvements planned to employment
exchanges, will be followed by other similar documents at regular intervals;
(iii) The lst report on the "Regional development of the agricultural working
population", which appeared in synthetic form in March 7969.
A report on worker placement techniques and another on employment
in construction have been completed.
Through the Statistical Office of the European Communities, the Commis-
sion has published a "Sample survey of the labour force', which reflects the
situation in L968 in the various countries.l This survey was repeated in L969.
At the same time, the Commission is now completing reports on:
(a) The use of computers by employment exchanges;
(b) Prospeclive studies on employment carried out at national and Commu-
nity levels;
(c) Methods of forecasting employment.
At its November 1969 session the Council made the necessary arrange-
ments so that the European Conference on Employment may take place in
Aprll1970. The Governments, the Commission and the employers' and wor-
kers' organizations (set up at European level or equivalent) will take part in
this conference.
A co-ordinating group on "Employment', closely associating the Com-
mission of the European Communities with both sides of industry, has been
set up and met in March and September L969.
In the same connection, the Commission has set up between the Directo-
rates-General mainly concerned a speci.al working party to coordinate the
detailed examination of employment and vocational training questions.
Lastly, the Statistical Office has brought up to date the forecasts of total
population and working population previously established for the decade
1960-L970;\the new period covered is 1970-1980.
10. Vocational guidance and training
'With regard to vocational guidance, the Commission has drawn up and
distributed the 2nd "Annual Report on Vocational Guidance Activities in the
Community (1968)". It has also organized two collective in-service training
periods, one in the Netherlands and the other in France, for the benefit of the
officials of the national administrations concerned.
r 
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Concrete progress has been achieved with regard to the harmonization
of vocational training in the Community. After consulting the European
Parliament and the Economic and Social Comminee, the Council will take
a decision n L970 on the "proposal for a recommendation by the Council to
the Member States on the use of the Community career monograph on the
training.of skilled machine-tool operators" which the Commission submitted
to it in lune 7969.
Studies on current or planned reforms in the Member States with regard
to vocational training, and multi-skill training programmes, have been com-
pleted. A list of the statutory provisions governing vocational and technical
training in the member countries and the results of an initial statistical survey
on the vocational training of adults will be available in 7970.
Following an oudine plan prepared by the Commission, rhe Council,
on 24 November 1969, studied the present problems of the vocational training
of adults as an instrument of an active employment policy.
In the field of teacher and instructor training a synoptic report on teaching
methods and media has been completed. About forry training supervisors and
representatives of trades organizations took part in the first seminar on the
common vocational training policy held in December L969 in Turin.
The publication of the bulletin of "rraining documenrarion" (extended
to include all economic sectors) has been continued. Documentation on pro-
. grammed instrucfion in vocational and technical training is being prepared.
The ECSC subcommittees have pursued their activities. The Commission
has published the second volume of the "Community manual on new technical
processes in the steel industry" and a covering report on "changes in the structure
and training of staff in the steel industry".
L1. Readaptation and reconversion
ln 1969 the Commission's readaptation activify under Article 56 of the
ECSC Treary reached its highest point since the beginning of operations in
t954. Between 1 lanuary and 31 December L969 credits made available totalled
26.5 million u.a. The operations decided concern 31000 workers in collieries,
.iron-ore mines and the iron and steel industry. The developmenr of these
operations in the steel industry, which began in 1968, became more pronounced
in 7969.
Generally speaking, the gradual establishment of effective machinery for
readaptation and reintegration facilitating the transfer of workers from one
enterprise to another may be noted in all the Community countries.
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[n7969 the Commission, with the approval of the Council, granted ECSC
reconversion loans for a total of over L4 million u.a. These operations will
gradually create nearly 3 300 iobs for former workers of the ECSC industries.
Applications under study concern loans for a total of nearly 90 million u.a.,
to create about 75 000 iobs, some of them for ECSC workers. These figures
show the very steady pace at which the Commission's reconversion activity
developed in 7969.
As regard the reconveriion of agricultural workers the Commission
has collected information to determine the dimensions of the problem in the
various member countries; the synoptic study embodying the results of this
work is expected before the end of. 1970.
12. European Social Fund
In 1969 the European Social Fund repaid 35.1 million u.a. in retraining
expenses (154 300 workers) and 1.5 million in resettlement expenses (20 500
workers).
On 11 lne 1969 the Commission submitted to the Council, under Article
126(bl of the EEC Treaty, an Opinion containing its proposals for the reforrn
of the Fund. This Opinion, which sums up the past experiences of the
EEC and the ECSC with regard to readaptation, envisages a flexible frame-
work to enable the Fund constandy to adapt its aid to the needs and require-
ments of the life of the Community. In the Commission's view, the reor-
ganrzed Social Fund would be an instrument at the disposal of the Community
to help the Governments solve employment problems arising from the working
of the Common Market and the implementation of the common policies or
of the medium-term economic policy adopted. The Fund's aaivities would
be concentrated on precise and particularly important objectives determined
ia a6g6gding with Comm"nity needs and priorities. Lastly, it would be endowed
with resources of Community origin adapted to the European dimension of
the problems to be solved.
On the basis of this Opinion, the Council is consulting the Economic and
Social Committee and the European Parliament. It is expected to deal with the
question in the first half of 1970.
It should be mentioned that the Hague summit, at the beginning of
December 7969, wbtch Eave a new boost to the European idea, stated in its
final communiqud that 'the Heads of State or Government acknowledge the
desirability of reforming the Social Fund, within the framework of a closely
concerted social policy".
13. Housing
In order to help improve overall productivity in coal-mining and steel-
producing areas by a rational distribution of employment, the Commission,
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in1969, continued its policy of promoting ECSC subsidized housing. Scheme VI
(20 million u.a.) is in the course of completion. In all, since the start of Commu-
nity operations in this field, 1,12 500 dwellings have been financed, o{ which
105 500 were finished at 31 December 1969.
The preparation of Scheme VII, which will cover the years 1,970-7974,
has been completed by the Commission, which, on 22 October, rook a decision
on detailed implementation (two financing instalments of 10 million u.a.:
7970/72 and 1973/74).
In accordance with the EEC Treaty, the Commission is completing a
synthetic sfudy on "the recent development and the present trends of housing
policy in the Community", for publication in the first half of. 7970.
Concerning housing for migrant workers, the Commission has obtained
from the Governments additional information on how far the Member States
have followed its recommendation on the subject in 1965. In spite of the many
measures already taken, migrant workers and their families are still too often
housed in unacceptable conditions which sometimes do not conform to the
elementary rules of hygiene. The Commission will complete its second report
during 1970.
lll. Liaing cond,itions
L4. Wages and incomes
In the wages field the Commission has explored the possibility of carrying
out an initial survey on wage costs in the retail trade, banks and insurance
enterprises. On 3 July 1969 it submitted to the Council a drak regulation to
this end which was approved on t7 O*ober 7969.
Two studies "Wage-drift" and "Information on incomes and assets'
have been completed and will be soon diffused.
For its part, the Statistical Office has published the harmonized data
concerning the hourly earnings and working week of workers in industry and
employment [for April and October 196811and also the detailed results of the
survey on "labour costs in L966 (wage costs and related employer's contributions)
in the industries of the Communiry".z This is the first time rhat a Communiry
statistical document of this kind deals, for the same reference year, with the
whole of industry: the extractive. industries, manu{acturing and construction.
The Statistical Office of the European Communities has also begun to
publish the results of the survey on the structure and distribution of the wages
"Social Statistics" 2 and,5-1969.
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of industrial workers in October !966, the first suwey of this kind made at
' international level.
The Commission has decided to set up a tripartite working parry on "wage
; statistics in agriculture" to investigate the best means of collecting and collating
r. comparable statistics in this field.
.
I
15. Soeial security
With regard to social security the following developments should be
mentioned:
In February 7969, the communication to both sides of industry of studies
on the economic effects of social security and the financing of the social security
in agriculture;
The completion of the study on the financial problems of social security
(7958-19701, which was submitted to the Council, as was the case with the other
two studies;
The framing of a covering report on tfrese three snrdies; this covering
reg)rt was submitted on 24 and 25 November 1969 to the Council, which
was thus able to indicate to the Commission the new studies it considered
worth undertaking in the setting of Article 118. The report also deals with
the examination by the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee of certain
social security problems and includes comments on the German social budget
and similar studies carried out in other Community countries.
The completion of 50 brochures on occupational diseases;
The completion of the collection of oosocial security indicators" to be
published shortly. In a general way the harmonization of social security
statistics has been continued by the Statistical Office as part of "social accounts'.
In accordance with a decision of the Coal Committee of the UK/ECSC
Council of Association, the Commission will carry out iointly with the National
Coal Board two studies on:
(a) Standard social security benefits;
(b) The effects of staff reductions on pension schemes.
Studies in the field of social security for migrant workers continued with-
out interruption during the period considered. Absolute priority was given
to the discussion by the competent Council authorities, with Commission
representatives present, of the proposed Council regulation on the application
of social security systems to wage-earners and their families moving in the Com-
munity. Certain problems posed by this regulation were examined by the
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Council (Ministers of Social Affairs) on L3 March 1969. The Council worked
out lines of approach which made it possible to reach certain conclusions at
its session ol 24 and 25 November 7969.
The Administrative Commiffee for the Social Security of Migrant'Workers
has held several meetings.
16. Working conditions
With regard to working conditions, the survey of Sunday working in
the glass industry, which is additional to those already made in five other indus-
trial branches, is completed and the report in the course of drafting.
A comparative study on labour and social security law has been examined
and the finishing touches are now being put to it with a view to publication
shortly. Activities in the field of comparative law continue.
The Commission has asked the Member States what response has been
made to its recommendation of 31 January 1967 on the protection of young
workers.l On the basis of the replies already received, it has had a report
drawn up.
Following the Council Decision of. 29 February 7968, the Commission
has invited the Member States to. communicate to it how the ratification of
certain international conventions is proceeding. Using the data provided, the
Commission is studying in detail, with the assistance of the Governments,
the difficulties encountered in this field by the Member States and a second
report is being prepared.
The report on "the law and practice of collective agreements in the coun-
tries of the European Coal and Steel Community" has been distributed. It was
the subiect of study days (on 9, L0 and 11 December L969) in which both sides
of industry, representatives of the Governments and of the international orga-
nizations and universities took part. The proceedings of these meetings will
be published.
In August 1969 a repoft on "the methods of representing the interests of
the workers in European limited liability companies" was sent to both sides
of industry, the Governments, university circles and others concerned.
Using the information provided at its request by the member countries,
the Commission collected and analysed the data available at the end offfuly 1969
on the contents of collective agreements (European card-index). The[Commis-
sion has elucidated the results in a report which is limited for the time being
to the mechanical and electrical engineering industries but which is to serve as
r Official gazetr;e ?5, L3 February L967.
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a basis, early in 1970, for the discussions with the competenr government
departments of the member countries and experts of the employers' and workers'
organizations and forthe conclusions the Commission will submit to the Council.
17. Industrial relations
The Commission has arranged several meetings of representatives of the
trade-union and professional organizations set up at European level. On
30 and 3L January 1969 a meeting was organized to obtain their opinions on
"the correlations berween the community's social policy and its other policies"
and on employmeni problems. The parriciprrrrc irrrni-ously decidei to give
absolute priority to the drawing up and implementation of a coherenr employ-
ment policy. At the meeting on 18 November 1969, the representatives of the
organizations unanimously agreed on the priorities for certain employment
and vocational training problems, the distribution of work among various
existing commiffees and the creation of a co-ordinating committee for these
questions. They also exchanged views on the proposals for the reform of the
Social Fund and on certain aspects of the studies on the working week and social
security.
As a result of an approach by the CGT-CGIL (Confederarion G6ndrale
du TravaiUConfederazione Generale Italiana di Lavoro) Standing Comminee,
the Commission received the representarives of this Committee in April to
examine their request for recognition as working partners at European level.
The Commission acceded to this request, as it was an:iious to establish contacts
which may prove to be beneficial for the social and economic progress of the
Community, with all the trade-union organizations ser up at European level
which endeavour to develop relations with it in accordance with the Treaties
and in conformity with the law and the European institutions. Thus it was
that the representatives of this Committee for the first time attended the meeting
of representatives of management and labour on 18 November 1969.
As the lnternational Confederation of Executive Staffs also expressed a
wish for closer cooperation with the Commission, a contact group was set
up in March 1969. As at present constituted this group rakes over from rhe
contact group which existed in the ECSC frameworkl and enables relations
to be extended to all industrial branches. The subjects of the first two meetings
were correlations between the Community's social policy and its other policies,
vocational tiaining and the reform of the Social fund.
From the sectoral point of view the Commission has also endeavoured
to widen its contacts. Thus, on 28 March t969,it received the representarives
of the free trade unions of the metallurgical industry in the ECSC to examine in
1 Second General Report, sec.416.
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detail with them the "social plan" for the protection of workers in the case of
loss of employment and income.
The attention of the two Joint Committees on Harmonization of Terms
of Employment in the coal and steel industries was principally drawn to the
social repercussions of structural and economic developments in these two
branches of industry. Thus, the Joint Committee for steel analysed the measures
taken in the various Community countries to remedy the social repercussions
of structural development and the Joint Committee for coal examined the legal
and contractual provisions adopted with regard to the industrial readaptation
and reconversion of minders. Sociological surveys on the flucnrations of man-
power in the coal and steel industries have been embodied in synoptic reports
approved by these Committees.
18. Social services and miscellaneous
Several studies have been put in hand at the instigation of the Commissioni
they deal with:
(i) The social problems of elderly persons on which the synoptic report will
be ready during the first half of 1970 and will be submitted to the Council;
(i0 "social assistance benefits of a public nature and their connections with
those of social security", which is expected to be completed during the
first half of.1970;
(iii) Social tourism in the six countries; the synoptic report will be ready
within the same period.
The Commission is also drawing up its third report on the action taken
by the Member States on the Recommendation of 13 July 1962 concemtng
the activity of the social services with regard to migrant workers. This will
describe the situation in L967-7968 and will be completed in the first half
of.7%0.
At the end of October 1969 the Commission arranged, in co-operation
with the Ministries concerned, a coruse of in-service continuation training in
Germany for leaders of organizations responsible for social work on behalf
of migrant workers and their families. This course was similar to those orga-
nized in preceding years in Italy and France. Other meetings of this kind
are being prepared; the next is planned to take place in Belgium.
lY. Healtb
19. General inilustrial s#ety
\Mith regard to industrial safety the Commission has been concerned
in 1969 with developing protection provisions relating to the use of certain
machines or dangerous substances. In accordance with Article L18 of the
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EEC Treaty, the questions raised in this contexU particularly the methods of
co-operation between the Member States, were discussed in detail in September
1969 with the national industrial safety administrations. The Commission's
efforts are directed in the {irst place towards drawing up technical safety rules
for the use of agricultural machines and farm tractors in particular.
The Statistical Office of the European Communities has published the
results of rwo surveys on the frequency of accident risks, one covering the paper
industry and the other the glass industry and rubber processing.
20. Mines safety
On 9 July 7969 the Commission decided to back rwo research proiects
into mines safety. The aim of the first is to facilitate the rescue of miners
trapped in accidents; the second concerns the development of new means of
combating coal-dust explosions in fields in which the usual techniques have
not proved sr'fficiently reliable. The financial aid for these two projects
amouhts to 320700 u.a.
2L. Satety in the steel irdustry
ln 7969 the Safety Commission and its working parties examined a series
of prevention problems relating to:
Cut-off and control elements, fliters and assembly elements of orygen
lines;
The insulation of gas pipes and the removal of gas;
Pig-iron solidification processes;
The establishment and equipping of sick bays and first-aid posrs;
Suitable systems to obviate collisions between travelling cranes.
In L969 an investigation on the seat and nature of lesions, to be carried
out in the steel industry in 1970, was prepared. It should be recalled that the
survey on the frequency of the risk o{ accident in the steel indusrry, organized
for the first time in 7960, continues to be made each year and that its results
are regularly published.l
22. Industrial health
On 25 lt:Jy L969 the Commission decided to approve the overall commir-
ment of 2L4 982.50 u.a. to finance five research projects from the credit of
6 million u.a. granted in L964 for the second research programme (dust control
r 
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in mines). These projects, which are intended to promote industrial health
in coal and iron-ore mines, will go on for two years in two institutes of the Com-
munity. The financial aids granted since the implementation of the programme
thus amountto 4710 580 u.a. in all. The studies concerning the epidemiology
of pneumoconiosis decided on last year are now going on in three important
coalJields.
The second research programme on air pollution prevention in the iron
and steel industry has entered the phase of concrete achievements. On
20 lanuary L969 the Commission approved the commitment of 848475 u.a.
to finance 23 research projects. This amount is to be charged against the
4 million u.a. of account allocated to the research programme. The work
is divided among L7 research institutes or organizations, generally for a period
of two years. Two other important projects also included in this programme
were the subject of a Commission Decision on a ]rIV 7969 allocatrng 1 123 500
u.a. as financial assistance.
23. Industrial medicine and health
At the present time several research programmes started in 1964 are in the
course of compledon. In the utilization and synthesis of the results the Commis-
sion takes account of the possibilities of practical application which may be of
general value for all industries as well as of the aspects specifically concerning
ECSC industries.
On 4 June 1969 the Commission decided to put in hand the study of three
new research programmes concerning chronic respiratory diseases, industrial
traumatology and re-employment and ergonomic problems in an industrial
environment. The launching of these programmes will be spaced out over
three years.
24. The Mines Safety and Health Commission
ln1969the Commission approved the interim or final reports of the studies
of its working parties concerning:
(a) Rescue arrangements and mine fires;
(b) Electricity;
(c) Winding ropes and shaft guides;
(d) Health.
On 20 June 1.969 the Commission approved its annual report for 1968
which it then communicated to the Member States and the European Parliament.
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It studied the circumstances, causes and preventive measures of tfuee group
accidents which had caused the death of 28 persons in all and received the first
information on a roof-fall which caused four casualties.
The snrdies of the various working parties on combined statistics of
accidents have been continued.
25. Health protection against radioaeive hazards
The implementation of the directives laying down the Basic Standards,
adopted by the Council n 7959, and amended n 7962 and 7966, continued
n 1969. Provisions relating to particular aspects of radiological protection
have come into force in France, Italy and the Netherlands, The joint srudies
for the general revision of the Basic Standards made considerable progress
n 1969.
lnL969 the Commission was consuked on seven radioactive waste projects
in accordance wittr Article 37 of the Euratom Trcaty (five German projects,
one Belgian and one Italian).
In the field of technical harmonization it continued, in co-operation witrh
the competent laboratories of the Member States, the programme of compa-
rison of individual dosimetry aimed at producing lasting improvemenr in the
precision of dosimetric measurements.
The Commission's research programme advanced in several fields:
studies on the radioactive contamination sf l,m4a beings and environment,
on physical dosimetry and on the long-term effects of rifiadon sa f,,,-ans.
The problem of the information and training of workers as regards
radiation protection was the subject of a symposium which the Commission
arrariged in Brussels hom 16 to 18 December 7969.
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Community activities in January 1970
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I. ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION
OF THE COMMON MARKET
FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS
Deo el,opment of ,intra-C onantuni,ty trad,e
1,. The marked revival of intra-Community trade continued during the
summer months of. 1969; the Statistical Office reporrs that the value of goods
traded between July and September amounted to approximately $8 700 million,
i.e. an increase of $1700 million compared with the corresponding period of
the previous year. In the first nine months of 1969 trade reached $26 300 mil-
lion, thus exceeding the level of the previous yearby $6000 ririllion (+ aOV"1.
We mtrst go back to the first nine months of the year 1960 to note such a marked
rate of 
. 
increase. In that period it was also Italian and French imports and
exports which increased most on a year-to-year basis. The rates of increase
of these two countries distinctly exceed the Communiry average (in the case of
France they reflect the clear need to make good the losses due to the events
of May and June L96S). The trade of the Netherlands with its Commuriity
partnefs expanded at a slower pace.
Comrnon Customs Tari,ff
2. After approval by the CCT nomenclature committee, rhe Commission
adopted on 2'1, January 1970r a regulation on the classification of goods in
sub-heading 2L.07 F of the tariff. This regulation 
- 
adopted in pursuance
of the Council Regulation of L6 lanaary 7969 
- 
specifies the classification in
this sub-heading of additives to flour or dough used for the preparation of
bakers' or pastry-cooks' products. In a decision of.'16 lamnry 19702, the Com-
mission authorized the Federal Republic of Germany to postpone the application
of CCT duties to imports of certain Algerian wines.
Measures utitb effect equiaalent to quanti,tat,i,oe restri,oti,ons
3. The Commission has adopted a directive based on Article 33(7), abolishing
measnres with effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions on imports not
covered by other provisions pursuant to the EEC Treaty. The directive prohib-
its all measures with equivalent effect already existing at the date of the entry
1 Official gazerteL 16,22.1.1970.2 lbid. L 25,2.2.1970.
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into force of the Treary and not yet abolished, and thus compleres rhe achieve-
ment of free movement of goods as sripulared in Title I Chapter 2 ot the
Trcaty, and ensures complete equaliry of ffeatment between national and import-
ed products.
Under the combined provisions of Articles 30 and 32,, all measures wirh
equivalent effect must have been abolished by the Member Srates at the latest
by the end of the ransitional period, after which they are ipso iure prohibited
by Article 30 of the Treaty. The Commission could consequently have forgone
the establishment of a directive of this kind and limited itself to applying the
prohibition or to reminding the Member States of the obligations which this
article imposes upon them. However, as the court of 
.Justice has not defined
the concept of a measure with equivalent effect, and because of the difficulties
of analysing such a concept, the Commission considered it advisable to give
Member States precise guidelines on what should be understood by such a meas-
ure. Thus, this directive establishes definitively the characteristic feafures
which had hitherto guided the commission in interpreting and applying the
rules of Article 30 et seq.
The Commission considers that the following must be termed measures
with effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions: all laws, regulations and
administrative practices and acts emanaring from a public authoriry which
impede imports which could take place in their absence, including the provisions
and acts which make impofts more difficult or more burdensome than the
marketing of national production. By way of example, a certain number
of measures which could be described in this way are listed in Article 2. They
include: price regulations establishing differentiated treatmenr berween national
and imported products (minimum and maximum prices, profit margins, prices
fixed in accordance with the cost price of imported products only, -etc.);
measures which depreciate an imported product or make it dearer; measures
which lay down difficult or burdensome conditions with regard ro srorage,
publicity or controls for imported products only; measures which subordinate
importing to the confition of having a representative in the importing counrry,
to reciprocity being granted by one or'more States, or to the payment of a deposit
or instalment.
Also covered by the directive in question (Article 3) are provisions govern-
ing_ the marketing of products which, although applicable indiscriminately
both to national and imported products, neverthelesJ intail, for the free move-
ment of goods, restrictive effects which exceed the scope of those peculiar to
, commercial rules and which are consequently to be described as equivalent to
those of quantitative restrictions. It follows from the rules of this article
that although the Commission recognizes that the Treaty does not affect the
right of States to regulate commerce, it considers that this right is not unlimited.
Thus, according to the rerms of the directive in question, a Member state goes
beyond the legitimate scope of this right and thereby infringes the obligati'ons
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Iof Article 30 et seq. when the regulations it adopts involve restricrive effecrs
seen to be excessive compared with the aim legitimately pursued, or else when
this same aim may be achieved just as effectively by another means which
hampers the freedom of trade less.
Prior to this, the Commission had formally adopted the directivd concern-
ing supplies of products to the central government, Iocal authorities and public
corporations, to which it had agreed in principle on 5 Novembet L9692.
Tecbnical obstacl,es to trad,e
4. within the framework of the implementarion of the General programme
for the removal of technical obstacles to trade, several new proposals for direc-
tives have been submitted by the commission to the Council. so far a single
draft directive, concerning crystal glasss, has been approved by the council.
At its session of 28 and29 January L970,the Economic and Social Commit-
tee formulated an opinion on fwo proposals for directives, one concerning
non-automatic weighing instrumenrs and the orher, meters for liquids other
than wated.
COMPETITION POLICY
Application of ,4rtieles 65 and, 66 of the ECSC Treaty
Combination involving the Thyssen and Mannesmann groups
5. Under Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty, the Commission has given prior
authorization for combination involving the following operarions:
Acquisition o( the steel-rolling mills of Mannesmann AG by August
Thyssen-Hiitte AG; 
- 
The founding by ATH and Mannesmann of
Mannesmannr6hren-Werke AG and another company, to be responsible
for the tube production and construction operarions of both ATH and
Mannesmann; 
- 
Acquisition by August Thyssen-Hiitte of one third of
Mannesmann's interest in tube firms; 
- 
Acquisition by Mannesmann
of two thirds of Thyssen's shares in tube firms.
1 Official gdzetteLt3, 19.t.7970.2 Bulletin t-7D,Pafi Two, sec. 2.s Official EazetteL 326, 29.12.1969.4 
"Economic and Social Commirtee", Ch. IV.
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The result of the proposed operation will be that ATH strengthens its
position on the market for rolled steel, especially flats, and that Mannesmann
ceases to manufacture these articles. In order to supply the ioint tube-produc-
ing enterprises with steel for seamless and large welded tubes, Mannesmann
will retain its blast furnaces, steelworks and semi-finishing mill trains. Thyssen
will provide the primary material for the other rypes of welded tubes. The
combination will not enable those participating to prevent effective competition
on the steel market or to evade the competition rules arising from application
of the ECSC Treaty.
In order to ensure that competition on the market is not affected by
interlocking board memberships befween the enterprises concerned and other
steel fabricators and dealers, the Commission has made its approval subject
ro the condition that members of the administration of the enterprises concerned
do not belong to any administrative organ of any steel enterprises not associated
with them.
' Together with other steel enterprises, Thyssen markets its rolled steel
products through Walzstahlkontor'!(est GmbH. In view of the considerable
growth in Thyssen's market position, through combination, since the establish-
ment of this selling agency in 1967, the Commission has instructed Thyssen
that with effect from 1 July 7971 the enterprises associated with it will have
to market their steel products independently of other enterprises.
The combination mainly concerns the manulacture of steel tubes. Since
these products do not fall under the definition of "steel" in the ECSC Treaty,
the effects of the proposed combination on competition should not be assessed
according to Article 66 of. that Treat! but according to Article 86 of the EEC
Treaty. In particular, it had to be ascertained whether merging the tube pro-
duction of Thyssen and Mannesmann constituted abuse of a dominant position
on the market. Here it should be borne in mind that the Commission maintains
that a merger of enterprises which results in monopolization of a market must,
in the absence of special circumstances justifuing a conclusion to the contrary,
be treated as abuse of a dominant position.
The enterprises concerned in the combination account for 20o/o of the
Community's production of welded tubes and 32o/" ot its production of seamless
tubes. Aprrt from Thyssen and Mannesmann there are about 80 other pro-
ducers of welded tubes in the Communiry and some 20 producers of seamless
tubes.
Lnfri.ngement of Arti.ele 65 by a sm'ap agreement
6. On 2l January L970 the Commission adopted a decision on proceedings,
pursuant to ECSC Article 65, concerning restrictive agreements and concerted
practices on the German scrap market.l
1 Official gazette L 29, 6.2.L970.
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For a number of years prior to L969 the firms in question had applied
agreements on quotas, prices, basing points and minimum stocks in their
purchases of steelworks scrap in Germany. Eleven of the firms had also formcd
an association ('Werksgruppe) and concluded agreements or engaged in concerted
practices concerning the purchase of a specified proportion of their extra scrap
requirements from specified companies controlled by groups.
The Commission has fined these firms a total of 189 000 u.a., and some
groups up to 50 000 u.a. each.
Eaily termination of a ,joirut selling agreement
7. When, on 31 July 1969t, the Commission authorized the combination
between the firms Cockerill-Ougrde-Providence and Espdrance-Longdoz, it
demanded that the agreement on the joint selling of fine sheet between Arbed,
Cockerill-Ougrde-Providence, Bautor and Sidmar2 be terminated by 3L Decem-
ber 1970. The enterprises involved have announced that they will not wait
till 31 December 1970 to put an end to their agreement but that the parries had
given notice to terminate it with effect from L Janaary L970.
APPROXIMATION OF LEGISLATION AND dN"OT'ON O'
COMMT.JNITY LAW BY CONVENTIONS
Tbe Europaan patent
8. The second inter-governmental conference to work out a European system
for the issue of patents was held in Luxembourg from 13 to L6 January. The
first had been called in Brussels following a Council decision to invite a number
of European non-member countries to pardcipate in this work. Seventeen
States are represented in the conference, with observers from four international
organizafions, including the EEC, assisting.
The conference examined and provisionally adopted the draft convention
drawn up by the working party presided over by M. Haertel. It decided to
publish the draft and the relevant explanatory reports and make them available
to the circles concerned and to non-governmental international institutions.
See Bulletin 9/10-1969, Ch. V, sec. L4.
Decision 2167 of the High Authority of the ECSC, 8.3.L967.
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tr. TOWAR.DS E,COhIOMIC I.JNION
ECONOMIC, MONETARY AND FINANCTAL pOUCy
Council deeisions on econom.ic and, monetary integration
9 . On 26 January L970 the Council held a detailed discussion of the business
situation in the Community and the implementation of the Commission memo-
randum of 12 February 1969r. On all points examined, the Council reached
conclusions generally acknowledged to be important.
First of all, it endorsed the conclusions set out in the Commission memo-
randum on the Communiry's short-term economic policy for 1970, and more
particularly the need for disinflation in all member countries. Persistence
of the strong rise in prices and costs and an appreciable deterioration in the
current account would make it almost impossible to change the line of short-
term economic policy, as might prou. ,ri..rsary if wodd economic activity
declines. Consequently, there is an urgent need to give prioriry to removing
the discrepancy between supply and demand, with particular emphasis on greater
budgetary austerify, mainterlance of the restrictive credit policy line, encour-
agement of private saving, intensification of competition on rhe markets for
goods and services, and concertation with both sides of industry.
The decisions taken by the Council to implement the memorandum of
12 February L969 consist of the following four parts, which make the whole
. Barre Plan 
" 
operational:
a) Basing itself on the proposals put forward by the Commission in December
in its memorandum on the broad medium-term (1.971.-1975) guidelines
for the Community's economic policyz, the Council accepted the principle
of a concerted definition of medium-term economic indicators aimed
at the effective harmonization of policies. It instructed the Commission,
acting in close contact with the Medium-term Economic Policy Commit-
- 
tee, to draw up, by autumn 1970, a draft third medium-term economic
policy programme containing quantified economic indicators for 1.971-L975
and setting out the main structural schemes which will have to be carried
out to this end either at national or at Communiry level.
b) The Council also approved the draft decision, submimed by the Commis-
sion, on the procedure for the prior consultations provided for by the
decision of.77 luly 1969s. To work out this procedure, the Commission
See Supplement to Bulletin 3-69.
See Supplement to Bulletin 2-70.
Official gazette L 183, ZS .7 . 1969, and Bulletin 9 / tO-69, Ch. VI, sec. 21.
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c)
d)
had obtained the opinions of the Committees within which the consulta-
tions are to be held, i.e. the Monetary Committee, the Budget Policy
Committee and the Short-term Economic Policy Committee, as well as
the opinion of the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee.
On 17 Jaly 1969 the Council had invited the Committee of Governors
of Central Banks to continue its work on the procedure for operating
a Communiry system of short-term monetary support, following the
guidelines of the Commission memorandum of 12 February 1969. The
Comminee submitted to the Council a drafr. agreement between central
banks to set up such a system. The Council took note of this draft and
invited the Committee of Governors to sign the agreement as soon as pos-
sible.l This decision is of particular importance, since it introduces for the
first time an element of monetary solidarity among the Six.
At its session of 17 laly 7969, the Council had also invited the Monetary
Committee to continue its examination of the problems posed by the
establishment in the Community of a system of medium-term financial
aid. After having reviewed the corpus of questions raised by such a sys-
tem, the Committee submitted an interim report to the Council, which
took note of this report and invited the Monetary Committee to complete
its work by 31 March, so as to enable the Commission to submit a proposal
to the Council at the earliest possible date.
Monetary Comrnirree
10. The Monetary Committee held its 134th session on 9 and l0lantary t970
in Brussels, with M. Emminger and M. Clappier successively in the chair.
Following the departure of M. van Lennep, the members unanimously elected
M. Clappier chairman bf the Committee for the remainder of M. van Lennep's
normal term of office and M. Drees vice-chairman for the remainder of
M. Clappier's term. The Committee laid down the broad lines of a report
to the Council and the Commission on the implementing details for a system
of medium-term financial aid; the final text was adopted at an dd hoc meetir,g
in Paris on 76 lanuary 1970.
. 
Bud,get Poliey Cornrnirree
L7. The Committee held its 26th session on 26 and 27 January 1970, with
M. Stammati in the chair. 
. 
It elected M.'soddemann, Director of the Budget
in the Federal Ministry of Finance in Bonn, as its vice-chairman. The 1%0
I The agreement was signed on 9 February 1970.
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draft budgets for France, the Netherlands and Belgium were examined and
the committee noted a report by its alternate members on problems of the
introduction into the administrations of member countries of ppBS (planning
and programming of budget systems).
Med,iwrn-term Econonti,c Policy Commirree
12. The committee mer on L3 lanaary 1970. It adopted the commission
memorandum to the Council on rhe broad medium-term (7%7/75) guidelines
for the Community's economic policy.
Working Group on Sciengific and Technical Research Poliry
73 . At its meetin g of.29 and 30 January Lilo, th"Group contihued its compar-
ison of the technical and scientific plans and programmes and, having hiard
the six statements, endeavoured to find methods of comparison to plnpoint
new subjects for European co-operation.
AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Conomon organizati,on of tbe markets
Beef and veal
74. Under the terms of a Commission regulation of 16 January 1970 concerning
the special arrangements to be applied to the import of certain frozen meatsl,
quantities in excess of 25 tons, unboned, relating to applications for certificates
giving entitlement to the special import arrangements filed berween L and
10 January !970have been reduced by s8.a5%; the purpose of this is to avoid
exceeding the estimated industrial needs calculated from the supply and demand
situation for beef and veal for processing {or the period 1 January to 31 March
7970.
On 26 January the Commission also adopted a regularion stipulating
that effect can be given to applications filed up to 31 December'196i for the
purpose of obtaining subsidies for slaughtering cows and premiums for the
non-marketing of milk and milk producrsz.
I Official gazette L L2, 17 .1" .1970.2 tbid.L20,27.7.1970.
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Oils and fats
15. On 9 January the Commission adopted two regulations concerning
import and export certificates for olive oil; on the same date it adopted a regu-
lation waiving certain conditiotts for tendering laid down by a previous regu-
lation concerning the sale by tender of olive oil held by the Italian intervention
agencyl.
Poultry products
16'. On 14 January the Commission adopted a regulation on the non-fixing
of supplementary amounts for eggs in shell from Rumaniaz. The Republic
of Rumania has guaranteed to respect the sluice-gate price for eggs in shell
originating in its territory, and this has enabled the Commission to decide not
to apply the supplementary amount in respect of eggs in shell from Rumania.
As regards poultrymeat and live poultry, two measures have been enacted:
(1) the supplementary amount applied ro imports of guinea fowls from Hungary
and Czechoslovakia has been abolished (this applies to live and slaughtered
guinea fowls and to halves or quarters), and (2) the supplementary amount
applied to poultry. legs and cuts of poultry legs, other than those of geese and
turkeys from non-member countries, has been abolishedz.
Plants, flowers and bulbs
17. In a regulation adopted on 26 January the Commission laid down mini-
mum prices for exports of begonia and sinningia tubers to non-member
countries.s These prices apply from 1 lune 1970 to 3t May 1971,.
Fi.nancimg of tbe ca?nrrom agri,oultural policy
18. As a result of the agreement as to the principle of "own resources' reached
by'the Council on 23 December 1969, the panel,of experts and the Permanent
Representatives Committee have been preparing the formal texts on the financing
of the common agricultural policy and "own resources". At its session of
79 and 20 January 1970 the Council cleared up a number of outstanding points
relating both to "own resources" and to the final aruangements for EAGGF
expenditure
Official gazette L 7, L0.1.1970.
tbid. L Lt, 76 .t.1970.
tbid. L 2L,28.1.L970.
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The Committee on Agriculture and the Committee for Finance and
Budgets of the European Parliament have continued their studies on "the
equilibrium of the agricultural markes5' 
- 
2 maner which has a major financial
impact on the EAGGF.
As regards the Guidance Section, the studies concerning the second 1969
instalment are drawing to a close and the schemes qualifying for assisrance
have been referred to the Commission in order that it may authorize consulta-
tion of the committees according to the procedure laid down by the Council
Regulation of. 1964. The amount of the aid proposed for this second 1969
instalment is about 45 million u.a., the Commission having already granted
8.5 million u.a. for 34 schemes in October t969; about 106 million u.a. will
remain for the third and fourth 1969 instalments.
INDUSTRIAL POLICY
Iron and steel ind,ustry
19. In accordance with its undertaking to the government representatives
in September 1969, the Commission, ar the end of the year, again examined
the situation on the steel market, which since the beginning of. 1969 has been
marked by appreciable supply difficulties and a persistent increase in prices.
This situation had led to the suspension of customs duties for imports of certain
iron and steel products from 1 October 1969 to 31 January 1970.L
From the market analysis carried out by the Commission and ih" iofor-r-
tion obtained it emerges that the Community's imporrers were able to buy
increased quantities of steel on the world market, despite the general shortage.
In particular Czechoslovakia, Austria, the United States and Japan expanded
their deliveries to the Community. It therefore appears that the suspension of
customs duties has helped to reduce the supply difficulties experienced by certain
gtoups of steel importers in the Community. However, in a memorandum to
the. government representatives of the Member States of the ECSC mEeting
in the Council, the Commission considered that the measures to influence thp
business situation on the steel market and the general measures taken by the
Governments to curb the expansion of demand had not eliminated the tendency
for steel prices to rise and for delivery dates to lengthen.
As regards the price trend, the Commission, at the end of. 1969, still
observed appreciable increases in all Community countries. As steel is used
for the manufacture of many finished products, this was likely to entail rising
prices for other products. The volume of supply has expanded, it is true,
but for certain products demand still appreciably outsrrips the production
possibilities of the Communiry's iron and sreel industry, the result being that
r See sec.73.
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delivery dates to users remain long; there is little likelihood of this situation
changing in the short term.
This is why the Commission, in the light of economic developments,
asked the Governments of the Member States to agree unanimously to a fresh
suspension of customs duties on certain iron and steel products; a decision
to this effect was taken at the session of 26 January 1970.1
Nuclear ind,ustry
20. In order to improve the procedure governing the examination of nuclear
investment projects, which Articles 41 et seq. of the Euratorh Treary require
individuals and firms in the Community to communicate to the Commission in
advance for its opinion, the Commission submitted a proposal to the Council
modifying the timeJimits under Article 42 of the Treaty for communication
of these projects.
This article lays down that: "the proiects referred to in Article 41 shall be
communicated to the Commission and, for purposes of information, to the
Member State concerned not later than three months before the conclusion
of the first contracts with suppliers or, if the work is to be carried out by the
enterprise itself, three months before such work is to begin". The Commission
proposes that the Council modify this time-limit and replace it by two new but
longer ones, and at the same time reduce the number and scope of the details
to be submitted.
The investment proiects would be communicated in two stages:
a) The projects referred to in Article 41 must be communicated to the Com-
.mission 
and, for information, to the Member State concerned in the form
of a brief description of the investment project, either
(i) nine months before the conclusion of the first contracts with sup-
pliers,
or, if the work is to be carried out by the enterprise itself,
(ii) nine months before it is to begin.
b) The projects referred to in Article 41 must be communicated to the Com-
mission and, for information, to the Member State concerned in the form
of a detailed but simpler description than the one previously required
under Regulation No. 5 of the Euratom Commission, either
(i) four months before the conclusion of the first contracts with
suppliers,
or, if the work is to be carried out by the enterprise itself,
(ii) four months before it is to begin.
I 
.See sec.73.
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SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND NUCLEAR RESEARCH POLICY
General researcb and, technology
Scientific and technical research policy
27. At the meeting on29 and 30 January 1,970,theWorking Group on Scientific
and Technical Research Policy started to compare national research and develop-
ment projects, programmes and budgets. This procedure, in accordance
with the Council decision of 31 October 1967, is aimed at harmorrizing research
policy in the various Member States and pinpointing new sectors of co-ope-
ration.
For the purposes of this meeting, a report, drawn up by a special commit-
tee of statistical experts assisted by the Commission's staff, had been submitted
to the'Working Group on public expenditure by the Community counrries on
research and development for the period 1967/1970. The report analyses the
research budgas of the member countries by main objectives, making it possible
for the first time to compare the current trend of the measures taken, to the
extent that an analysis of the budgets yields such information. From the
conclusions of the report it emerges that, despite distinct differences in the level
of expenditure and the distribution of funds, tlere are a number of points where
the policies of the Member Stares are convdrging.
To attain its objective, the comparison of the programmes must obviously
not be confined to a description of curient trends of reseirch policy in the various
member countries but must also cover the Governments' intentions for the
future. The Working Group therefore devoted a large part of its meeting of
29 and 30 January 1970 to an exchange of information on the intentions of the
six Governments in the research field. At its next meeting it will continue irs
study of the results of this exchange and will endeavour to pinpoint the areas
where the policies pursued in the various member countries converge.
The Expert Group on "scientific and technical information and docu-
mentation" met in Brussels on 20 and 27 lanuary 1970 to continue the prepar-
atory work for its reporr to the Working Group on Scientific and Technical
Research Policy. At this meering the chairmen of the sub-groups of experts
presented reports on the various sectors and described the progress of work
on scienti.fic and technical in-formation in agriculture, medicine and metallurgy,
and in the field of parenrs.
Training
22. On 31 January 1970 the situation as regards Scientific and rechnical
trainees and grant-holders at the JRC and under contracrs of association was as
follows:
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Student trainees: 35 scientific and technical student trainees were actively at
work; seven ndw trainees were accepted during January for training periods
beginning at a later date.
Grant-holders.'46 scientific and technical grant-holders were actively at work,
30 preparing doctorate theses and 16 specializing in specific nuclear
fields. Two new grants were allocated during January.
Joint action
Future activities of Euratom
23. During its meeting on !9 January; the Council adopted the Euratom
research and training programmd tor 1,970 as well as the relevant draft budgetz.
In accordance with the Council's decision of 6 December L9693, this
programme constitutes a one-year extension of the 7969 Euratom research and
training programme. It too provides for joint programmes involving the
spending of 23 500 000 u.a. and the employment of.948 personnel and comple-
mentary programmes absorbing 25I30 000 u.a. and 1365 personnel.
The Council further decided to transfer to the research budget 85 posts
in the Directorate-General for the JRC which in 1969 were shown in the oper-
ating budget (Directorate-General and programme co-ordination activities)
and, conversely, to put the staff of the Directorate-General for the Dissemination
of Information and the Eurisotop Office on the operating budget.
Also in line with the Council's decision of 6 December 1959, the Perma-
nent Representatives Committee had a first exchange of views with the Com-
mission on problems inherent in the reorganization of the Joint Research Cen-
tre's nuclear activities and on the possibilities for acfion in the non-nuclear field.
Disseoninati.on of infor.ruation
24. Representatives of the Commission attended the meeting of the OECD
Scientific and Technical Information Policy Committee in Paris on 15 and
'16 lan:uary, Discussion was directed in particular to the economic and rate-
fixing problems affecting scientific and technical information.
On 13 Ja;nuary, the Commission held a meeting at the Centre for Infor-a-
tion and Documentation in Luxembourg of the heads of the six Community
countries' nuclear documentation centres. The purpose of this meeting was
r Of{icial gazerte L 20,n.7.1970.2 See Ch. IV, "Commission".3 See Bulletin L-70, Part Two, sec. 34.
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to discuss the practical procedures for the exchanging of information befween
shs Q6prnrrniry and the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC)
under the existing contract for co-operation.
In mid-January,the CID circulated to all members of the Aigrain Group's
Expert Group on Scientific and Technical Information and Documentation,
as well as to the members of the sectoral sub-group on "metallurgical infor-
mation", a second version of the keyword thesaurus for semi-automatic docu-
mentation in the field of metallurgy.
In the course of its routine work, the CID circulated L6 scien#ic and
technical reports, as well as 12 communications under Article 13 of the Euratom
Treaty and 82 offprints from articles and addresses. The semi-automatic
documentation system processed documentation problems sent in by 33 custo-
mers, and a total of t 271. abstracts were sent to inquirers.
The Patent Bureau filed six first patent applications, and nine Technical
Notes were circulated.
ENERGY POLICY
Perrol,eum products irnport system
25. The Commission has adopted a recommendation concerning the system
governing imports of crude oil into France, which is designed to ensure the free
movement of peroleum products within the Communiry.l
There is at present no common commercial policy in the oil sector. In
order to prevent or at least contain diversions of traffic, therefore, the Commis-
sion has availed itself of the provisions of Article 115 of the EEC Treaty to
authorize Member States placing import restrictions on petroleum products to
exclude from Communiry treatment products originating or directly consigned
from a non-member country which have been freed from customs cohtrol in
other Member States. Such authorization does not apply to imports of prod-
ucts which the importer can prove either to have been obtained entirely in a
Member State or to have originated or been directly consigned from a non-
member country and to be exempt from any control or quantitative restriction
in the Member State of destination. In the case of products subject to restric-
tion, the qort iiti"r which may be imported from one Member Staie into another
must increase in at least the same proportion as for the previous year in relation
to the year before that. The decisionz is applicable from L January L970 to
31 December 197L, during which period the Commission will examine whether
it requires to be adjusted or extended.s
r See Bulletin 2J0,Pa* Two, sec.9.2 Official EazetteL t4,20.L.\970.e See sec.74.
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TR.ANSPORT POLICY
Results of tbe Co.uncil sess,i.on of 26 and, 27
26. On 26 and 27 January 1970 the Council held a
problems.
Januarll 1.970
session on transpoft
Negotiations with non-member countries on the European Agreement concern-
ing the Work of Crews of Vehicles engaged in lnternational Road Transport
(AETR)
U. The Council Regulation of 25 March 1969 on the harmonization of cer-
tain social provisions in road transport came into force on L April L969.
Subsequently, the Member States entered into negotiations, in the framework
of the UN Economic Commission for Europe,,for the conclusion of a European
agreement concerning the work of crews of vehicles engaged in international
road transport (AETR)
As certain difficulties emerged, the Committee of Permanent Representa-
tives sent the Council a new negotiating mandate providing for:
a) Authorization for the Member States to accept in the AETR a transitional
period lasting until 31 December L973, dwingwhich the maximum driving
time per day for all vehicles, including long and heavf vehicleq, would
be t hours, whereas the Community Regulation of N March L969
prescribes a maximum of 8 hours; 
I
b) An undertaking by the Council to make the necessary amendments to this
regulation, in accordance with the procedures stipulated by the Treaty,
to ensure its coexistence with the AETR.
The Commission expressed reservations on this draft mandate from the
institutional and economic and social angles,
The Council could not reach agreement on the principle of a maximum
driving time of t hours per day, particularly in view of differences of opinion
between the delegations concerning the amendments to be inserred in the Com-
munity regulation to make it compatible with the AETR.
As no agreement was reached on this question, the Council was unable
to take a decision on the new negotiating mandate proposed to it and instructed
the Committee of Permanent Representatives to continue to study the problems
which arise in this field.
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Aids granted to rail, road and inland waterway transport enterprises
28. The Council has adopted the text of a regulation concerning aids in the
rail, road and inland waterway transport field. However, formal approval
of this reguladon will only be given in six months and provided that a satis-
factory solution is found to the problems which arise in the field of rates for
international rail transport, particularly by container. If a definitive solution
is not reached in time, the Council will immediately take up the question, so
that a regulation may be adopted at the earliest opportunity.
Article 3 of this regulation provides that the Member States shall take
co-ordination measures or impose public service obligations involving the
grant of aids under Article 77 ot the Treaty only in certain cases and conditions
which it lists. The Commission will set up an advisory committee of represen-
tatives appointed by each Member State and working in accordance with the
provisions of Article 83 of the Treaty. This committee will give its opinion
on any question relating to the implementation of the regulation and of the other
provisions concerning the system of aids in the transport sector.
Access to the market in goods transport by inland waterway
29. Following a discussion on this proposal for a regulation, the Council
adopted a resolution which, in the main, provides that:
(i) niiority will be granted to the framing of rules on the temporary laying-up
of vessels applicable to the waterways subject to the arrangements of the
Revised Convention for Navigation on the Rhine and to the Moselle
Convention; it will be possible to extend these rules to the basins closely
connected with the Rhine;
(ii) The rules will be valid for five years; they may be extended for an addi-
tional year.
(iii) Within five years, co-ordinated arrangements will be drawn up concerning
long-term capacity control measures;
(iv) Discussions will take place with non-member States signatories to the
Mannheim Convention to determine the features of a system of temporary
laying-up applicable to the waterways subject to the system defined by the
Convention.
Introduction of a mechanical monitoring device in road transport
30. The Council has agreed to the following principles as a basis for the
coming studies concerning this problem:
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a)
b)
Discussions on the Commission's proposal for an implementing regulation
pursuant to Article 76 of the regulation on the harmonization of certain
social provisions in road transport must be concluded before 30 June 1970.
The provisions of the regulation to be adopted by this date must allow
each Member State, during a trial period lasting until 1 Janaary 1.975,
freedom to prescribe for vehicles registered on its territory either a type
of apparatus such as the one proposed by the Commission, with the
retention of the individual control log-book, or a type of apparatus by
means of which control of all the stipulations of the social regulation may
be carried out without using the individual log-book, or the retention of
the individual log-book only. The general characteristics of these types
of apparatus will be specified in the regulation.
The type of apparatus by means of which control of all the stipulations
of the social regulations may be carried out without using the individual
log-book will be made compulsory on new vehicles from L lanuary 1975,
and from 1 January 1978 on all vehicles.
Study on road infrastmctures in urban centres
31,. The Council has adopted a decisionl amending certain provisions of
the one of 13 May 1965 implementing Article 4 of its Decision of.22 June 1964
concerning the organization of a survey of infrastructure costs in transport
by rail, road and inland waterway. The Council has simplified the survey
programme by limiting it to studies to be carried out by each Member State
on infrastructures in urban centres. The Council's decision provides for
financial aid by the Community in respect of the expenses incurred through
these studies.
Readiustment of national commercial vehicle tax systems
32. The Council has agreed to the working procedure proposed by the Com-
mittee of Permanent Representatives. Under this programme, the Member
States are called upon to carry out, according to a Communiry procedure,
certain studies and calculations which relate to the restructuration of the systems
of commercial vehicle tax on the basis of the marginal cost of use. 'With regard
to the adoption by the Council of the Commission's proposal for a directive,
a final decision will be taken only when the result of these studies and calcula-
tions, which will have to be completed before 1 October 7970, is known.
1 Official gazetteL ?3, 30.1.1970.
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Bracket rates for road haulage between Member States
33. The Council has agreed to a regulation amending Article 5 of the Council
Regulation of 30 July 1968 on the introduction of a bracket-rate system for
road haulage between the Member States. Its purpose is to abolish the condi-
tion of a minimum tonnage of 500 tons in three months for the conclusion of
special contracts at rates above the upper limit of the bracket.
Automatic coupling for railway waggons
34. The Cbuncil has held a general exchange of views concerning the present
situation with regard to the automaric coupling of railway waggons. The
Council will continue its work on the subject at its next session on transport
questions. For its part, the Commission intends shortly to refer to the Council
a proposal with regard to automatic coupling under Article 1'1.6 of the Treaty.
This will define the scope and the implementation of the joint measures required
of the Member States in this matter.
Access to tbe m,arket
35. Ol Z7 January 1970 the Commission approved and submitted to the
Council a proposal for a regulation on the establishment of common rules for
shuttle services by motor coach between Member States.
This proposal is based on Article 8 of the Council Regulation of 28 July
!966 concerning the introduction of common rules for international road
passenger transport by coach or busl, under which the Council, in accordance
with Ardcle 75 of the EEC Treaty, must establish common rules for shuttle
services. Article 2 of. the 1966 Regulation defines shuttle services as services
organized to carry groups of passengers formed in advance on several outward
and return jowneys from the same place of deparnrre to the same destination.
A-fter making the outward journey each group is brought back to the starting
point on a later journey.
The Commission's proposal is designed to achieve the following aims:
(i) to facilitate the integxation of road passenger transport at Communiry level,
(ii) to adapt the organization of shuttle services to the requirements resulting from
Community integration and economic expansion, (iii) to improve services and
reduce fares.
Community integration of passenger transport is promoted by the estab-
lishment of standard criteria for the licensing of shuttle services. These
1 Official Bazette 147, 9.8.1966.
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criteria will be applied by the Member States in their bilateral or multilateral
contacts when applications for setting up shuttle services are examined. The
arbitration entrusted to the Commission, where there is disagreement between
Member States regarding the effect to be given to an applicarion ro ser up a
shuttle service, will also enhance the Community character of the decisions
taken. Standard pro formas both for applications to establish a route and for
licences for a shuttle service are also envisaged. 'l7hereas at present each
Member State issues a licence for a shuttle service over the distance covered in
its own territory, the proposed regulation establishes a single licence valid for
the complete journey and issued by the country in whose terrirory the starting
point of the service is located.
Shuttle services are adapted to the requirements of Community inregra-
tion and economic expansion by being subdivided into rwo caregories,
access to which is regulated in accordance with the competitive position of each
towards existing scheduled and specialized road and rail services.
The first category consists of shuttle services which provide transport
only. These may be set up only on condition that communications are not
already ensured satisfactorily by the existing regular services. Thus, effective
co-ordindtion of all the passenger transport services on the routes concerned
will be guaranteed in the public interest.
Tire second category consists of shuttle services which, in addition to
transport, offer the public subsidiary services such as lodging, with or without
meals, in the place of stay. Because of these features and the important role
they are called upon to play in the expansion of intra-Community tourism and
the development of ceftain regions, these services must be allowed to expand
without restriction and be provided competitively in order to guarantee freedom
of choice for the user, improved service and lower prices.
In accordance with the provisions already envisaged for non-scheduled
services in the proposed regulation on access to the occupation of passenger
carrier by roadl, the applicant for a shutde-service licence must satisfy conditions
of professional and financial capacity and good conduct and repute. The
Commission's proposal also contains provisions concerning control and penalties
to create effective means of ensuring that the rules envisaged are respected.
T e c bni,cal, b armonizarion
36. A meeting of national experts was held in Brussels on27 ahd 28 January
L970 to examine once more the problems of the harmonization of the maximum
weight and dimensions of commercial road vehicles. In particular, new factors
r Official Eazette C 95,27,9,1968.
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likely to justify re-examination of different technical aspects of the problem
were discussed.
Transport rates and, cond,irions
37. On'16 January 1970 the Commission brought together in Brussels the
government delegates of the Member States assisted by railways experts. The
discussion dealt with the problem of the publication of the rates and conditions
applied by the railways to the transport of ECSC products between Member
Siates via the territory of non-member States and with questions relating to
international through rates for these products.
At the Council session of.26 and27 lanuary 1970 the member Governments
instructed their delegates in the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
examine, in the light of the ECSC Treaty, the problems relating to the minimum
paymenr and distance charged in international rail transport of these products
between Community ports.
-*oo
38. At its plenary session of 28 and 29 lamtary, the Economic and Social
Committee rendered its Opinion on the proposed Council regulation fixing
the general conditions for the application of the rates laid down in the Council
Reguladon of 30 July 1968 on the jntroduction of a system of bracket rates
applicable to road haulagd. The Committee approved the Commission's
proposal subject to a few amendments relating to certain rate techniques arrange-
ments.
Rate systern for tbe use ol infrastructures
39. As parr of the preparation of the studies on urban infrastructures which
the Member States are to carry out following a decision of the Council 
- 
in
the framework of a survey on the cosis of infrastructures serving rail, road and
inland water transport 
- 
a first meeting of experts instructed to examine the
problems connected with the measurements of speed-output ratios was held
in Brussels on 20 January 1970. A general suryey was made of the theoretical
and practical problems involved in carrying out these measurements and exploit-
ing their results to develop a, tate system for the use of infrastructures.
In order to work out methods of calculating the marginal cost of use,
the Workinc Pprty on Road Infrastructure Costs met on 29 lantary 1970 and
resumed study of the determination of the marginal cost of resurfacing roads.
Agreement was reached on three different methods of calculation, as the final
choice does not have to be made until after the studies are completed. The
1 Official gazene C 99,3O.7.1969.
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experrs thus definitively laid down all the methods for calculating the marginal
coit of road infrastructure use with a view to completing the studies decided
on by the Council at its session of.26 and 27 January 1970 in connection with
the proposal for a first directive on the rcorganization of the national systems
of taxation of commercial vehicles.
REGIONAL POLICY
Financing ol aea, aaioities
Balance-sheet of Community action (1967/69)
40. Frcm 196'1. to L969, Community aid (approximately 196 million u.a. of
credits granted) helped to finance progfammes of conversion or creation of
,r.*, ..ono*ically hialthy activities, calculated to ensufe profitable employment
ro the labour faliing 
"rrilrbl", and also, in certain cases, the development 
of
industrialization zones. Of the 131 requests lodged in this period, 100 were
judged worthy of attention. Sevenry-nine, representing investments of more
it 
"" 
t 000 million u.a., and for which the community aid was nearly 200 mil-
lion u.a., enabled, or will enable, some 100 000 jobs to be created. 21 requests
were still being examined on t lanaary'7970. Some speeding-up was recorded
in 1969, withlg dossiers submitted, providing for investments of the order of
450 million u.a. (the Commission's contributions exceeding 88 million u.a.)
for the creation of more than'/-.6 000 jobs.
Conversion loans for the coal and iron and steel basins
41,. In the period Lg66/69, the Commission's efforts in the regional policy
field made possible the promotion of induitrial investments by interest rebates
and the grant of credits. For relatively minimal expenditure on interest rebates
- 
less thln 3 million u.a. annually 
- 
credits amounting to about 160 million u.a.
were allocated in four years (1. January 7966-31, December 1969) in the coal and
iron and steel areas, so as to make better use of the existing infrastructure in
these regions, whose glowth is impeded, and to overcome their structural
weakness by creating new jobs. These investments made nearly 100 000 new
jobs available, mainly for redundant workers from coal, iron and steel. In its
planning of the Community's participation in regional development, the Com-
mission has made use of the experience gained over the last four years as regards
the channelling of capital towards specific regions. Its proposal for a decision
submitred to the Council in autumn L969 aims at further recourse to this instru-
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ment to attract in a general way public and private capital to regions of weak
strucarre, where measures of regional policy are necessary for the co-ordinated
build-up of the Common Market.
Financing decision
42. In accordance with Article 56(2a) of rhe ECSC Treary, the commission
has decided to grant a conversion loan of 4 million German marks (1.1 million
u.a.) maximum to Salzgiffer Hiittenwerke AG in Germany. The company plans
to invest about DM 12 million for the building of a "Simon !7aldren,, plant
for the plastic coating of steel or aluminium strip. The programme will mean
about 60 new iobs, almost all of which will be reserved for former ECSC
workers. The particular geographical siruation of the salzgitter region,
bordering on the soviet zone, means that the plan will benefit from help grinted
by the public authorities under the aid sysrems notified ro the commission in
conformity with the EEC Treaty
under the same article of the ECSC Treary, the commission has received
another request for a loan for a conversion scheme in Germany.
Stad,ies
43. A working documenr on conversion in Durch Limburg has been submimed
to the competent Council authorities. This document reports on conversion
undertaken in the region, which is very much on the lines on which the com-
munity and the Governments agreed for the carrying out of such operations.
SOCIAL POLICY
V ocation al guid,an:e and, or,;npatior al trainin.g
4. under the chairmanshio of vice-President Levi-Sandri, the 8th meeting
of the Board of Directors of the Paul Finet Foundation was held in Brusseli
on 13 Janaary 1'970, At this meering, 360 dossiers were examined and 277
grants were made to orphans of coal, iron and steel workers in the six Com-
munity countries who have died since 30 June L96s as a result of an accident
at work or of an occupational illness. Sirice the establishment of the Founda-
tion, 809 granrs totalling Bfrs 5 996 442 have been made for the academic
years 1.967/68, 1968/69 and 7969/70.
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Free rnwetraent of uorkers
45. The Commission has approved a dratt regulation on the rights of workers
to remain within the territory of a Member State, after having been employed
there. This draft completes and carries into full eftect the free movement
of all workers in accordance with the specifications laid down in EEC Trcaty
Articles 48 and 49, and concerns workers who can'be presumed to have retired
definitively from professional activity and ceased to belong to the working
population. Thg two possibilities taken into consideration are retirement due
to old age and permanent disablement. However, different conditions have
been laid down for workers reaching retirement age and for those permanently
unfit.
In order not to impair the mobility of Communiry labour, the Commission
felt it should ensure the right for a worker to remain in a Membsr State where
he has been,employed for a certain time if he wishes to take a job fbr example,
as a frontier worker in another Member State. As regards the worker's
family, the draft is guided by the principles of the regulation on the free move-
ment of workers and the corresponding directive on sojourn. The Com-
mission, having requested the Opinions of the Economic and Social Committee
and the European Parliament, will te-examine this draft on the basis of any
amendments these rwo bodies might propose, and will then adopt the final text.
Social, secufiry
46. The main business of the 105th session of the Administrative Committee
for the Social Securiry of Migrant Workers on 22 and 23 January 1970 was a
detailed study of the repercussions of the new Netherlands laws on general
insurance for special medical expenses (A.WBZ) and invalidity insurance (WAO)
on the present Regulations 3 and 4 and on the text of the proposals for a
revised Regulation No. 3. However, the Committee was not able to give its
opinion on ceftain points connected with the completion, at Council level, of
the studies on the "Invalidity, old age and death" chapter of the proposal for
a revised Regulation No. 3.
The Administrative Committee also heard a report by the Chairman-in-
office of the Audit Committee on research carried out in the field of average
costs of benefits in kind and on this Committee's pfoposals for the adaptation
of information exchanges between social security institutions in the different
member countries to the most up-to-date techniques. It agreed to the pursuit
of this research and also on the establishment of a work programme on informa-
tion exchange.
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Wages, utorking conditions
47. On 22 January 1970, a working parry of representatives of employers'
and workers' organizations discussed the possibility of including in the annual
tables on working hours an outline of the situation in non-stop services in
certain branches of industry. Owing to the complex nature of these problems,
both sides expressed thp desire to pursue their studies and requested the Com-
mission to elaborate a plan of work which might serve as a basis for subsequent
discussions.
On 29 and 30 January 1970, the tenth meeting of the Joint Advisory
Committee on social problems in road transport was held in Brussels. At this
meeting the Committee rendered its opinion on the Commission's general
approach to the second regulation on the harmonization of certain social
afrangements in road transport. The Committee also approved the standard
outline on the basis of which the Council repoft required by this regulation and
covering the siruation in the Member States as regards the minimum age of
drivers, drivers' mates and conductors, driving time and rest periods will
be made.
Healtb protection
Industrial medicine, health and safety
48. The Committee for research into air pollution in the iron and steel
industry held its fifth meeting on 22 Janaary at Brunswick and Salzgitter.
The main object of the meeting was to enable members to inspect two
installations for controlling air pollution in steel plants, the first an electro-
filter system de-dusting high-CO converter fumes and the second a new means
of eliminating the solvents in the waste air from a coated-strip drying furnace.
The Committee also dealt with dust and gas emissions from sinter installations,
and considered research projects concerned with silica-free pickling products,
with the quantification of certain air pollutants given off in the operation of
a coking-plant, and with granulation of blast-furnace slag.
A terminological glossary in several languages concerning prosrhesis
and apparatus for persons having suffered amputation has been put in hand.
On 27 lanaary, the Panel of Experts formed to follow rhe progress of
research into the rescue of trapped miners by means of large-diameter boreholes
met for the first time in Luxembourg. It noted the work hitherto done in this
field in Germany and France and the techniques applied. Ir was agreed to
adopt uniform diameters for rescue shafts, in order to favour the mobiliry of
equipment and experts between the mining basins in the Community
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On 6 and 28 January, rescue experts of the Mines Safery and Health
Commission examined the results of research in the improvement of physio-
logical conditions of closed-circuit breathing apparatus, a drafr opinion on a
hydromechanical process of building plaster dams perfected by rhe Rescue
Station of Saarbergwerke AG, a return of equipment for drilling large-diameter
boreholes to rescue trapped miners and, finally, a report on the present state
of testing of fireproof clothing.
The ventilation expefts of the Commission. have met those of the Stein-
kohlenbergbauverdin at Essen to compare experiments, using computers,
on measures to stabilize ventilation in the case of fire below the surface.
The Commission's recommendations at the end of 7968 and the use of computers
were seen as two complementary methods to obtain the optimum conditions
in this field.
Health protection (Euratom)
49. On2l January 1970,in accordance with Article 37 of.the Eurarom Trcaty,
the Commission rendered its Opinion on the general data communicated by
the German Permanent Representative on the discharge of radioactive effluents
from the experimental nuclear ship "Otto Hahn". Since most ports in the Six
can accommodate the ooOtto Hahn", the Commission felt it useful to bring
to the attention of all Member States the gist of this Opinion and of that of
the panel of experts.
s
**
At its session on 28/29 January 1970 the Economic and Social Commifree
defined its attitpde to the Commission's Opinion to the Council on the reform
of the European Social Fund. The general rerms of thg Opinion were unani-
mously approved, subject however to certain comments and wishes. The
Committee felt that the Social Fund should make a more effective contribution
to the implementation of the Community's employment and vocational training
policy, not only to eliminate unemploymenr, bur also ro forestall it. It stressed
that all proposals to provide the Fund with the possibiliry o{ acting on irs
own authoriry raised the problem of allocation of competence and responsibility
between the Community institutions and the Member States.
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M. EXTERNAL RELATIONS
RELATIONS WITH THE ASSOCIATED EUROPEAN
AND AFRJCAN COI.JNTRIES
EEC /Turkey,* sociation
Joint Parliamentary Committee
50. The EEC/Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee held its eighth session
in Munich fromTT to 30 January 1970, discussing developments in the Associa-
tion during 7969 and the current negotiations on the changeover from the pre-
paratory phase to the transitional phase of the Association.
At the end of the session the Committee adopted a recommendation
in which ir expressed ceftain wishes with regard to the concessions to be granted
to Turkey after the changeover to the transitional phase. This recommenda-
tion also requests Turkey to take the necessary steps to meet the obligations
entailed by the gradual achievement of customs union.
EEC /Tunisia,* s ociation
Visit to the Commission by the Tunisian Minister of Foreign Affairs
51. On 23 January M. Edoardo Maftino, member of the Commission,
accompanied by senior officials, received M. Habib Bourguiba Jr., Minister of
Foreign Affairs of the Tunisian Republic, together with H.E. M. Mahmoud
Mestiri, Tunisian Representative to the Communities, and senior Foreign
Ministry officials. They discussed questions of common interest relating to
the Association Agreement 
- 
which came into force on 1 September 1969 
-
and the importance of the bonds linking Tunisia with the Communiry, with
due regard for the situation of the Maghreb countries.
EEC/AASM and, EEC/OCT ,*sooiation
M. Jean Rey in Gabon, Congo (Kinshisa) and Rwanda
52. At the invitation of the Gorerrlments concerned, M. Jean Rey, President
of the Commission, paid official visits to Gabon ftom 1.6 to 20 January, to
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Congo (Kinshasa) from 20 to 25 January and to Rwanda from 25 to 28 January.
He met the Heads of State of the three countries; he also had conversations with
members of their Governments concerning the general situation of these countries
and the present state of their relations with the Communiry under the Associa-
tion Convention; lastly, he was able to gain a first-hand impression of progress
made on European Development Fund projects.
M. Henri Rochereau in Senegal and Mauritania
53. M. Henri Rochereau, member of the Commission, visited Senegal from
75 to t9 January and Mauritania from 20 to 23 January. He had conversations
with the two Heads of State and with political and other personalities in order
to form an opinion of what could be done by the third EDF in these associated
countries and to prepare the more detailed discussions which are to be held
betweeh Commission experts and representatives of Senegal and Mauritania
during the months ahead. He also visited regions in whose development the
EDF is already playing a pafi.
Ratification of the new Yaoundd Convention
54. Seven States have now filed with the Secretariat of the Council their
instruments of ratification of the texts embodying the new EEC/AASM
Association Convention. Togo, Ivory Coast and Madagascar filed their
instruments in January 1.970,
Parliamentary Conference of the EEC/AASM Association
55. The annual session of the Parliamentary Conference of the EEC/AASM
Association, under the chairmanship of M. Scelba, President of the European
Parliament, was held trom 12 to 14 January 19701; it was preceded by a
preparatory meeting of the Joint Committee of the Conference and followed
by a meeting to set up the new Joint Committee. The Association Council
was represented at the Hamburg session by its current President, M. Kassa-
Mapsi (Gabon); the Council of the European Communities was represented
by its President, M. Scheyven, and the Commission by M. Rochereau, the
member of the Commission responsible for development aid.
The session dealt mainly with two reports: that of M. Laudrin on the
fifth report of the activities of the Association Council and that of M. Dewulf
on the industrialization of the Associated States and methods to be employed
to speed it up.
1 Official gazette C 1,5,5.2.L970.
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The debate on the Laudrin report gave the African and European par-
liamentarians the opportunity to carry out a detailed and critical analysis not
only of the year's activities but also (and this was more important) of the content
of the new EEC/AASM Association Convention, which was concluded during
1969. The resolution adopted at the close of the debate reflects the main
points which engaged the attention of the Parliamentary Conference: first of
all the members were distinctly satisfied to see how the Association had emerged
with added strength from negotiations in which certain divergent tendencies
had been revealed 
- 
especially with regard to the EEC's trade arrangements
with its African associates on the one hand and all the developing countries
on the other. Although these problems had been cleared up, the Parliamentary
Conference nevertheless regretted the reduction of preferences to the detriment
of the associated countries and hoped that the new trade promotion activities
would offset the effect of the reduction. The resolution again drew attention
to the serious problem of the deterioration in the price of certain export products
and asked that, pending the conclusion of world agreements, the associated
countries should be helped to solve these problems with the instruments
provided by the new Convention. On the subject of financial co-operation,
the Parliamentary Conference expressed its satisfaction in particular with
the arrangements which had been made with a view to guiding financial aid
more towards the directly productive sectors. Lastly, the resolution hoped
that when the Association Convention was next renewed an agreement should
be envisaged without any time limit being indicated and that only its instru-
ments of action would be reviewed periodically.
The parliamentary work on the problem of industrialization did not
lead this time to the adoption of a report; a resolution presented by the rappor-
teur, M. Dewulf, was nevertheless approved, reflecting the main features of
the present stage of discussions. Stress was laid on the need to define an
industrialization policy for the associated countries, rapidly to undertake studies
for the creation of export industries in particular, to organize regional co-oPera-
tion between African countries, to improve co-ordination of all external aids
which contribute towards industrial development and to resume the study of a
multilateral system of guarantees for private investment. The question of
industrialization will remain on the agenda of the Parliamentary Conference.
European Development Fund
Operations at L Janua ry L970
56. At 1 January 1970 expenditure by the first EDF totalled 88% of the
581250 000 u.a. available to it; the gap between commitments and expenditure,
which had been particularly large at the beginning, was entirely absorbed.
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Commitments under the 730 million u.a. second Fund exceeded 700 mil-
Iion u.a., and the entirety of the sums available for the Associated A{rican
States and the overseas countries, territories and departments will have been
used by the end ol March 1970. Expenditure by the second Fund amounts
to 36o/o of commitments.
There are considerable differences in the type of project receiving assistance
under the second Fund compared with the first. Rural modernization 
- 
which
includes crop diversification, the irrigation and development of land and the
improvement of agricultural productivity 
- 
has been promoted more intensely
than with the first Fund, accounting for 316.7 million u.a. (45.2o/o of the total).
Another 35.4% of the commitments were for road infrastructure, whereas
investments devoted to teaching and health declined; there was no wish to
neglect these fields, but previous experience had shown that the local authorities
are often unable to bear the operating and maintenance costs of this type of
investment or to guarantee that facilities provided will be operated satis-
factorily. Note should also be taken of certain investments relating to energy,
always in connection with the establishment of industrial plant such as the
supply of electric current to a tea fa*ory in Burundi, to a textile mill and cement
works in Cameroon, and to a textile mill in Upper Volta, as well as the important
plan for the transmission of power connected with the Inga hydroelectric scheme
in Congo (Kinshasa). A fair number of schemes have been financed by loans
on special terms and by European Investment Bank loans 
- 
and the Bank
should not be forgotten, since it plays a substantial role in Community financing,
having provided loans totalling 45 million u.a. to finance schemes submitted
by the African associates.
Stress should be laid on the magnitude of the Community's efforts to
promote industrialization and, in particular, the financing by the EDF of a
series of studies on industrialization prospects in the associated countries
undertaken in L965 and 1966. These studies, which were published in 1967,
led to the approval of 1"09 industrialization schemes whose profitability was
regarded as certain; these related to oleaginous products, meat preserves,
vegetables, sugar, cotton, paper, pneumatic tyres, fertilizers, basic chemical
products, cement, cables, agricultural implements, household goods, electric
batteries, bicycles, etc.
Three years later, 40 of these 109 schemes have attracted the attention
of investors and have led either to actual projects being carried out or to sup-
plementary studies. It appears that, in accordance with the guidelines of
the new Yaoundd Convention, the'action of the third Fund will be devoted
still more to the problems of the industrialization of the Associated African
Srares, though the Commission emphasizes the need for caution in this critical
field, in which any error of assessment may have grave consequences. The
Commission considers that industriahzation must not be at the expense of
rural modernization, which for a long time to come will remain the basis of
economic and social progress in the Associated States.
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Joint campaign against rinderpest in Central and West
Af.rica (7962/ 59)
57. Vithin the framework of the first and second EDFs the Community,
together with the US Agency for International Development, helped to finance
three phases of a large-scale campaign to stamp out rinderpest in Central and
West Africa between L962 and L969.
Out of a total of approximately Frs. CFA 2 159 million, the EEC placed
at the disposal of Cameroon,,Niger, Chad, Upper Volta, Mali, Senegal and
Mauritania Frs. CFA 1.597.5 million. This made it possible to control the
disease by vaccinating 85% of a herd of 30 million head of cattle. A mass
prophylactic operation on this scale necessitared 81 million vaccinations during
the seven years of the campaign.
This was the first time that a number of Associated Alrican States
co-operated with other non-associated States in a major regional programme.
The indispensable co-ordination was carried out under the aegis of the Scientific
Technical and Research Commission (STRC) of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU) and in ,the framework of the OAU's Inter-African Bureau for
Animal Health GBAH). The Commission, which financed part of the cost of
co-ordination, was kept regularly informed of developments in the annual
stages of the campaign and contributed to their sirccess on the territory of the
Associated States.
As a result of this campaign, rinderpest is no longer a major problem in
Central and Vest Nrica; in order to maintain this satisfactory situation,
however, sanitary measures of conservation must be rigorously applied by the
States concerned within the framework of the undertakings they have given
in this connection.
New financing decisions
58. On 4 December L969 the Commission had approved the financing from
the first Fund of an economic inlrastructure proiect in Niger: the modernization
of the Niamey-Zrnder road (km 495 to km 608) at a cost of Frs. CFA 310 million
or about L 256 000 a.a. The proiect was then communicated to the Council(in accordance with Ardcle 5(2) of the Implementing Convention) and was
deemed to be approved on 27 January 1970.
On 30 lrnuary 7970 the Commission took two more financing decisionsl
involving aid from the second Fund in the form of grants totalling 38L 000 u.a.
The rwo financing proposals had been examined by the EDF Comminee ar irs
1 Official gazotr;e C 77,11.2.1970.
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46th meeting on 9 December 1969. These decisions relate to the following
schemes:
Congo (Brazzaville): modernization of the oil mills at Etoumbi and Kunda
(first phase) at a cost of Frs. CFA 43 393 500 or about 156 000 u.a.
Niger: partial financing of the cost of transporring emergency food aid from
Cotonou to Niger at a cost of Frs. CFA 62480 000 or abour 225 O0O u.a.
Visits and meetings
59. On 8 January 1,970 an aid co-ordination meering took place berween
FAC and EDF representatives concerning investment proiects of interest to
the five countries of the Conseil de l'Entente.
On 20 January the EDF was host to H.E. M. Babakas, the Ambassador
of Congo (Brazzavillel and Director of the Agence transcongolaise de commu-
nication, who came to discuss the position of the inland waterway infrastructure
projects financed by the EDF after the dissolution of the Agence transdquatoriale
de communication.
Several programming missions under rhe third EDF were organized
in January. One stayed in Cameroon from 9 to 20 January before visiring
Niger from 20 to 27 January to make final arrangements for the schemes to be
financed by the third Fund. Another visited Mali for rhe same purpose berween
20 and 31 January.
Promotion of trade
60. From a study on the development of trade between the EEC and the
Associated African States and Madagascar in 1967 and 1968 drawn up by
the Commission, it appears that the Communiry's imports from the associated
countries increased from 1 308 million u.a. to L 466.6 million u.a. in 7968, or
approximately 4.3oh of the total volume of Communiry imports from rhe resr
of the world. The Community's exports to the Associated States increased
from 925.8 million u.a. to 1 019 inilion u.a. or approxim ately 2.8o/o of total
Community expofts to the rest of the world.
This document analyses in greater detail the Community's impofts
of some forty "tropical" products represenring 88% of the total Community
imports originating in the AASM. The most noreworrhy increases (in terms
of value) were for coffee, cocoa, pepper, vanilla, palm kernels, palm-kernel oil,
eisential oils, tropical woods, fish, cotton, phosphates, tin, copper and the other
non-ferrous metals. This favourable trend generally reflects an increase in
quantities imported but frequently also an improvement in prices 
- 
as in the
case of palm kernels and palT-kernel oils, coffon, copper and, above all, cocoa.
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On the other hand, there was a decline in the value of imports of bananas,
tobacco, groundnuts and groundnut oil, natural gums,. skins, iron and alu-
minium.
Under the programme for participation by the AASM in trade fairs
and exhibitions organized in the Member States of the Community, five Asso-
ciated States will take part in the International Food Fair in Utrecht from 16 to
20 February 1970. The participating States (Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Niger,
Rwanda, Togo) will be exhibiting their products in the hope of establishing
fruitful contacts with traders in the Netherlands. Only 2o/o of Dutch imports
from the world outside the EEC come from the Associated States (98.5 million
u.a. in L968).
Encouragement for regional co-operation. At the request of the President
of the Council of Ministers of the Union douaniBre des Etats de I'Afrique de
l'ouest (UDEAO), a Commission representative visited some of the Member
States of this organization (Senegal, Mali, Mauritania, Ivory Coast, Upper
Volta, Niger, Dahomey) in order to examine with leading figures in the major
industries the possibiliry of transforming UDEAO into a true organization for
industrial, economic and customs co-operation. The proposals put forward
were favourably received by the personalities to whom they were submitted.
Should these proposals finally receive the approval of the Governments of the
Associated States concerned, it is anticipated thar technical assistance may be
granted to the UDEAO Secretariat with a view to implementing them. This
new operation for encouraging regional co-operation between associated States
is mainly intended to promote industrial co-operation, in various forms,
between UDEAO Member States, to develop trade between them and generally
to attenuate the disparities in their situation and development. -The operation
falls into line with the second Yaoundd Convention, which strongly emphasizes
the advantages which in the Community's opinion accrue from regional
groupings and economic and customs co-operation berween the several associated
countries.
Training and symposia
6I. From 2L to 24 Janaary a Commission representative took part in a
symposium organized at Toulouse by the Centre international des stages (CIS)
for nationals of the Associated African States and overseasr'countries, territories
and departments who are Commission scholarship-holders training in France.
This symposium was held at the new headquarters of the CIS, an organization
which helps with the administration of Community scholarship-holders assigned
to training establishments in France. As regards specific projects, Commission
representatives and senior officials of the German Federal Ministry of Economic
Co-operation in Bonn have been studying the problems relating to the Commis-
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sion's schemes for training heads of small and medium-sized businesses in
Kinshasa; these schemes are co-ordinated with German technical assistance
operations in this field.
On 25 January the eight officials from the Associated African States
who are at present following a course of continuation training in the Com-
mission began a study and information tour in France, where they visited the
French Ministry of Co-operation, OECD, a number of French development aid
organizations and various firms and projects at Grenoble. [n February they
will go on to nofthern Italy, where they will also be visiting firms and the head-
quarters of national and international organizations.
Two symposia on various aspects of association and the work of the
European Development Fund were held at Bourges and The Hague for 120
African students who had come from Italy, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands
and France. Four symposia were organized on the occasion of M. Jean Rey's
visit to the Congo at the University of Lovanium (Kinshasa) inaugurated
by the President of the Commission and attended by 500 participants, another at
the National School of Administration (Kinshasa) for 400 participants, the
third for senior officials of the Congolese civil service (30 participants), and the
fourth at the Military Academy in Kinshasa for 80 participants.
RELATIONS WITH NON.MEMBER COIJNTRIES
United, Kingd,orn
62. On 28 January the Commission transmitted to the German and Dutch
Governments its Opinion concerning the draft of an agreement which the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands propose
to conclude with the United Kingdom for co-operating in the development
and use of the ultracentrifuge process for enriched uranium production. The
rwo Member Governments had asked the Commission to render a formal
Opinion under Article L03 of the Euratom Treaty in two identical communica-
tions dated 29 D*embet 1969.
The Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for extending the
nuclear co-operation agreement between the European Atomic Energy Commu-
nity and the United Kingdom, which is due to expire on 3 February. This
proposal takes into account the decision reached by the Heads of State or
Government in The Hague on L and 2 December 1969 on the opening of
negotiations for United Kingdom membership of the Europeari- Communities.
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SPdin
63. The negotiations berween Spain and the Community, which continued
in Brussels ftom 27 to 29 lanuary, have produced a preliminary dratt for a
preferential agreement. The joint press release published at the conclusion
of these discussions included the following statement: "In the course of this
round of negotiations the rwo delegations put the finishing touches to their
respective offers. The foundations for an a€lreement in the near future have
thus been laid. The two delegations agreed to meet in the last week of
February to settle final points outstanding on the basis of a dratt agreement".
A discussion on these negotiations had taken place in Brussels on
t2lanuary at a meeung between M. Edoardo Martino, member of the Commis-
sion, and M. Gregorio Lopez Bravo, Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Mal,ta
64. On 23 January the Commission submitted to the Council a draft authoriza-
tion to open negotiarions with Malta with a view to its being adopted in the
course of February. It was on 4 Septembet L967 that the Maltese Government
first asked for negotiations. Exploratory talks were held from 2L to ?3 Ocl.o-
ber L968, on which the Commission reported to the Counsl on26February !969,
Israel,
65. The negotiations in which Israel and the Community are seeking to
arrive at a pref.erential agreement were continued in Brussels fuom 2L to
?3 January. Asselding to the joint press release issued at the end of these
talks: "At this, the third, session of the negotiations, adjustments were made to
the positions of the two parties, and the delegations found that they now had
the basic elements which should lead to a successfuI outcome". The two
delegations agreed to meet again on 70, Ll and 72 February for the final phase
of the negotiations on the basis of a draft agreement.
Pakistan
66. The agleement between the EEC and Pakistail on trade in handicrafts
was formally concluded on 30 January by an exchange of letters. IJnder this
agreement Pakistan has a share of 5 million u.a. in the overall tariff quota
opened autonomously by the Community and applymg to all countries at
nil duty.
1 See Bulletin'2-70rPatt, Two, sec 75.
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Lati,n Arnerica
Argentina
67. The exploratory talks begun on 28 November 1969, following Argentina's
request for the opening of negotiations to conclude a trade agreement, went
on into lanuary 1970, The Commission, which had sent x sopmrrnisation to
the Council on 2l March 7969 concerning Argentina's request,l will report to
the Council on the results of these talks.
Latin American Free Trade Association
68. From 21 to 23 January, Latin Arnerican ambassadors accredited to the
Latin American Free Trade Association, together with a number of LAFTA
officials, were received by the Commission. A feature of their visit was a
round-table conference on relations between the Community and Latin
America.
COMMERCIAL POLICY
Tra.d,e utirb non-mertuber countries
69. According to the Statistical Office of the European Communities, the
Community's imports from non-member countries in the first nine months of
1969 wercwofth some $28 500 million, and exports from the Six to non-member
countries nearly $28 400 million. During the third quarter, salcs made more
progtess than purchases (* $80 million), bringing the European Communities'
deficit on visible trade down to $170 million for the nine months (in the first
half of 7969 the deficit was $250 million).
In both France and Italy about 90"/o of imports were paid for by expofts;
the corresponding rate was 85% in the Netherlands, and the BLEU showed the
lowest rate of all, with less than 80%. German sales to non-member countries
were $2 300 million more than purchases (of the order of $10 000 million).
In a year the Benelux group-increased its imports and its expofts at an
equal rate; the growth of sales corresponds to the t.lo/o average for the European
Communities but, at 12o/o, the growth of purchases was appreciably lower
than the Community ayerage of.17%. For the other Member States, imports
increased more rapidly than exports especially in France, wheie the figures
do not yet reflect the impact of devaluation.
r See Bulletin 5-69, Ch" IX, sec. 85.
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lmports from industrialized 'W'estern countries increased by 18%, i.e. more
than those from the developing countries (15%). On the other hand, exports
to these two categories of countries increased at the uniform rute ot 77oh.
The highest import $owths recorded were for Japan (31'/o) and the EFTA
countries (79%1. The highebt growth of exports was to Greece (14%). Apart
from the Netherlands, all the Member States stepped up their purchases from
Japan very sharply. France increased its imports from the EFTA countries,
parti-cularly from the United Kingdom (29Yo), much more than did the other
five. Following a similar trend as for the first six months, imports from the
United States incteased by 72o/o, and exports to that country by only 2"/.;BLEU(- L7o/o) and German sales (- 4%) to the US contracted. The deficit on the
European Communities' trade balance with the United States was nearly
$ l ooo million.
Italian purchases from the developing countries, particularly in Central
and South America, rose sharply (23%). For this group of countries, the
Italian growth rate of 29o/o was only slighdy less than that for French purchases
(32o/.). The volume of French trade with the AASM (Associated African
States and Madagascar) increased by only 9oh, but Dutch trade showed growth
rates of 33o/o for imports and 48% for exports. BLEU purchases increased
by 28o/",Italian purchases by 24o/o and German sales by 32% in trade with those
countries.
Trade with the East bloc increased by 14%. During the last months,
purchases from the USSR again staged a mild recovery, but sales dropped
sharply. Over the nine months, the growth rate compared with the fust
quarter rose from 
- 
1o/o to 2o/o f6s imports and fell from 50% to 38% for
exPorts.
Imports from mainland China continued to expand at the rate recorded
during the first six months 126"/"), but expofts to that country were declining
more and more rapidly (- 18%).
Aotioities in GATI
Relations with the United States
70. Consukations under Article XXII of the General Agreement were held
in Geneva on 10 December 1969 between the EEC and the United States on new
United States' legislation on firearms. This new law, which contains provisions
to protect public morals and human health and life (Article XX of the General
Agreement), involves treirtment discriminating between imported arms and those
manufactured in the United States. Its consequence is to stimulate domestic
production in the United States and to place restrictions on imports.
The Community has reserved the right to hold consultations later under
Article )Ofltr(l) of the General Agreement and to produce at tbat time an
estimate of the losses it considers it has suffered, since these are products
for which it negotiated tariff reductions du.ring tte Kennedy Round.
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Establ,isbrnent and, irruplemmtation of tbe eontrnercial, polioy
Joint liberalization list for imports
77. The Commission has finalized a drak Council regulation to include
iurther products in the joint liberalization list annexed to the regulation of
L0 December 7968. The Commission's proposal is based on Article 3 of
the regulation, under which the Council may, on certain conditions, decide
to extend the list. On 15 September 19691 the Council had already increased
the list by including 35 CCT heafings; with the proposal referred to it on
L6 December 1969, the new regulation would bring the total number of
liberalized headings for all the Member States up to 874.
Trade agreements: tacit renewal, extension, waivers
72. By its decision of 20 January 19702 the Council authorized the conclusion
of a trade agreement between France and Bulgada negotiated for the period
running from L January 1970 to 31 December 7974 andthe protocol on the lists
of quotas for L970. At the same time it authorized the opening of negotiations
between Benelux and Bulgaria for a long-term agreement (L970/74). For this
agreement too the quotas will be listed in a protocol valid (or one year. At
its session of 26 lanuary the Council authorized the conclusion of a trade agree-
ment between Italy and Japan to run from 1 September 1969 to 31 August Ly70.8
On 20 January the Council adopted, on the Commission's proposal and
notwithstanding the decision of 9 Oaober 196L on aligning the duration of
trade agreements with non-member countries, a decisions authorizing the
extension until 30 September 1970 of. the agreement between Germany and
Hong Kong on trade in cotton textiles.
Specifio cormmerci,al, policy n easr,tes
Steel
73. At the beginning of January the Commission undertook a thorough
analysis of the steel market in order to establish whether or not it was advisable
to renew the anticyclical measures applied from 1 October 1969 to
31 Janaaxy 7970. In the light of this study the Commission proposed to the
Counc.il that the suspension of tatrtf duties for ingots, semi-manufactures, coils,
Official 9a2et1eL235,78.9.1969 and Bulletin 11-69,Ch. VII, sec.73.
\bid.L78,24.1.7%0.
lud.L23,30.1.!970,
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and heavy and medium plate should be renewed for four months. Following
deliberations on the basis of this study between the Commission and expefts
from the six countries, the representatives of the ECSC Member States, meeting
in the Council on 26 January decided that total suspension for the former three
products should be maintained until 31 May 
"nd that plate and concretereinforcing rods 
- 
also already exempt temporarily 
- 
should be admitted at
approximately half rate, and likewise wire rod, which hitherto had not enjoyed
such a reduction. Following this decision, the Commission, on 29 January,
granted the Member States a waiver from High Authority Recommendation
'L-64 so that the measures could be implemented.
Petroleum products
74. Since 1 January !970 was the deadline for removing any restrictions
on trade within the Community, and as divergences sfill exist in the way
individual Community countries treat petroleum imports, the Commission has
adopted a decisionl authorizing the Member States to apPly, on ceftain
conditions, protective measures on the import of petroleum products in free
circulation in the other member countries. The decision also provides for
an increase in the quantities that may be imported into each Member State
from the others. The aim of these measures is to give Member States an
opportunity to limit deflections of trade as the common commercial policy
is progressively brought into operation in the peuoleum products sector.
This will secure, under the Commission's supervision, balanced development of
trade between the Member States and progress in introducing freedom of
movement in the Common Market. The decision is effective from
1 January 1970 to 31 December L977. In the light of progress made by the
commercial policy in this sector, the Commission will review the situation before
the decision expires in order to decide whether it should be amended or
extended.
Non-ferrous metals 
- 
raw hides and skins
75, The Commission has extended its recommendations on the expoft
arrangements to be applied vis I vis non-member countries for certain types of
scrap and waste and ash of non-ferrous metals and of certain categories of raw
hides and skins.z This extension will be effective until Community export
arrangements are introduced, on the basis of the new Council Regulation of
20 December !969, f.or the products in question, or at the latest until 31 Decem-
ber 1970.
1
z
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COMMODITIES AND WORID AGREEMENTS
Srabi.li.zari,on of utoild, cornmod,itll prices
76. Speaking to the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe
M. Edoardo Martino, member of the Cemmission, said that "in order to
achieve the stabilization of world commodity prices and, if possible, improve-
ment of the prices of certain products to an extent compatible with the increase
in their consumption, the Community has declared itself in favour of the
organization of international markets by comm6dlgy". "Neveftheless',
M. Manino added, "the first encouraging results already obtained in the case
of coffee, tin and even of wheat, and those which may be e:rpected for cocoa,
do not mean that all the other products offer ttre same possibilities, nor that
the same methods and the same techniques must be applied to them systema-
tically. The Commission, for its part, considers that each case should be
dealt with individually in a pragmatic way, the exporting and importing countries
acting in concert and in a spirit of joint responsibility".
M. Martino pointed out that "in view of the difficulties standing in
the way of the achievement of. a strict control of the expansion of supply,
both at national. level (as experience hitherto proves) and international level,
encouragement to production by increasing prices too much could lead to
over-production and therefore a price deterioration which is the very thing
it is desired to avoid. Even supposing that markets can be effectively organneA,
a rise in prices for primary products could well cause a decline in demand in
the industrialized countries, resulting in particular from an acceleration of dhe
replacement of natural by man-made products and from the relative economy
of raw materials per unit produced, due to technical progress". The Commis-
sion therefore considers that the market organizations for commodities,
although necessary in the short term for producers in the Third 'World, are
inadequate if they do not lead to diversification of the economies of the
developing countries.
Cereals
77. At its session of 28 and 29 Janaary 1970, the Economic and Social
Committee heard an information report from its Section for AgriculftEe on
the "Wheat Trade Convention" and the "Food Aid Convention". Satisfaction
was expressed in the report that the Communit,'had parricipated in the nego-
tiations relating to the 'Wheat Trade Convention; but the report also n<ited
that, in practice, as a result of certain sales effected by various contracting
parties below the minimum prices stipulated by the agreement, difficulties
have arisen which affect not only the implementation of the Convention but
also relations befween the contracting parties. In its report, the Section did
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not wish to express any opinion on the infringements committed; it merely
mentioned and regretted them. As to the future, it considered that the improve-
ment of the cereals market situation and the working of the machinery of an
international agreement would be made easier by a policy of concertation
between the States concerned with a view to exercising some control over
production in the light of world requirements.
Mil,k prod,ucts
78. "Discussions have started in the Standing Committee for the Gendeman's
Agreement on Exports of Whole Milk Powder with a view to a new arrangement
inwhichtheCommunityas such mightparticipate." This was the Commission's
replyl to a written guestion submitted by M. Vredeling, Dutch Socialist member
of the European Parliament. On the other hand, it is known that an agreement
was reached in the special GATT group in December 1969 on the text of an
international arrangement concerning skim milk powder.z
TI{E COMMIJNITY
AND DEVELOPING COIJNTRIES
United Nati.ons Conferenee on Trad,e arud, Deoeloprruent
79. The Committee on Manufacnrres of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development held its fourth session in Geneva from 20 to
30 Janaary 7970. The European Economic Community took part as an
observer.
The Committee examined in parricular the trends and recent development
of uade in manufacnues, the question of restrictive commercial pra6ices,
measures to encourage industrial exports and the problem of the tariff reclassi-
fication of hand-made products. A session committee studied the question
of the removal of non-tariff obstacles.
At the close of its discussions, the Committee took a decision on non-
tariff obstacles which recognizes the particular responsibility of LJNCTAD
with regard to the question of obstacles affecting the uade of developing
countries, establishes a working programme on this subject for the LTNCTAD
Secretariat and, in particular, provides for the sening up, at the next meeting
of the Committee, of a session committee to examine the progress achieved.
The Trade and Development Board has also been asked to decide at its tenth
I
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session whether it would be useful to set up a special working party to deal
with this problem.
In a declaration on behalf of the EEC the Commission representative
stressed the favourable development of Community imports of manufactured
products from the developing countries. He summarized the chief measues
already taken by the Community, particularly concerning tariffs, to promote-
the expansion of these imports and emphaslped the importance in this connec-
tion of the forthcoming institution of generalizedtanlf. preferences.
Food, aid
80. In order to help the people suffering as a result of the events in Nigeria,
the Council had decided, in pursuance of previous decisions, to supply the
International Committee of the Red Cross, first 
- 
in May 7969 
- 
with the
equivalent of 76 667 tons of cereals and, secondly, with 3 000 tons of skim
milk powder. As a result of developments in Nigeria it has become impossible
to put these operations into effect. Meanwhile, the Lagos authorities have
made it known that they wish to obtain sophisticated processed products
which are more suitable for immediate consumption (gruel for children and
a sort of "soup" or 'complete food" for adults).
In view of this situation and after an exchange of views, the Council
agreed at its session of 20 January 1%0 (a) to undertake to supply to the ICRC
over a six-month period relief which, according to the first Red Cross estimates,
would consist of 600 tons of gruel and 3 000 of soup; (b) to place at the disposal
of the ICRC the quantities of initially processed cereals needed to prepare the
above-mentioned products; (c) to repay the cost of manufacturing and transport-
ing the quantities agreed upon. According to a first estimate this operation
implies: (i) supply to the ICRC of about 4 200 tons of wheat equivalent in the
form of initially processed products (an amount to be deducted from the
76 667 tons of cereals promised in May 1969); (ii) supply ot 700 tons of skim
milk powder to be deducted from the 3 000-ton commitment already mentioned.
RELATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Counoil of Europe
81. The Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe held the third part
of its 21st ordinary session in Strasbourg berween 22 and 30 January 1970.
This session was dominated by a debate on the subject of "co-operation in
development" in which representatives of fifteen international organizations
took part. M. Philippe de Seynes, Assistant Secretary-General of the United
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Nations Organization, was rather optimistic than otlrerwise and claimed that
an average rate of growth of 60/o could be reached during the seventies. For
his part the secretary-General of UNCTAD, M. Peru Guerrero, stressed that
under-development should be considered as 'a general problem of the interna-
tional community". M. E. van Lennep, the new secretary-General of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, called foi greater
imagination and dynamism, "for', he said, "co-operation in development is
entering a crucial phase and we realize that financial and technical aid is no
longer su-fficient".
M. Edoardo Martino, member of the Commission, spoke of the Commu-
nity's efforts on behalf of the developing countries, especially those associated
with it. "The Community" he said, 'is perfecdy aware of the great respon-
sibilities incumbent upon it at world level owing ro rhe place it occupi& in
international trade; it has therefore constantly .oight ,olotions adapted'to all
developing countries and has fully associated itself with the measures which
have been taken multilaterally to speed up the economic growrh of the Third
'World". M. Martino recalled the problems of improving world commodiry
prices and organizing'preferential treatment for semi-finished and finished
oq)orts from the developing couotries.
- The Consultarive Assembly also discussed a repoft presented by
M. Giuseppe Vedovato (Christian Democrat, Italy) dealing with the spirit
of relations with the developing counrries and surveying the problems t; be
solved during the United Nations' "second development decade", which begins
n 1970.
The Council of Europe's general policy debate, which takes place at
every session, was largely devoted to the examination of the results of the
Hague Summit, which were considered in rwo repots: one by M. Alberto
Bemporad (Socialist, Italy) and the other by M. Erling Petersen (Conservarive,
Norway). The first report, while pointing out the positive aspecrs of the
Conference of the Heads of $tate or Government, regretted that it had not
achieved more substantial results in the field of political union. Lasdy, the
Assembly devoted a day to debating agriculrural problems. M. Sicco
L. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Commission, defended the 'Memorand'-
on the reform of agriculture in the EEC" and answered members' questions.
At the close of the debate, the Assembly adopted a recommendation to the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, calling especially for
co-ordination of Member States' agricultural policies within the competent
international organizations.
United Nations Economio Commission for Euope
82. The 21st session of the Commitee on Agricultural Problems of the
Commission was held in Geneva between 79 and,23 Janaary 1970. Repre-
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sentatives of the 23 member countries of FAO, of GATT and of other interna-
tional and regional organizations took part. The EEC was represented as
an observer.
M. G. Vorebyev (USSR) was chairman of the sesiion and trll A. Grachegg
(Austria) vice-chairman. The mri! problems dealt with were recent changes
in agriculture, European trade in farm products, and the lolg-term trend of
production, e:rpenditure and incomes in agriculture.
The statement of the Member States of dhe Economic Commission for
Europe on the situation of agriculture in 7969 and the discussion which
followed scarcely provided any new elements compared with the work of tfie
Committee on Commofity Problems and of the 15th FAO Co#erence.
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS OF.TI{E COMMI,'MTIES
83. On 1,9 January 7970, the President-in-office of the Council and the
President of the Commission received H.E. Antonio Correa do Lago, who
presented his letters of credence as Head of the Mission of Brazil to the three
European 6666trnities (EEC, ECSC, EAEC).
His Excellency Tomas R. Salomoni reassumed his functionq as Head
of the Mission of Paraguay to the European Economic Community (EEC)
with effect fuomT4laruary 7970.
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ry. ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTIONS
THE, COITNCIL
In January 1970 the Council held three sessions,l devoted mainly to
finalizing the decisions of principle taken on 22 December 7969 l95th session,
second paft)z. 'With the half-yearly change in the chairmanship of the Council
on 1 January L970, Belgium takes the chair until 30 June 1970.
98th session 
- 
mainly agriculture and financial questions
(19 and20lanuary 1970)
The Council met in Brussels under the chairmanship of M. Pierre Harmel,
Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs, and M. Charles Hdger, Belgian Minister
of Agriculture. Twelve Ministers attended this session.
'With a view to preparing a general solution to the problems dealt with
at its 95th session, the Council stufied the regulation on the financing of the
common agricultural policy and its supplementary provisions. It also finalized
the general decisions taken on 22 Decembet L969 on "own resources" and
increased budgetary powers for the European Parliament; the discussions bore
- 
essentially on the latter point.
The following matters were also dealt with: the balance of the agricul-
tural markets, the common organization of the wine market and the complex
of problems concerning the tobacco trade.
As for food aid to victims of the events in Nigeria, the Council took a
number of decisions on supply to the International Committee of the Red
Cross of certain quantities of products desired by the Lagos authorities. In the
common commercial policy field, it determined the lists of products to be added
to the regulation establishing a common system for impo*s from State-ts2ding
countries, adopted on 19 December 7969 (95th session, second part). The
Council also authorized the conclusion of trade agreements between the Benelux
countries and Bulgaria, and France and Bulgaria, and also the extension of the
agreement between Germany and Hong Kong on trade in cotton textiles.
The C-ouncil agreed the Euratom research and teaching programme and
the draft ECSC research and investment budget for the financial yeat 7970.
This draft will be submitted to the European Parliament for its opinion.
I For the various items examined at Council sessions, see the chapters of this Bulletin referring
to the problems treated.2 See Bulletin 2-70, Pafi Two, ch. IV, 'The Council",
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99th session 
- 
mainly economic and financial aflairs (26lantary 7970)
The Ministers of Economic Affairs or Finance of the Member States
met in Council ip Brussels with M. J. Ch. Snoy et d'Oppuers, Belgian Finance
Minister, in the chair. The chairmen of the Shorr-term Economic Policy
Committee, d1g n{gfirrm-term Economic Policy Commitee, and the Committee
of Central Bank Governors also attended.
After hearing M. Barre, Vice-President of the Commission, and the chair-
man of the Short-term Economic Policy Committee, M. Sdris6, the Council
agreed to the guidelines put forward by the Commission in its memorandum
on the Community's short-term economic policy tot 1970. The Commission's
memorandum on the general medium-term guidelines for economic policy in
the Community (1971,/75) was dealt with in a second reporr by M. Barre and
in an opinion from the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee presented
by its chairman M. Schoellhorn. The Council accepted the principle of
concerted medium-term quant:fied guidelines in order to attain effective harmo-
nization of medium-term economic policies.
In accordance with the Council's invitation attheTlthsession,l on17 July
1969, t\e Committee of Central Bank Governors, whose chairman, Baron
Ansiaux, was present at the session, elaborated a &att agreement concerning
the establishment of a system of short-term monerary suppoft between the Cen-
tral Banks of the Community Srates, which was moreover envisaged in the
Commission's memorandum of 12 Febraary 1969.2 The Council invited the
Governors to sign this &aft agreemenr as soon as possible. Finally, still on
the basis of the Commission memorandum ot 12 February !969, the Council
agreed a dralt resolution on the appropriate procedures for the prior consul-
tations instituted by the Council on 17 J:dy 7969.8
In the commercial po[cy sphere, the Council authorized Italy to conclude
a trade drrangement with Japan. As for ECSC Treaty activities, the represent-
atives of the member Governments meeting in the Council decided on various
short-term economic measures of a tatifi. nature regarding iron and steel
products.
100th session 
- 
transport (?$.and,ZZ lanaary 7970)
The Council met in Brussels under the chairmanship of M. Alfred
Beftrand, Belgian Minister of Communications. This meering, originally
planned for December 1969, had had to be postponed.
1 See Bulletin 9/10-69, Ch. IX, "The Council".I See supplement to Bulletin 3-69.s See Bulletit 9/7A-69, Ch. IV, sec. 2L, and official guzel,te L 783, Zl .7 .1959.
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The Council heard a report by M. Keyzer, State Secretaty at the Naher-
lands Ministry of Transpoft and Waterstaat and President-in-office of the Coun-
cil in December 1968, on the European Parliament's debate of 12 December
1969.) This debate concerned verbal question 1L/69 on Council action
regarding the implementation of a common Eansport policy. In this debate
M. Keyzer stressed the Council's firm intention to make every possible effort
to expedite the work on transport problems.
Among the decisions taken at this Council meeting, should be noted a
regulation on aids granted to rail, road and inland water transport. Formal
approval of this regulation will, however, take six months and will depend on
a satisfactory solution being found to rates problems. The Council also had
an exchange of views on the proposed regulation on access to the inland water
transpoft market and agreed a resolution, on which however the Commission
announced a reservation. The Council also agreed an amend-ent to the regu-
lation introducing a system of bracket rates in road haulage between Member
States. It finally agreed a decision amending certain provisions of its resolution
of 13 May 79652 on a survey of rail, road and inland water infrastructure costs.
In point of fact the survey will be on road infrastrucnrres in urban centres.
As regards the proposed first directive on the adjustment of national systems
of commercial vehicle taxation elaborated by the Commission, the Council
approved a work procedure under which Member States are invited to carry
out certain preliminary studies.
Regarding the introduction of a mechanical monitoring device in road
transport, the Council agreed 6n ssrtain principles. It also worked on the
definition of a Community attitude for the condusion of a European agreement
on the work of crews in international road haulage (AETR), and it had a general
exchange of views on the present situation as regards automatic-coupling of
railway waggons.
COMMISSION
Appointrnmt s, transf ers, re signations
On 2L January the Commission appointed M. Paul Christophe Herrinck
as Director of the generd, technical asd arlmjnistrative departments of the
Ispra Establish-ent of the Joint Research Centre.
M. Klaus Otto Nass, formerly Assistant to the Director-General for
Competition, was appointed on 30 January Executive Assistant to M. Hans
von der Groeben, member of ttre Commission.
1 See Bulletin 2-70,Part Two, Ch. IV, "European Parliament".2 Official ga:Lette 88,24.5.1965.
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IThe commission has accepted the resignation of M. Hendus, Director-
General for Development Aid, who has been in irs service since L september L960;
tle resignation will take effect on L5 April 1920.
Bud,get and. finance rnatters
on 6 December 1969 the council agreed to extend for one year the Eura-
tom Research and Teaching Programme lor 1969 and to maintain during this
period the present capacity of the Joint Research centre (JRC) pending the
result of the work and studies to be undertaken in connection with the r.orgu-
nization of the JRC and its participation in non-nuclear activities. At its
meeting of. 19 Janaary 7970, the council adopted the research and teaching
programme for 1970 (on the basis of the council Resolution of 6 Decemb er 1969)
and drew up the draft Euratom research and investment budget for the same
financial year.
Thig draft budget is the expression in financial rerms of the l9i0 prog-
ramme adiusted to take account in particular of the reorganization of thJstaff
salary scales decided on by the council, of certain changes in costs, of new
monetary parities (EF and DM) and of the transfer of certain acrivities either
from the research budget to the operating budger or vice versa.
Part One covers the allocation of:
a) 55 ?:79 800 u.a. as commirment credits (equal amounts for the new tranche
and the annual fraction except for the "Dragon" item, where the
tranche is 6 L10 000 u.a. and the fraction 2 200 000 u.a.). These credits
provide 26 389100 u.a. to implement the 1%0 ioint programme (including' the Dragon project); 25716400 for the L97O complementary prog-
rammes; 3 074 300 to finance posts remaining supernumerary after
31 December t969, and 100 000 u.a. as supplementary financing for pre-
7969 programmes;
b) 63 542400 u.a. as paymenr credits.
Part Two of the budget comprises the credits earmarked for the other
Euratom.work not coming under the programmes, i.e. 4 001 000 u.a. as commit-
ment credits and 5 001 000 u.a. as paymenr credirs.
couRT oF JUSTTCE
Neat cases
case l/70 
- 
Parfums Marcel Rochas vertriebs-GmbH v. Helmuth Bitsch.
On 2 January 1970 the Courr received from the Karlsruhe Oberlandes-
gericht a request for a preliminary ruling concerning the interpretation of
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Community provisions on the notification of agreements, with particular
reference to an exclusive contract in the perfume trade.
Case 2/7O 
- 
Acciaierie e Ferriere Riva Spa v. Commission.
The object of this case, which was filed with the Court on L4 January 1970,
is the cancellation of two Commission decisions of 4 December 1969 fixing,
respectively, the tonnage of scrap purchased for the plaintiff company and the
sums due under the scrap compensation scheme.
Case 3/70 
- 
Caisse de compensation pour allocations familiales des Charbon-
nages du Couchant of Mons v. Francesca di Bella.
By an order of 15 November 1969, filed with the Court of Justice on
76lanuary 1970,theMons Conseil de Prud'hommes d'Appel requested a prelimi-
nary ruling concerning the interpretation of the phrase "came under the legis-
lation" in Article 42(6 a) of Council Regulation 3 on the social secudty of
migrant workers.
Case 4/70- Commission v. Kingdom of the Netherlands.
On 2'1. January 1970 the Commission filed a suit with the Court of Justice
asking it to find that by importing free of levy sugar originating in and coming
from Surinam the Netherlands had failed to comply with the requirements
of Article 14 of Regulation 7009/67, wlich supersedes Article 3 of Regulation
4/67.
Case 5/70 
- 
Commission official v. Commission.
This is a suit for the annulment of an administrative decision of the Com-
mission with regard to the plaintiff.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The Economic and Social Committee held its 84th session in Brussels
on28 and29 January 7970 under the chairmanship of M. Mathias Berns (Luxem-
bourg, General Interests Group). The main items of this session were a report
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by the Chirirman of the Committee, M. Berns, a statement by M. Barre, Vice-
President of the Commission, on short-term economic policy and the adoption
of fourteen Opinions.
Report by tbe Cbai,rman of tbe Cornmirree
M. Berns gave a brief report on his official visit to Pafis (9/77 December
7969), and said how much he had been impressed by "the positive qpirit and
unambiguous determination of the French circles with whom he came into
contact to play a most active part in the consmucdon of a realistic and reahzable
Europe". Regarding the Hague Summit Conference, M. Berns said "he had
been delighted to receive a letter from M. Luns, Netherlands Minister of Foreign
Affairs, emphasizing the will to make progress in the spririt of the Hague
Conference". Referring to the Barre Plan and the Council's decisions of
26 January 1970, M. Berns stressed "that these measures constitute appreciable
progress towards economic and monetary union".
Staternent by M, Bame, Viee-presid,ent of the Cornrnission
M. Barre spoke mainly about the general lines of the short-term economic
policy. He indicated the measures called for by the foreseeable development
of the Community's economy in 1970 and which concern financial and budget
polier, monetary policy, personal saving, competition, and concertation between
management and labour. M. Barre also referred to the Council's recent
decisions concerning mutual aid in the monetary sector, which represented an
advance towards monetary union.
O'pinions rend,ered, by tbe Cormmirree
At this session, the Committee rendered foufteen Opinions on the reform
of the European Social Fund, approximation of legislation, freedom of establish-
ment and freedom to supply services.
Opi.nion on the reform of the Europed.n. Social Fund
On the basis of a report by M. Fassina (Italy, Vorkers' Group), this
Opinion, discussed in the presence of M. Levi-Sandri, Vice-President of the
Commission, was adopted unanimously.
The Committee feh that the Fund should form the instrument par excel-
lence of Community solidarity enabling full employment to be achieved and
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maintained. Its operation required close collaboration between the Commu-
nity institutions: Council, Commission, European Parliament and Economic
and Social Committee. In addition to tlie kinds of aids planned by the Commis-
sion, the Commimee suggests others to facilitate the geographical mobility of
workers and to strengthen the strucnrres of reception and guidance for workers
in training for new iobs. The operation of the Fund also entailed the usd of
srrfficient financial resources from general receipts of the Communities' budget.
As for the financial resources which the Fund will need, the Committee fears
that the Commission's estimates may prove insufficient. Finally, it stressed
that the Fund should not be the only instnrment for the dynamic implemen-
tation of the Community's employment policy; the EAGGF, the EIB, the interest
rebates fund, and the guarantees system envisaged in the memorandum on
regional policy, should also contribute to the implementation of such an employ-
ment policy
Opi.ni.on on the "proposal for a Counci.l direaiue on the approximation of
Member States' legi.slation on rneters for liquids other than watero'
On the basis of a report by M. Masprone (Italy, Employers' Group), the
Committee rendered this Opinion by 78 votes to one, with 2 abstentions.
Although it approved the Commission's proposal, it regretted that the directive
provided for no arrangement for adapting its rules to the development of techni-
cal progress and asked that it be completed in this respect.
Opini.on on tbe "proposal for a Council directiue on the approxirnati.on of
Meruber States' legislation on non-autorna.tic utei.ghi.ng instruments"
On the basis of a report by M. Hipp (Germany, Employers' Group), the
Committee adopted this Opinion by 67 votes to 5, with 5 abstentions. The
Committee felt that the solution of "optional'? harmonization envisaged in
this proposal should be replaced within 5 years by total harmonization in the
general framework of a European system of calibration and respect the interests
of manufacnrrers of weighing instruments. Here too, it asked that the proposal
be completed to enable the rules to be adapted flexibly and rapidly to technical
progless.
Opini.on on the "proposal for a Cowncil di.recti.ue on the achi.euement of freedorn
of establishrnent and freedom to supply seruices i.n self-employed actiuities
in film production"
This Opinion was adopted unanimously by the Committee on the basis
of a report by M. Zoli (kaly, General Interests Group). In this Opinion, the
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ICommittee advised the Commission to examine the possibility of applying
a common industrial policy in the film production sector as soon as a solution
has been found to the problems remaining to be solved, in particular the abolition
of restrictions on freedom to supply services in film distribution. Such a policy
should favour the development of the structure of the Community industry
and enable it to become competitive vis-i-vis non-member countries.
Opinion on the "proposals for Cowncil directiues laying down the procedures
for achieuing lreedom of establishment and freedorn to supply seruices in
self-employed acti.uities of doctors"
The Committee unanimously adopted this Opinion on the basis of a
report by M. Eckel (Germany, General Interests Group). Noting that the
directive on freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services will
apply only to doctors wishing to set up a private practice or supply services inde-
pendently, the Committee expressed serious reservations in this respect, as
in its opinion, the directive concerns arrangements which are also of great
importance for paid doctors. As for the measures advocated by the Commis-
sion for the mutual recognition of doctors' diplomas, certificates and other
qualifications, the Committee regretted the absence of provisions emphatically
called for by representatives of the doctors in the six Community countries.
It also felt that all doctors setting themselves up in another Member
State should undergo an obligatory 6-month period of adaptation and suggested
that a new article to this effect be inserted in the proposed directive.
Opi.nion on the "proposals for Cowncil di.rectiues laying down the procedures
for achieuing freedorn of establishment and. freedom to supply serui.ces for the
self-ernptoyed acti.ui.ties of dentists"
On the basis of a report by M. Seiler (Germany, 'lTorkers' Group), the
Committee adopted this Opinionby 44 votes to 16. It approved the Commis-
sion's proposals despite certain hesitations due to the fact that the application
of these directives would create considerable difficulties in one Member Staib,
since training conditions are not identical in each country. The Committbrir
expressed some concern at the fact that the activities of dental practitiondrs
working for a salary are excluded from the scope of the directive. It accordingly
suggested to the Commission that it should examine the possibility of widening
the range of the directive. As for doctors, the Committee further recommended
an obligatory 6-month adaptatiod period for all dental practitioners from other
Member States.,
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Opini.ons on the "proposals for Council d,i.rectiues loyiny down the procedures
for achieuing freedorn of establishrnent and freedom to supply seruices in
respect of certain self-employed actiuities in the pharnaceuticd.l sector"
Five of these Opinions, worked out on the basis of a report by M. Chabrol
(France, General Interests Group), were adopted unanimously. They concern:
freedom of establisht"ent for aaivities concerned with the manufacnrre of drugs
and for wholeale trade in drugs, and middlemen in commerce and industry;
1f,s gq-oldination of laws and regulations on the self-employed aaivities of
pharmacists on the one hand and the wholesale drugs trade on the other; the
mutual recognition of diplomas.
The Opinions on the proposals for directives on the co-ordination of
laws and regulations were approved by 78 votes to one, with 2 abstentions,
for activities concerned with the manufachrre of drugs, and by 72 votes to L7,
with 2 abstentions, for the retail sale of drugs.
The Economic and Social Committee approved of a stricter control of
the production of drugs and suggested that this control should be entrusted
to a qualified person, vested with sufficient powers within the enterprise.
In order to guarantee the pharmacist's professional independence, dre
Committee felt it would be imFortant that an applicant for a licence to open'
a chemist's shop should be the owner or leaseholder of the premises. Finally,
the Committee suggested that in-service ffaining.could be carried out not only
in a pharmacy open to the public or a hospital dispensary, as proposed by the
directive, but also in a laboratory or in the pha:maceutical industry.
Opinion on the "proposal for a Council regulati.on loyi.ng down general condi-
tions for the application of the rates l.aid down in the Council regulmi'on of
30 luly 7968 on the infioduction of d systern of bracha ratus for road baulage
between the Metnber States"
On the basis of a report by M. Hoffmann (Germany, Workers' Group),
the Committee adopted this Opinion by 57 votes to 4, with 2 abstentions.
Although it approved the principle of the proposed regulation, the Committee
regretted that the harmonization of competition conditions in ttanspoft was
still somewhat limited.
Finally, the Economic and Social Committee heard an information report
by the specialized Section for Agriculture on the "'Wheat Trade Convention"
and the "Food Aid Convention".
*{ ,.!
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Loans granted,
B"lgom
On 2l January L970 the European Investmenr Bank concluded with the
Soci6t6limbourgeoise du vinyle (LVM) SA, Brussels, a loan agreement equivalent
to Bfrs. 300 million (6 million u.a.) for a period of 72 years at the rate ot7 7l2o/o
per annum.
The loan will help to finance the construction in Tessenderloo (Belgian
Limburg) of a monomer vinyl chloride plant with a 200 000 t/year production
capacity. This product, almost exclusively used as basic material for the
manufacture of polyvinyl chloride, will mainly be sold abroad. The Socidtd
nationale de crddit I l'industrie and the Caisse gdndrale d'dpargne er de retraite,
Brussels, are also investing Bfrs. 300 million in the projea.
The new plant will be completed by the end of L977 n or&r to starr pro-
duction in 1%2. As raw materials it will use hydrochloric acid obtained as a
by-product by two Belgian firms from their increased output of sulphates,
and ethylene, which will be made available by Nederlandse Staatsmijnen from
1972 onurard once their cracking unit at Geleen (Dutch Limburg) has been
enlarged. The location of the plant in Belgian Limburg is in harmony with
the public aid measures taken by the Belgran Government to solve the strucnrral
and employment problems of this area by diversifuing industrial activities
and providing new employment oppornrnities. The present difficulties result
from the partial shut-down of the collieries, the continual exodus of farm
labour and the high rate of natural increase in the province. It is expected
that the project of the Soci6t6 limbourgeoise du vinyle, whose total cost is
estimated at Bfrs. 1287,2 million (25.7 million u.a.), will create some 300 jobs
direcdy or indirealy.
France
On 29 January 7970 the Bank concluded with Electricit6 de France a
loan agreement equivalent to FF 80 million (14.4 million u.a.). This loan is
to be used to part-finance a hydroelectric scheme at Sainte-Croix on the Verdon,
the main tributary of the Durance River. This scheme includes the building
of a dam which will store 767 mil\on cubic meters of water to be fed into i
new hydroelectric power plant with an installed capacity of 80 megawatts
(80 000 K.W) and an average annual output ot 760 gigawatts/hour (160 million
KWh).
Apart from increasing power supply, which is a major asset for indus-
trializadon and regional development, the project will provide part of the water
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reserves earmarked for the Provence Canal, more particularly with a view to
meeting the considerable requirements of agricultural, industrial and urban
users in the Provence region. The total cost of the project, due to be completed
by 1974, is estimated atFF 248 nrillion (44.7 million u.a.). The loan has been
granted by the Bank for 72 yearc,and is guaranteed by the French State.
r05 3 - 1970
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I. FROM DAY TO DAY
70 Janaary 1970
o Following the recommendations of the Council of Euope's Committee
on Culture and Education in November 1969, the representatives of 14 of the
18 countries which signed the European Cultural Convention met in Bonn to
take the first steps towards setting up a "European Youth Fund".
12 lanaary 1970
o In a televised interview, Mr. Harold Wilson, the British Prime Minister
stated that federalism was not a political reality in the near future: o'I do not
believe the people of Britain want it. I don't believe most of the people of
Europe want it". There were, however, forms of pragmatic co-operation
towards which we could work without drawing up great federal constitutions.
Asked about the possibility of combining British and French nuclear strength,
Mr. Wilson said that if we were to organize a so-called independent European
deterrent force, it would mean the end of any hope of reaching genuine agreement
with the Russians.
o Summing up the results of the \PEU ministerial meeting, M. P. Harmel,
Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated at a press conference that a solution
to the'WEU crisis might soon be hoped for, because in Europe we were at a
rare point in time which offered favourable prospects, both politically and eco-
nomically.
o M. Baunsgaard, Prime Minister of Denmark, said at a meeting of the
Danish Liberal Parry in Nyborg, that Denmark's wish to join the Common
Market was quite obvious, since unlike the other four applicant countries
Denmark had abcepted negotiations without any reservation. "But', he
continued, "because of these reservations, we have no assruance that Denmark
will be able to become a member of the Common Market".
73 lanaary 7970
o Addressing the European journalists taking part in an international
conference on Europe organized in London by the International Publishing
Corporation, Mr. Harold Wilson, British Prime Minister, said that the policy
of the British Government was clear: "we want to have the chance of playing
our role to the full 
- 
and this role will be a considerable one 
- 
on the basis
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of equality with our partners in an enlarged European Co--uniry". The
Prime Minister stressed the Government's determination to join the Commu-
nity and to make a rcali,ty of its accession if conditions fair for both sides could
be worked out and agreed on. Mr. Vilson said that (sfxiling any agreement
because the terms proved to be intolerable for Britain the country would not
be condemned to a position of economic sterility".
14lawary 197O
o In an interview on Swiss television on the prospecrs of the Common
Market, M. Jean Rey, President of the Commission, said: "We are going to
see the essential parts of the economic and monetary union completed with
a common currency; we can also take it that before the next ten years are out,
the Community will have at last ten members and not six as at present. Finally,
we can take it that before the end of this decade, we will have elected a demo-
cratic European Parliament in Suasbourg".
o In an interview in the review "Europa-Union", the new chairman of the
Bauernverband (German farmers' union) Baron Heeremann van Zuydwtyck
pointed out that there no longer existed any tension between the Bauernverband
and the Commission- of the European Communities. He spoke in favour of
strengthening contacts with the Governments, the Commission and the farmers'
organizations of the other member countries to study the common agricultural
problems together.
15 laruary 1970
o Interviewed at the close of his official visit to Brussels, M. Maurice
Schumann, French Foreign Minister, made the following statement on the
possibility of British entry into the Common Markefi "In rhe long run there
will be no Europe without England, for the simple reason that without England
thirry years ago there would doubtless have been no Europe today".
. At a press conference held in the British Elrbassy in Rome, Mr. G. Thom-
son, the British Minister with special responsibility for European affairs, stated:
'The important thing for us is that agreement be reached in Brussels on the
common agricultural policy. -What we want now is the opening of negotiations
on the integration of Great Britain into the Common Market as soon as pos-
sible".
o In London the price of gold dropped to $34.80, its lowest level since
March 7954.
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18 January 1970
o At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the European Movement
in Nice, M. G. Defferre, Vice-President of the International Bureau of the
Movement, said: "There is now another new facfl we have decided during
our conference in Oslo (on the 10th and tlth of April) that we will militate
for an enlargement of Europe to include other maritime countries".
M. \f. Hallstein, President of the International Bureau, stressed that
"a great European action has already been on the way for some time to put
an end to stagnation and to hasten integration in all sectors. This long work
of elaboration will be followed by a series of demonstrations and congresses
both at a national and international level". "The age-old problem of {edera-
tion", Professor Hallstein continued, oois how to set up a central power without
breaking up national entities; and on this point the destruction of the nations
is feared in France. This is not correct; we must centtahze but also preserve
the identity of the States". Professor Hallstein concluded "we have achieved
the merging of sovereignties in matters of economic and social policy. This
is not yet political integration, but the latter is already in our mind. The
rest will only be a question of the right time and-circumstances and will be
achieved by the same pragmatic method".
20lanluaq l%0
o Birmingham Chamber of Commerce, one of the most important in Britain,
published a report in which it comes out for an integrated European Community
where the harmonizationof member countries' taxation would make it possible
to remove all obstacles to trade.
2l Jaru,ary 797O
o Mr. G. Thomson, British Minister with special responsibility for European
affairs, said in an address to the University of Newcastle,thatpolitical objectives
were the prime reason why Britain wished to join the Commori Market. He
added that if we (the British) had been careful in our estimates as to how poli-
tical unity might be attained, this was because we are more interested in what
Europe might achieve with a common aim. An enlarged Community,
Mr. Thomson added, would have the economic power'and the political influ-
ence to join the USA in the continuous process of negotiating with the USSR for
a safer world order.
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o At the end of his discussions in London, French Foreign Minister
M. Maurice Schumann said on Radio-Luxembourg: "The setting up of a
much larger Community which, apart from its present six members, would
include the United Kingdom,Ireland, Norway and Denmark at the least, would
pose for the rest of. the world, for those European countries not wishing or
unable to join 
- 
for example Swizerland and Austria 
- 
and for the non-
European countries, essentially the United States, problems which must be
taken into consideration and which are no more insoluble than those of the
Kennedy Round, but at least as difficult to settle. This also explains why
the negotiatioris will take a long time".
o The trade union Committee representing the organizations of the teaching
profession in the six Community countries met in Brussels to consider the
potry of the EEC with regard to vocational training, and to draw up a plan
of action at European level.
26 lanaary 197O
o During a meeting held in Brussels by the Standing CGT/CGIL Liaison
Committee, the heads of both the French and Italian confederations were
received by M. L. Levisandri and M. R. Barre, Vice-Presidents of the Commis-
sion. In the statement published ar the end of the meeting, the Committee
noted that 'because of the increased economic interpenetration between the
six countries, the generalization of policies restricting consumption could start
a cumulative process leading to the deterioration of the economic situation,
greater unemployment, imbalances on the labour market, and threats to workers'-
purchasing power and living standards. The features of the economic trend
and social situation provide further strong reasons why the trade union move-
ment in the EEC should define and co-ordinare its action". The Standing
Committee, therefore, hopes that the conditions for the necessary co-operation
will quickly be created between all the trade.union movements within the six
countries.
27 laraary 197O
o Mr. G. Thomson, Deputy to the Foreign Secretary with special responsi-
bility for European affairs, stated before the Association of Commonwealth
press correspondants that negotiations between the United Kingdom and EEC
would start before the beginning of the summer holidays. Mr. Thomson added
that he hoped to go to Brussels within a few months and that he would do his
best to obtain fair conditions for all interested parries.
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o M. O. Long, Director-General of GATT, warned the representarives
of thefiGerman economy in Bonn that "before Europeans go any further along
the road towards regional tariff preferences and before the Americans and,
who knows, perhaps also the Asian countries follow the same system, the
countries concerned should take time to reflect and to ask themselves whether
this soft of regulation of international trade and this fragmentation of the sys-
tem of international trade best serve their own interests".
o M. Couve de Murville gave a lecture to the Franco-German circle in
Diisseldorf. Referring to European monetary policy, he proposed a change
in the present situation, in which a corrmon crufency exists in fact- he referred
to the dollar 
- 
which is neither Euopean nor under the control of any of the
Governments, with the consequence we can all see. This should lead to the
setting up of a "true financial and monetary market which would be constiruted
by real European currencies and not by the Eurodollar".
o In a communiqud published after a meeting of its General Council, the
Belgian Boerenbond, a farmers' organization with Christian sympathies, stated
that it was ready to fight against changes in agricultural prices using all the
methods at the uade unions' disposal in close collaboration with other EEC
farmers' organizations.
28 lan;aary 1970
o The trade balance of the Federal Republic of Germany showed a surplus
of DM 15 600 million tn 7969, as against DM 18 400 million n 1968.
29laruary 1970
o M. J. Chaban-Delmas, the French Prime Minister, declared to the.
"L'Opinion en vingt-quatre heutes" circle: "At the present time we are entering
the preparatory period of the negotiations which will lead the Six to adopt
a common position for the negotiations on Britain's entry into the Common
Market". The negotiations will at first deal with the necessary adjustments,
the Prime Minister pointed out. "It will be up to Great Britain to determine
whether, at the end of these negotiations undertaken in the most constructive
spririt, it intends to become part of a European venture 
- 
the Common Market
- 
with all that this involves both on the debit and on the credit side".
30 January 1970
o M. J. Monnet, Chairman of the Committee for the United States of
Europe, stated in an interview on NBC television's "Speaking freely" programme
that the British need the Common Market and that the Common Market would
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also benefit from British entry. Once Britain became a member of the Qsmmu-
nity, it would strengthen it by its capacity for invention, and in particular,
in another way, through its institutions, for, according to M. Monnet, the
British understand better than the continentals the importance of solid insti-
tutions and also that a society without social institutions cannot work.
o The Governments of the EFTA member countries agreed officially to
accept Iceland as the eighth member of the association. Iceland's membership
will be effective from L March.
o M. A. Monteil, President of the French Senate Foreign Affairs and Defence
Committee, said during a dinner-debate orgarized in Marseilles at the "Centre
ddmocrate": "It is urgent that we build a united and prosperous Europe.
This task is necessary and is possible. For France the road to security is via
a united Europe. Too much time has already been lost".
o At Angers, M. J. Poudevigne, General Secretary of the Centre "Ddmocratie
et ProgrEs", stressed that "Europe requires that decisions in line with what we
wish should be taken in Brussels. To obtain these decisions, discussion is
not enough. One has to be present at the negotiating table. It is to Jacques
Duhamel's credit that hri understood this and proves it. How could he not
be supported by all those who, in the Centre and elsewhere, say that they are
responsible and effective democrats?"
2Eebruary 1970
o Asked by a member of Parliament about the Government's position on
the strengthening of the powers of the European Parliament, Mr. G. Thomson,
British Minister responsible for European aiffairs, stated that "Europe must
be solidly based on democratic institutions and the European Qs6mrrnities
should be supported by an elected Parliament, as provided for in the Treaty
'of Rome".
AEebruary 7970
o M. G. Marchais presented a political report criticizing the Common
Market at the French Communist Party Congress: "It was', he said, "a veri-'
table enterprise for the liquidation of the economic and technological bases
of national independence".
o Speaking to the French Chamber of Commerce in Brussels, M. J. Ferry,
chairman of the French iron and steel federation, stressed the European commit-
ment of the large French companies. Analysing the irroblems posed by the
Common Market for French industry and all Community industries, M. Ferry
considered that their solution depended on three essential conditions: the estab-
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lishment of a real market economy, the progressive implementation of a unified 
industrial policy and the establishment, in the minds of the peoples and their 
leaders and of industrialists, of a Community ethos. 
5 February 1970 
• The British organizations opposed to Great Britain's entry into the Com-
mon Market intend to group together in order to bring more pressure to bear. 
Mr. Douglas Jay, Labour MP, is the executive chairman of a new organization 
which aims to fight British entry. According to Mr. Jay, this organization has 
members of all shades of the political spectrum. The arguments put forward 
to justify the "Campaign" are, amongst other things, the cost of entry to British 
consumers and protection of the balance of payments. 
• The Liaison Committee of young farmers in the EEC, which met in Berlin 
during the "Griine Woche", stressed the need to increase the size of farms and 
was in favour of giving greater responsibility to farmers as regards processing 
and marketing of their products. The chairman of the Committee, M. J. Van 
Noord (Netherlands), stated at a press conference that farmers hoped to have 
a five-day week within the next ten years and free time equivalent to that of 
workers in industry thanks to regionalization and reform of structures. 
9 February 1970 
• In. its "Libres opinions" feature "Le Monde" published a plea by 
M. J. Ordner for supranationality and for the birth of a European consciousness. 
According to the author, "coherence presupposes the existence of an organ 
of authority, with the right of constraint and capable of giving orders and also 
of overcoming possible differences. Each time such an authority is formed at 
the head of a group - the other conditions of unity having already been 
achieved -it determines the appearance of a common consciousness. Thus the 
organ of authority is itself the factor and condition necessary for collective 
identity". The author then regretted that "Europe had no State, that it could do 
nothing and that its peoples did not think in terms of its existence". "The fault 
can be laid at the door of the enemies of supranationality. By refusing a Euro-
pean State on the pretext that the absence of a common consciousness made it 
impossible, they have prevented that very consciousness from ever coming into 
being. They should now let the experiment go ahead. They should finally 
allow the constitution of a federal European State, with limited powers, but 
effective. They will suddenly not only see a European consciousness mariifest-
ing itself, but also Europe, as soon as it feels capable of doing so, will gain 
confidence in itself and will affirm its independence';. 
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10 February 1970
o M. L. Hamon, the French government spokesman, stated before a group
of political militants in Palaiseau: '"The welcome and, this time, full agreement
jusi reached between the Ministers of the Six on all the questions linked with
ihe completion of the Common Market, bears witness to the persistence and
strength of the spirit of The Hague and shows that between'Western democracies
differences and even difficulties can be overcome. 'We hope that in the same
spirit, the Six may soon become the Ten".
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(L to 31 lanuary 7970)
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Sessions
Procds-uerbal de la sdance du mardi 9 ddcembre L969 (Report of the sining
of Tuesday 9 December 7969) C 2,
Avis s,ur !a, proposition d'un rfulement porrant prorogation pour I'ann6e
7969 da ddlai prdvu par I'article 20 paragraphe L du rfulemeni L7/64/CEE
(Opiniog on the proposed regulation extending fop 1969 the period specified
by Article 20(1) of Regulation 17/64/CEE)
Rdsolution sur Ia convention d'association enrre la CEE et Ies Etats africains
et malgache associds A cette Ccimmunairt6 (Resolution on the Convention
of Association berween the EEC and the AASM)
Rdsolution sur I'accord cr6ant une association entre la CEE et la rdpublique
unie de Tanzanie, Ia rdpublique de I'Ouganda et la rCpublique du Kenya(Resolution on the Agreement of Association between the EEC and the
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and rhe Republic of
Kenya)
RCsolution sur I'avis de la Commission des Communautds europdennes au
Conseil sur la rdforme du Fonds social europden (Resolution on the Opi-
riion of the Commission of the European Communities addressed to the
Council on the reform of the Buropean Social Fund)
ProcCs-uerbal de la siance du mercredi 10 ddcembre 7959 (Report of the
si*ing of Wednesd.ay 10 Decernber 7959) C 2,
Avis sur les propositions relatives ) l'institution de ressources propres aux
Communautds et I I'accroissement des pouvoirs budgdtaires du Parlement
europden (Opinion on the proposals on the introduction of the Communi-
ties' own resources and the increase in the budgetary powers of the European
Parliament)
Avis sur les proposirions relatives I : (Opinion on the proposals on:)
- 
un rfulement sur le financement de la politique agricole commune(a) A regulation on the financing of the common agricultural policy)
- 
un rfulement portant dispositions compldmentaires poru le financemenr
de Ia politique agricole commune (b) A regulation laying down addi-
tional provisions on t}re financing of the common agricultural policy)
Avis sur la proposition d'un rlglement relatif au maintien de la procddure
des comitCs de gestion (Opinion on the proposed regulation on the main-
tenance of Management Committee procedures)
Procbs-uerbal de la sdance du jeudi l"L ddcembre 7969 (Report of the sining
of Thursday 77 December 7969) C 2,
Echange de vues entre le Parlement europden, le Conseil et la Commission
iles CommunautCs europeennes sur la situation actuelle et l'avenir des Com-
munaut& europ6ennes aprAs Ia conldrence de La Haye (Exchange of yiews
between the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission of tte
European Communities on the present and future situation of the European
Communities after the Hague Con-ference)
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Procbs-uerbal de la sdance du uendredi 72 ddcembre 1959 (Report of the
sittingofFridayl2DeceruberTg69) C 2, 8.7.1970
Avis sur la proposirion d'une ddcision prorogeant le rfuime des prix minim2(Opinion on the proposed decision renewing the minimum price arrrnge-
ments)
Avis sur la proposition de rfulement modifiant le rfulement (CEE) 804/5S
portant organisation commune des march& dans le secteur du lait et des
produits laitiers (Opinion on the proposed regulation amsnding Regulation
(EEC) 804/68 seffing up a common organization of the market in milk and
milk products)
Avis sur la proposition d'une directive concernant le rapprochement des
lfuislations des Etats membres relatives aux dCnominations textiles (Opi-
nion on the proposed directive on the alignment of Member Stares' Iegisla-
tion concerning names of textiles)
Avis sur Ia proposition de rfulement compldtant le r€glement (CRF) 865/68
portant organisation commune des marchds dans le secteur des produits
transform6s l base de fruits et lfuumes par certaines dispositions.relatives I
I'octroi des restitutions l I'exportation (Opinion on the proposed regula-
tion supplementing Regulation @EC) 865/68 on the common organization of
the market in processed fruit and vegetable products by certain provisions
concerning the granting of orpon refunds)
Question orale 71/69 dCbat 
- 
de la commission des tr4nsports du
Parlement europden au Conseil des Communautds europeennes sur l'activit6
du Conseil en vue de la r6alisation d'une politique corrmune des transports(Oral question 7t/69 with debate by the European Parliament Transport
Committee to the Council of the European Communities on the Council's
activity with a view to a common transport policy)
Iflritten quesLions and replies
Question 6,cite 752/66 de M. Deringer I la Commission de la Co--unautd
dconomique europdenne (75U66 by M. Deringer to the Cominission)
Question &ite 154/67 de M. Deringer ) la Commission des Communaut6s
europdennes (154/67 by M. Deringer to the Commissioo)
Question €cite 224/67 de M. Deringer I la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet : Contrats de licence en France (rdponse compl6mentaire)
(?24/67 by M. Deringer to the Commission: Licence contracts in France 
-additional reply)
Question"6crite 245/69 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Communautds
europ6ennes. Objet : Dispositions.lfuislatives et r6glementaires italiennes
relatives I l'organisation des march& des fruits et lfuumes (245/69 by
14. yssdsling to the Commission: Italjan laws and regulations on the orga-
niz4fi6a of the market in fruit and vegetables)
Question 4cite275/69 de M. Vredeling au Conseil des Communautds euro-
pCennes. Objet : Validitd juridique des dispositions comm 
'nautaires arr8t6esi la suite de la dCvaluation du franc frangais (2:75/69 by M. Vredeling to tte
Council: Legality of Communify measures adopted following the devaluation
of the French franc)
Question tcite 290/69 de M. Vredriling l la Commission des Commutraut&
europdennes. Objet: Elaboration de rfules en vue d''re interprdtation ,'ni-
forme des conventions dites juridiques (290/69 by M. Vredeling to the
Commission: Elaboration of rules for a uniform interpretation of legal
conventions)
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C3,
70.1.7970
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70.7.7970
c 3, t0.7.7970
c 3, 10.t.L970
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Question 5cite292/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet: Organisations agricoles dans Ie cadre de la CEE(292/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Agricultural organizations in
the EEC)
Question 6cite 293/69 de M. Califice I la Commission des Communaut6s
europ6ennes. Objet: Situation de I'industrie charbonnilre (293/69 by
M. Califice to the Commission: Situarion of the coal industry)
Question {crite302/69 de M. Vredeling I la Comilssion des Communaut&
europ€ennes. Objet: Vente de beurre par adjudication (302169 by
M. VredelinB to the Commission: Sale of butter by tender)
Question 4cite307/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communaut&
euopCeones. Objet : Accord international sur la quinine (307/69 by
M. Vredeling g6 sfis Qsmmission: International agreement on quinine)
Question lcite3L3/69 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Communaurds
europdennes. Objet : Participation des Pays-Bas aux enqudtes de conjoncnrre
dans la Communaut6 (323/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission:
Panicipation of the Netherlands in business surveys in the Communiry)
Question dr;ite 326/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communaut&
europdennes. Obiet: Confdrence des d6ldgu6s des Conseils d'Etat des pays
pays membres (326/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Conference of
the delegates of the Councils of State of member countries)
Question 6cite 328/69 de Mlle L.lling I la Commission des Communautes
europCennes. Objet: Strucnrres socio-dconomiques des rfuions miniEres et
siddrurgiques de la Communautd (328/69 by Mlle Lulling to the Commis-
sion: Socio-economic structrres of mining and steel-producing regions in
the Community)
Question {cite 332/69 de M. Glinne I Ia Commission des CommunautCs
europdennes. Obiet: Diff€rends au sujet de la soci6tC Je,mont-schneider(332/69 by M. Glinne to the Commission: Disputes concerning the company
Jeumont-Schneider)
Question Ecnte 333/69 de M. Glinne I la Commission des Communautds
europdeirnes. Objet: Investissements dtrangers en France et investissements
frangais l I'Ctranger (333/69 by M. Glinne to the Commission: Foreign
iovestments in France and French investments abroad)
Question 6cite?38/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communaut&
europdennes. Obiet : Application par la rdpublique fdd6rale d'Allemag.e du
tarif douanier cornmun aux marchandises importdes en vue de la construc-
tion, de la r6paration ou de l'6quipement de bateaux destin& I la navigation
intdrieure (L38/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Application by
Germany of the co--on customs tariff to goods imported with a view to the
construction, repair or fitting-out of idand waterway vessels)
Question 6cfite254/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communaut6s
eruopCennes. Objet: MCconte[tement suscitd aux Pays-Bas par la co-*an-
de, passde i la sociCt6 ouest-allemande Siemens, d'une centrale nucldaire
(L54/69 bf M. Vredeling to the Commission: Dissatisfaction in the Nether-
lands concerning the order awarded to the West German company Siemens
for a nuclear power station)
C3' L0.1.1970
70.7.1970C3,
c 3, 10.7.1970
c 3,10.L.7970
c i, L0,7.7970
c 3, L0.1.t970
C3, 70.1.t970
c 3,70.7.L970
c 3,70.7.1970
C5, 13.L.L970
c 5,73,1,t970
Question 4,cite 259/69 de M. Oele ) l2 Qemmission des Communautds
guropdennes. Objet: Embauchage en Rdpublique fCddrale de jeunes filles
nderlandaises en age de scolaritd faisant la navette entre les Pays-Bas et
I'Allemagne (L59/69 by M. Oele to the Commission: Recruitmetrt in
Germany of Dutch gfuls of school age commuting between the Netherlands
apd Germany) C 5, 13.1.7970
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Question 4,cnte 250/69 de M. Berkhouwer au Conseil des Communaut&
europdennes. Objet: Ententes relevaut d'une double juridiction dans les
Etati membres des Communautds europdennes (260/69 by M. Berkhouwer
to the Council: Restrictive agreementa arising out of dual jurisdiction in the
Member States of the European Qsm6rrnilis5)
Question dcrite?j73/69 de M. Bergmann I la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet: Financement du septilme programme de construction
de logements destinds aux travailleurs des industries de la CECA (273/69by
M. Bergmann to the Commission: Financing of the seventh housing pro-
gramme for workers in the ECSC industries)
Question Ecrite 294/69 de M. Califice au Conseil des Co-munautds
europCennes. Objet: Situation de l'industrie charbonniBre (294/69 by
M. Califice to the Council: Situation of the coal industry)
Ouestion [cite 295/69 de M. Califice ) Ia Commission des Communaut&
eiropdennes. Obiet: Adaptation et ddveloppement de l'industrie siddrurgi-
qae- (295/69 by M. Califice to the Commission: Adaptation and develop-
ment of the iron and steel industry)
Question icnte 296/69 de M. Califice au Conseil des Communautds euro-
p6ennes. Obiet: Adaptation et dCveloppement de l'industrie siddrurgique
(ngteS by M. Califice to the Council: Adaptation and development of the
iron and steel industry)
Quesrion Ecite 375/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des CommunautCs
europCennes. Obiet : Resructuration du secteur du soufre el Sicile (315/69
by M. Vredeling 1s fis Qqmmission: Restructuring of the sulphur industry in
Sicily)
Question 4,cite 316/69 de M. Artzinger et de 1411s lrrlling I la Commission
des Communautds europeennes. Objet: Rdpercussions sur les dchanges
intracommunautaires de la majoration des imp6ts frappant la consomma-
tion des tabacs manufacturds en Italie (3t6/69 by M. Areinger and
lvtlls Lrrlliag to the Commission: Repercussions on in64-Qsm,6rrnity trade
of the increase in taxes on the consumption of manufactured tobaccos in
ItaIy)
Question 4,cdite 3t7/69 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Co--unaut6s
europdennes. Obiet: Retards dans I'acheminement des colis postaux de la
rdpuLlique fddCrale d'Allemagne vers I'ItaIie (3t7/69 by M. Viedeling to the
Commitsion: Delays in the transmission of postal packets from Germany to
Italy)
Question 6cite327/69 de M. Vals I la Commission des Communautds euro-
oEennes. Obiet: Compatibilitd de la loi vinicole allemande avec le traitd de
ia CEE (3il/69 by jvt. vals to the Commission: Compatibility of the
German viniculturd law with the EEC Treaty)
Question icite 3?J/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet: Arrangement international relatif I I'exportation de
lait entier en poudre (325/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Inter-
national arrangement on the export of whole milk powder)
Question |rite 335/69 de M. Rossi I Ia Commission des Communautds
eurol#ennes. Objet: Projet de crdation au nord-est de Paris d'un adroport
Q35169 by M. Rossi to the Conmission: Project for an airport to the north-
east of Paris)
Question Ecite 5/69 de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des Communautds
europ6ennes. Objet: Ddclaration du vice-prdsident de la Commission des
Communaut& europednnes I propos des prix de la margarine (rdponse
compl6mentaire) (5/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Statement
by the Vice-President of the Commission of the European Communities
on margarine prices 
- 
additional reply)
t20
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c 5,73.7.7970
c 5, 13.7.L970
c 5, 73.1.1970
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Question €cite 742/69 de M. Dewulf A la Commission des Communaurds
europdennes. Objet: 
"Contrdle, aux postes-frontiEres entre Etats membres(r6ponse complCmentaire) (742/69 by M. Dewulf ro the Commission: Ins-
pection at frontier posts berween Member Stares 
- 
additional reply)
Question 4citeZ74/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communaut&
europdennes. Obiet: Validitd juridique {es dispositions communauraires
arr6t6es A la suite de Ia ddvaluation du fraric frangais (274/69 by M. Vrede-
ling to the Commission: Legality of Community provisions adopted follow-
ing the devaluation of the French franc)
Question &rite 305/69 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Communautds
europ6ennes. Objet: Consdquences de I'utilisation dans l'agriculture de
moyens prophylactiques chimiques et biologiques (305/69 by M. Vredeling
to the Commission: Consequences of the use in agriculture of chemical anil
biological prophylactic methods)
Question {ctite 3t8/69 de M. Glinne I Ia Commission des Co--unautCs
europ6ennes. Objet: Publicarion de Ia Commission des Commuaautds euro-
pdennes en langue grecque (318/69 by M. Glinne to the Commission:
Publication of the Commission of the European Qemmnniglss in Greek)
Question lcite 330/69 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet: Publication au joumal officiel de dCcisions de la Com-
mission (330/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Publication of Com-
mission decisions in the official gazette)
Question Ectite 334/69 de MM. Oele et Posthumus I la Commission des
CommunautCs europCennes. Objet: Mesures d'aide au transbordement,
dans le port d'Anvers, des laines provenant d'Ausualie et de Nouvelle-
Z5laade (334/69 by M Oele and M. 
-Posthumus to the Commission:
Measures of aid for transshipment in Antwerp of wool from Australia and
New Zealand)
Question {ctite 34L/69 de M. Oele I Ia Commission des CommunautCs
europCennes. Objet: Coopdration avec l'Agence internarionale de I'dnergie
atomique ) Vienne dans le domaine de I'information scientifique nucldaire
(341/69 by M. Oele to the Commission: Co-operation with the International
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna on nuclear information)
Question €cite 345/69 de M. Glinne ) la Commission des Communautds
europCennes, Obiet: Exportation de produits textiles vers les Etats-Unis
(345/69 by M. Glinne to the Commission: Exports of textiles to the United
States)
Question 4,crite 350/69 de M. Romeo I la Commission des CommunautCs
europdennes. Objet: ReprCsentation des organisations syndicales au sein
de la Communarr$ (350/69 by M. Romeo to the Commission: Representa-
tion of uade unions in the Community)
Question €ctite 352/69 de M. Raedts ) la Commission des Communaut6s
europdennes. Objet: Perturbation dans Ie foncfionnement de la centrale
nucl6aire Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux (352/69 by M. Raedts to the Commis-
sion: Breakdown of the Saint-Laurenr-des-Eaux nuclear power station)
Question 5crite 308/69 de M. Wohlfart ) la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet: Nomination de hauts fonctionnaires l la Commission
des CommunautCs europCennes (308/69 by M. VohJfart to the Commis-
sion: Appointment of senior officials to the Commission of the European
Communities)
Question €cite 309/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des CommunautCs
europdennes. Objet: Enqudtes de la CEE sur la population active (309/69
by M. Vredeling to the Commission: EEC surveys on the working popula-
rion)
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Question {cite 372/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet: Echanges intracommunautaires de pr6parations de
viande (3t2/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: lntra-Community
trade in meat preparations
Question dcrite3ZT/69 de M. Posthumus I la Commission des Communaut&
europCennes. Objet: Libertd d'dtablissement dans la Communautd des pro-
pridtaires ou des gdrants de stations de distribution d'essence et de produits
pdtroliers (327/69 by M. Posthumus to the Commission: Freedom of esta-
blishment in the Community of owners or managers of peuol and oil product
service stations)
Question crlite 354/69 de M. Miiller I la Commission des Communaut6s
europdennes. Obiet: Tarifs d&avantageux des relations tdlCphoniques et
postales internationales (354/69 by M. Miiller to tte Commission:
Disadvantageous rates for international telephone and postal gsJaslrrnis4-
tions)
Question dcrite 356/59 de NfM. Boertien, Brouwer et van der Ploeg ir la Com-
mission des Communaut& europdeoles. Objet: Terrains agricoles situds
dans la Communautd (356,/69 by M. Boertien, M. Brouwer and M. van der
Ploeg to the Commission: Aiericultural land in the Community)
Question 5crite362/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Communautds
europCennes. Objet: Organisation du secteur de Ia viande de I'esplce cheva-
lrurre 
- (362/69 by M. Vredqling to the Commission: Organization of the
horsemeat sector)
Question &ite29l/59a" J. Vr"d"liog I la Commission des Communaut6s
europCennes. Objet : Pr6vention de fraudes I la fixation des prix de la poudre
de lait 6cr6mC (291/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Prevenfion of
frauds in fixing the prices o{ skim milk powder)
Question €cite322/69 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des CommunautCs
europdennes. Objet: Charg(s spdciales sur les produits agricoles relevant de
l'organisation corrmure des marchds (322/69 by M. Vredeling to the Com-
misiion: Special charges or! agricultural products subiect to the common
organization of markets)
Question trite 339/69a" f. Vr"a.Uog ) la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet : Statisti{ues des importations d'huiles de toumesol dans
la CommunautC (339/69 bf M. Vredeling to the Commission: Stadsdcs of
sunflower oil imports into tle Community)
Question 6cite 353/69 de M. spdnale ) la Commission des Communautds
europCennes. Objet: Reconriersion dconomique de Ia rfuion Albi-Carmaux
l?!.1162 by M. Spdnale to t\e Commission: Economic reconversion of the
Albi-Carmaux region)
Question kdteZ3g/69 de M1 Vredeling I la Commission des Communautds
europ6ennes. Obiet: Conti{gentement de I'eau-de-vie } I'imponation en
rdpublique fdddrale d'Allemafne (239/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commis-
sion: Fixing of quotas for spihits imported into Germany)
Question 4cite281/69 de M.l Vredeling I la Commission des Communaut6s
europCennes. Obiet: La statibtique agricole dans la Communautd en ce qui
concerne l'industrie laititsre (28t/69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission:
Agricultural statistics in the fom-uniry on the milk industry)
Question Ecrite283/69 de M. Behrendt ) la Commission des CommunautCs
europdennes. Objet : Fonctio4nemert du service spdcialisd de la Commission
chargC des <questions int{ressant les consommateurs)) (283/69 by
M. Behrendt to the Commisslon: Functioning of the specialized department
of the Commission responsille for const'-er maffers)
c 9,23.7.1970
c 9,23.1.1970
c 9,23.1.1970
c 9,23.t.t970
c 9,23.',t.7970
c tt, 29.L.t970
c17, ?).1.1970
ct7,29.t,7970
ctt,29.7.1970
c t2, 30.L.1970
ct2,30.1.1970
c12,30,7.7970
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Question eerirc i40/69 de Mlle Lulling I Ia Commission des Communaurds
eur-ooCennes. Objet: Edulcorants renfermant des cyclamates (340/69 by
Mlle Lulling to the Commission: Sweereners containing cyclamates) ClZ,3O.t.t97O
Preliminary acts 
- 
Informarion
6o66"niquFCommuniqu6 C 4, tz,l.t97|
Ayrg de corcours gCndral pour secrdtaires st6nodacrylographes PEJ32/C
(de langue franEaise) (Notice of open competitive examinition for French-
Ianguage secretaries with shorthand and typing PE/32/C) C 4, lT.t.l97|
Ayrq de concours gdndral pour secr6taires stdnodacrylographes PE/33/C
(de langue italienne) (Notice of open competitive examinatibn for Italian-
language secretaries with shorthand and ryping PE/33/C| C 4, t2.t.79TO
Avis deconcours gdndral pour dacrylogtaphe*PE/34/C (de langue italienne)(Notice of open competitive examination for ItalianJanguage typistsPE(34/C) c 4,12.1.1970
Avis de concours gdndral pour secrdtaires stdnodacrylogaphes PE/35/C(de langue nCerlandaise) (Norice of open competirive eximination for
Dutch-language secretaries with shonhand and ryping PE/35/C) C 4, t2.7.1970
Avis de concours g6nCral pour dactylographes PE/36IC (de langue nCerlan-
daise) (Notice of open comperitive examination for Dutch-language typistsPE/36/C) C 4,72.7.7970
Avis de concours gdndral pour secrdtaires stCnodactylographes PE/37/C(de Iangue allemande) (Notice of open competitive examination for
German-language secretaries with shorthand and typing PE/37/C)
Avis de concours gdn6ral pour dactylographes PE/38/C (de langue alle-
mande) (Notice of open competitive examination for German-language
typisr PE/38/C)
Prorogation de la validitd de la liste de rCserve de recrutement dtablie I la
suite du concours gdn6ral PElglLA 
- 
traducteur adjoint d'expression fran-
gaise 
- 
publiC au Journal officiel des Co-munautds europdennes C 77 ilt
9 ju:n 7969 (Extension of the validity of the recruitment reserve list result-
ing from open competitive examinatiot PE/9/LA, 
- 
French-language
assistant translator 
- 
published in the official gazette of the European
Communities C 71,9 lrune 19691
Prorogation de Ia validitd de la liste de reserve de recnrtement Ctablie I la
suite du concours gdndral PE/21/C 
- 
dactylographes de langue frangaise 
-publid au Journal officiel des Com-unautCs europdennes C't.?? da 14 sep-
tembre 1967 (Extension of the validity of the recruitment reserve list
resulting from open competitive examination PE/21/C 
- 
French-language
typists 
- 
published in the official gazette of the Europe"r, qo66 
'nitiesC ?2A X4 September 19fl)
Parlement europ6en (European larliament)
Renvoi aux avis Cmis par le Parlement europden durant ses sdances de
novembre et de ddcembre 1969 (Recapitulatory list of Opinions rendered
by the European Parliament at its sittings of November and December 1969)
3 - 1970
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c 4, 72.L.L970
c 4,72.1.7970
c 7, 77.t.1970
c 7, 77.7.7970
c17,29.1.7970
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tCOUNCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
REglement (CEE) tnl ds ta Q6mmission, du 2 janvier tgTl,lixantles pr6lE-
vements applicables aux cdr(ales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 7/70 of 2 latuary
1970 hxingthe levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (CEEI2/70 de la Commission, du 2 janvier lgTo,fixart les primes
s'ajoutant aux prCltvements pour les cCrdales et le malt (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 2/70 of.2lantary 7970 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglement (CEE) 3/70 de la Commission, du 2 janvier 1970, modifiant le
correctif applicable I la restirution pour Ies cCrCales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 3/70 of.2lautary 1970 modifying the corrective factor applicable
to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 4/70 de la Commission, du 2 j1wier 7970, fixant les prdlE-
vements i I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 4/70 of. 2 lautary 7970 hxjng the levies on imports of
white sugar and raw sugar)
Rtglement (CEE) 5/70 de la Commission, du 5 janvier 1970, fixant les prCld-
vements applicables aux c6rCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 5170 of 5 January
t970 (iuing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groae and meal)
Rtglement (CEE) 6n0 de la Commission, du 5 janvier 7970,lixantles primes
s'ajoutant aux pr6l8vements porrr les cdrCales et le malt (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 6/70 of 5 January 7970 lixiag the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglement (CEE) 7nO de Ia Commission, du 5 janvier 1970, modifiant le
correctif applicable ) la restitution pour les c6rdales (Commission Regula-
tioo (EEC) 7t70 of, 5 January 1970 modifying the corrective factor applicable
to tte refund on cereals)
Rfolement (CEE) 8U0 de la Commission, du 5 janvier 1970, fixant les prdld-
vements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 8U0 of 5 January 1970 ftxing the levies on imports of
white sugar and raw sugar)
Rfulement (CEE) 9/70 de la Commission, du 5 janvier 1970, modifiant les
restitutions applicables aux cdrdales et aux farines, gruaru( et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 9/70 of 5 January
1970 modifying the refunds on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
Rlglement (CEE) 1010 de la Commission, du 6 janvier 1970, fixant les pr6ld-
vements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aru( gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 10/70 of 6 January
7970 f:ringthe levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (CEE) nn$ de la Commission, du 6 ianvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant arD( prdllvements pour les cdr6ales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regularion (EEC) t1,/70 of.6 lantary 1970 lixing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
121
L7, 3.7.t970
L1' 3.7.7970
L1, 3.1.7970
L7, 3.1.1970
L2, 6.1.1970
L2, 6.1.7970
L2, 6.1.7970
L2, 6.7.1970
L2, 6.t.1970
L3, 7.1.L970
L 3, 7.7.7970
3 - 1970
Rlglement (CEE) 72/70 de Ia Commission, du 6 janvier 1970, modifiant Ie
correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 12/70 of 6lantary 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
Rlglement (CEE'1 73/70 de la Commission, du 6 janvier 1970, fixant les prCIB-
vements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 73/70 of 6lantary 1970 tixjng the levies on imports of
white sugar and raw sugar)
REglement (CEE) L4170 de la Commission, du 6 janvier 1970, fixant les pr6ld-
vements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation (EEC)
t4/70 oi 6 January 1970 fixirgthe levies in the olive oil sector)
Rdglement (CEE) 15/70 de la Commission, du 6 janvier !970, fixant le mon-
tant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses (Commission Regu-
lation (EEC) t5/70 of 6 Jantary 1970 fixing the amount of aid in the oilseeds
sector)
RBglement (CEE) 1,6/7,0 ds 12 Qsmmissi6n, du 7 janvier 1970, fixant les pr6l}-
vements applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et aux gruau( et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) t6/70 of 7 lamary
7970 hxrng the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rfulement (CEE) !7/70 de la Commission, du 7 janvier L970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prCllvements pour les cCrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 77/70, ol7 January t970 liing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglement (CEE) 18/70 de Ia Commission, du 7 janvier 1970, modifiant Ie
correctif applicable I la restitution pour les c6rdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 18/70 of 7 Janaary 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 79/70 de la Commission, du 7 janvier 1970, fixant les prClE-
vements ) I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et Ie sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 9n0 of.7 Jantary t970 iifing the Ievies on imports of
white sugar and raw sugar)
RAglement ICEE) 20n0 de la Commission, du 7 janvier t97l,tixant le prClt-
vement ) I'importation pour Ia m6lasse (Commission Regulation (EEC)
20/70 of 7 January L9T0lixtng the levies on imports of molasses)
Rfulement (CEE) 21/7}de la Commission, du 7 janvier !97l,fixant les resti-
tutions I I'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut en l'6tat (Com-
mission Regu.lation (EEC) 2l/70 ol 7 lamrary t970 fixjry the refunds on
exports of white sugar and raw sugar in the natural state)
Rlglement (CEE) 22/70 de la Cpmmission, du 7 janvier 1970, modifiant Ies
prdldvements applicables I l'importation des produits transform6s l base de
cCr6ales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC) 22/70 of.7 lantary 7970
modifying the levies on imports of products processed from cereals and rice)
Rfulement (CEE) 23/70 de la Commission, du 8 janvier L9Tl,lixantles prdl}-
-vements applicables aux cCrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules defroment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 23/70 of 8 January
7970 fi:xl.ng the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal)
RAglement (CEE) 24n0 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant arD( prCllvements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 24/70 of 8 January 7970 lixjag the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
3 - 1970
L3, 7.1.L970
L3,
L3,
7 .1.1970
7.1.7970
L3' 7.L.7970
L4, 8.1.L970
L4, 8.t.t970
L4, 8.7.7970
L 4, 8.1.t970
L 4, 8,7.1970
L4' 8.1.1970
L4, I .1,.1,970
L5, 9.t.1970
9.t.t970
t25
L5,
RBglement (Cf',El 25n0 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixantle cor-
rectif applicable I la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission Regulation
(EEC) 25/70 of 8 January 1970 tixing the corrective factor applicable to the
refund on cereals) 
_
Rtglement (CEH 26n0 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixant les resti-
rutions applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commissisn Reguladon (EEC) 26/70 of 8 January
1970 fixing the refunds on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (CEF) 27n0 de la Commission, du 8 ianvier 1970, fixant les prClA-
vements applicables aa riz et aux brisures (Commission Regulation @EC)
27/7O of.8 January 7970 fixing the levies on rice and broken rice)
RBglement (CEE) 28n0 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutatrt aux prdlBvements pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 28n0 of 8 January 1970 fixing the premiums ro be added
to the levies on rice and broken rice)
Rfulement (Cf,E) 29nO de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixant les resti-
tutions I I'oqrortation pour le riz et les brisures (Commission Regulation(EEq Z9n0 of 8 January 1970 liing the refunds on exporrs of rice broken
rice)
L5, 9.7.t970
L5, 9.7.1970
9.1.1970L5,
REglement (CEE) 30/70 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixant le cor-
rectif applicable ) la restirudon pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (FEC) 3070 of 8 Januaqy 1970 fidng the corrective facror applic-
-able to the refund on rice and broken rice) L 5,
RAglement (CEE) 3170 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 797l,fixantles prdlE-
vements ) I'importadon pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 3110 of 8 January 7970 tixng the levies on impofts of
white sugar and raw sugar) L 5,
Rfulement (CEE) 3270 de la Commission, du 8 janvier 1970, fixant les prdlE-
yements I I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi que de viandes
bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commission Regulation @EC)
32/70 of.8 January 1970 fixing the levies on imports of calves and mature car-
tle and of beef and veal other than frozen) L 5,
Rfulement (CEE) 33U0 dg la Qsmmission, du 9 janvier 1970, fixantles prdlt-
vements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 33U0 ol 9 lan.nry
7970 hxjng the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal) L 7, 70.1.7970
Rfulement (CEEI 34/70 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdl&vements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 34/70 of.9 January 7970 fiing the premilms to be
added to the levies on cereals and,,malt)
Rdglement (CEE) 35/70 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970, modifiant le
correcdf applicable I la restitution pour les cCrCales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 35/70 oi 9 January 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
Rfulement (CEE) 35n0 de la Commission, du 9 janvier L97l,lixant les pr6lE-
vements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EECI 36nO of 9 lamtary 7970 fiing the levies on imports of
white sugar and raw sugar) L 7,
t26
L5, 9.1.7970
L 5, 9.7.1970
9.7.7970
9.7.t970
9.1.1970
L 5, 9.1.t970
L 7, 70.7.7970
70.1.L970
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RBglement (CFiE) 37/70 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970, rclatii L la
ddtermination de l'origine des piBces de rechange essentielles destindes I un
matdriel, une machine, un appareil ou un vdhicule, expCdiCs prdcddemment
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 37/70 of 9 lantary 1970 determining the
origin of essential spare parts for equipment, machinery, appliances or
vehicles previously dispatched)
REglement (CEE) 38U0 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970, modifiant Ie
rtglement 774/66/CEE relatif aux certificats d'importadon et d'expoftation
dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation (EEC) 38/70 of
9 lanuary 1970 amending Regulation 774/66/CEE on import and export
licences for olive oil) L 7, 70.1.,t970
Rlglement (CEEI 39/70 de la Commission, du 9 ianvier 1970, modifiant Ie
rBglement (CEEI 7486/69 en ce qui coocerne les- informations relatives aux
Regulation (EEC) 39/70 of. 9 Jantary 1970 amendint
1486/69 on information concerning import and export
L 7,70.7.1970
L7, 70.t.1970
L 7,70.1.!970
L 7,10.1.1970
L 7, t0.t.7970
L 7, 70.1,t970
L 7, 70.t.7970
L 8, 13.t.t970
L 8, 13.7.1970
L 8, 73.t.7970
L 8, 13.L.1970
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Rtglement (CEE) N/70 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970,po*ant d&o-
gation aux conditioos d'adiudication prdvues par le rEglement (CEE) 7436/69
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 40/70 of.9 January 1970 derogating from the
tendering condirions in Regulation (EEC) 1436/69)
Rfulement (CEE) 41/70 de la Commission, du 9 ianvier 1970,fixant les resti-
tutions ) I'exportation de certains produis laitiers (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 4t/70 ot 9 lanuary L970 hxjng the refunds on exports of certain
milk products)
Rfulement ICEE) 42n0 de'la Commission, du 9 jaavier 1970, modifiant les
prdlAvements applicables ) I'importation des produits transform6 I base de
cdrCales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EECI 42/70 of 9 lanaary L970
modifying the levies on imports of products processed from cereals and rice)
Rlglement (CEE) 43170 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970, fixant les pr6lts-
vements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation (CEE)
43/70 ot9 lananry 1970 fiingthe levies in the olive oil sector)
Rlglement (CEU 4n0 de la Commission, du 9 janvier 7970,ftxant le mon-
tant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines olCagineuses (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 44/70 ot 9 laruary 7970 fixry the amount of aid in the oilseeds
sector)
Rfulement (CEEI 45/70 de la Commission, du 12 ianvier 1970, fixant l*
prClEvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et arD( gruaux et semoules
-de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 45/70 ol 12lanua-
ry t970 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
REglement (CEE) 46n0 de la Commission, du tZ janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdldvements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
iion Regulation (EEC) 46/70 of. 12 January 1970 hxing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rdglements (CEEI 47n0 de Ia Commission, du 12 ianvier 1970, modifiant_le
correctif applicable ) la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 47170 ot12 January 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
RBglement (CEEJ 48n0 de la Commission, du 12 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdlEvements ) I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre,brut (Commis-
iion Regulation (EEt) 48/70 of 12lantary 1970 fixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
3 - 1970
I
I
Rlglement (CEE) 49n0 de la Commission, du 12 janvier 1970, relatif ) I'ou-
verture d'une adjudication pour la mobilisation de 25 000 tonnes de froment
ten&e destind I la Rdpublique ruque, ) titre d'aide (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 49/70 of. t2 Jautary 1970 inviting tenders for the mobilizition
of 25 000 tons of wheat other than durum intended as food aid for Turkey)
RBglement (CEE) 50/70 de la Commission, du 13 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdllvements applicables aux c6rCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
de froment ou de,seigle (Commission Regularion (EEC) i0/70 of 13 January
1970 tixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groits and
meal)
Rlglement (CEE) 51/70 de Ia Commission, du 13 ianvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux pr6lEvements pour les cdriales et le malt (Commis-
sion Begulation (EEC) 51/70 of 13 January 1970 fixjng the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
REglement (CEE) 52n0 de la Commission, du L3 ianvier 1970, modifiant Ie
correctif applicable ) Ia restitution pour les cdrdales (Commissiea 1"*-
Iation (EEC) 52/70 of 13 January 1970 modifying rhe correcrive factor app[c-
able to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 53/70 de Ia Commission, du 13 ianvier 1970, fixant les
prdltvements I l'imporation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 53/70 of 13 January 7970 liing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
L 8,13.1.7970
L 9, L4.7.1970
L 9,14.1.L970
L 9,74.1.7970
L 9,74.7.1970
Rlglement (CEE) 54n0 de Ia Commission, du 14 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdlAvemens applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
drc froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 5-4170 of 74 larluary
7970- fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats animeal) - LlO, lS.l.797O
REglement (CEE) 55/70 de la Commission, du L4 lanvier 7970, hxa* la
primes s'aioutatrt aux prdlBvements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 55/70 of. t4 laauary 7970 fiing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rfuleme.nt (CEE) 56/70 de Ia Commission, du 14 janvier 7970,modifiantle
cgrreqq! applicable_) la restitution pour les cdrdalis (Commission Regula-
ti9_n (EEC) 56/70 of 74 Jantary 1970 modifying rhe corecrive factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
Rtsglement (CEE) 57n0 de la Commission, du 14 janvier L970, fixant les
pt6lEvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc er le sucre brut (Commis-
sion Regulation (EpC) 57/70 of. t4 Jal;uaty L970 hnrrg the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rlglement (CEE) 58/70 de la Commission, du 74 ianviet 7970, hxant lep;dl0vement I I'importation pour la mClasse (Commission Reguladon(EEC) 58/70 of t4 January 1970 lixjng the levy on imports of mblasses)
Rdglement (CEE) 59nO de la Commission, du 74 iarrvier 7970, relattt d la
non-fixation de montants supplCmentaires pour les eufs en coqrrillss gn
provenance de la Roumanie (Cgmmission Regulation (EEC) 59rO of
t4 January t97O wuvlm;g the supplementary amounts for eggs in shell from
Rumania)
Rlglement (CFX) 6OnO de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
prCl8vements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
delroFent ou deseigle (Commission Regularion (EECI 60/70 of15 January
1970- lixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groits and
meal)
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Lt0,75.7.1970
L10, !5.1.t970
LL0,15.7.1970
Lt0,15.1.1970
L11,16.7.t970
L77, t6.1..7970
3 - 1970
Rlglement (CEE) 67/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prClEvements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 67/70 of 15 January 7970 fi;xJlng the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rlglement (CEEI 62/70 de la Commission, du 15 ianvier L970, flxantle cor-
rectif applicable I la restitution pour les cCrCales (Commission Regulation
(EEC) 62/70 of 15 January 1970 fixing the corrective factor applicable to the
refund on cereals)
Rlglement (CEE) 63/70 de Ia Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
restitutions applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et atu( gtuaux et semoules
de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 63/70 of.15 January
1970 fixtrig the refunds on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
RAglement (CEE) 64/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr6lAvements applicables aa iz et aux brisures (Commission Regulation
(E,ECI 64/70 of 15 January 1970 fixing the levies on rice and broken rice)
Rlglement (CEE) 65/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant auK prdlBvements pour Ie riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 65t70 of 15 Jauuary 1970 fixing the premi"-s to be added.
to the levies on rice and broken rice)
REglement (CEE) 66/70 de la Commission, du L5 ianvier L970, fixant les
restitutions I l'expoftation pour le riz et les brisures (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 66/70 of 15 January 1970 fixing the refunds on exports of rice and
broken rice)
RAglement (CEE) 67/70 de la Commission, du 15 ianvier t970, fixant le
correcrif applicable I la restitution pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation @EC) 67n0 of 15 January 1970 lixing the corrective factor
applicable to the refund on dce and broken rice)
Rlglement (CEE) 68n0 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdl8vements I I'imponation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC| 68/70 of 15 January 1970 fixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rtglement (CEE) 69/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdllvements ) I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi que de viandes
bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commission Regulation @EC)
69/70 of. 15 January 1970 fixiry the levies on imports of calves and mature
catde and of beef and veal other than frozen)
Rtsglement (CEE) 70/70 de la Commission, du 14 ianvier 1970, fixant les
prdl}vements ) I'imponation dans le secteur du lait et des produits laitiers
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 70/70 of 14 January 1970 fixing the levies on
imports in the milk and milk products sector)
Rtsglement (CEE) 7t/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant des
montants suppldmentaires porr I'ovoalbumine et Ia lactoalbumiire (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 77/70 of.15 January 1970 fiing the supplementary
amounts for ovalbumin and lactalbumin)
Rtglement (@El 72170 dg 12 Qqmmission, du L5 janvier 1970, fixant des
montants supplCmentaires pour les produits du secteur de Ia viande de
volaille (Commission Regulation (EEC) 7U70 of L5 January t970 fi$ng
the supplementary amounts for products in the poultrymeat sector)
REglement (CEE) 73/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, fixant des
montants suppldmentaires pour les volailles vivantes et abatflres (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 73/70 of, 15 January t970 tixing the supplementary
amounts for live and slaughtered poultry)
3 - 1970
Lt7, t6.7.1970
L77, L6.7.1970
L77, t6.7.7970
Lt7,16.7.t970
L77, L6.L.7970
LLt, 16,7.7970
L7l, L6.1,.7970
L71,76.7.L970
Lt[,16.1..1970
L17,16.7.7970
L11, 16.1.1970
LLL,16.1..7970
L77,16.L.t970
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Rlglement (CEE) 74/70 de la Commission, du 15 lanvier 1970, fixant des
montants suppldmentaires pour les produits d'eufs (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 74/70 of 15 January 7970 hxjng the supplementary amounts for
egg products) L77, L6.7.7970
Rfulement (CEE) 75/70 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, modifiant les
prdl}vements applicables i I'importation des produits transformCs ) base-de
idrdales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC) 75/70 of. t5 Jantary 1970
modifying the levies on imports of products processed from cereals and rice) L LL, L6.t .L970
Rlglement (CEE) 76/70 de la Commission, du 16 lanvier 1970, fixant les
prClAvements applicables aux cCrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
ile froment ou dC seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 7 6 170 of L6 laln:uary
7970 hvlng the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal) Llz, 17.1.7970
Rfulement (CEE) 77n0 de la Commission, du 16 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant alxK pr6l&vemens pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
iion Regulation (EEC) 77/70 of 16 lantary L970 frxlry the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt) L72, 77.7.1970
RAglement (CEE) 78/70 de la Commission, du 16 janvier 1970, modifiant_ le
coriectif applicable ) la restitution pour les cdrCales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 78170 of 16 January 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals) L12, 77.7.L970
Rlglement ICEE) 79/70 de la Commission, du 16 ianvier ,7970' fixant les
prdllvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre,brut (Commis-
lion Regulation (EEC) 79/70 of.'1.6 Jamtary 1970 fixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar) L12, t7.7.t970
Rtglement (CEE) 80/70 de Ia Commission, du 16 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdl}vements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation
(pE,C) gOfZO ol16 Jantary 1970 fixing the levies in the olive oil sector) L 12, L7 .7.L970
Rfulement (CEE) 81/70 de la Commission, du 16 ianvier 7970, fixart le
montant de I'aide dans Ie secteur des gtaines oldagineuses (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 81/70 ot 76 lantary 7970 hxng the amount of aid in the
oilseeds sector) LLz, 17.7.1970
RAglement (CEEI 82/70 de la ComEission, du 16 ianvier 1970, fixant les
resEtutions dans le secteur du lait et des produits laitiers pour les produits
exportds en I'dtat (Commission Regulation (EEC) 82170 otT6January L970
fixing the refunds in the milk and milk products sector for products exported
in thE natural state) L72, I7.1,L970
R8glement (CEE) 83/70 ds la Qemmission, du 16 janvier 1970, relatif I l'ou-
verture d'une adjudication pour Ia mobiliqation de 25 000 tonnes de froment
ten&e destin6 I la R6publique turque, I tiue d'aide 
-(Commission Regula-iia lii ' ide (Commission tion (EEC) 83/70 ol16 lanuary 1970 inviting tgndgrg for the mobilizadon ofX OO0 tods of wheat otler than durum as food aid for Turkey)
Rdglement (CEE) S4nO de la Commission, du 16 janvier 1970, cldturant
I'adjudication perm.rnente de lait Ccr6md en poudre vis6e au rAglement (CEE)
2756/69 (Commission Regulation @EC) 84/70 of 16 January 1970 closing
the permanent tendering for skim milk powder in Regulation (EEC) 2186/69)
Rlglement (CEE) 85U0 de la Commission, du !6 janvier 7970, rclat:fi at
rdgfime spdcial I appliquer I l'importation de certaines viandes bovines con-
gel6es (Com-ission Regulation (EEC) 85/70 of t6 lanuary 1970 on the
special arrangements for impors of certain fuozetbeet and veal)
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3 - 1970
RBglement (CEE) 86n0 de la Commission, du 15 janvier 1970, hxant le
montant de base. du prdllv",ment ) I'importation pour les sirops lt certains
aut-res_produits du s-ecteur du,sucre (Cbmmissioi Regulation-(EEC) g6/70
of 16 January.Lg7} frxjngthe basic amounr of the levyin impons ofry.rp,
and certain other products h the sugar sector) L lZ, 17 .L.L97O
Rtglement (9EE) 97ry0 de la Commission, du 16 janvier 1970, modifiant le
motrtant de base de la resd-rution I I'exportation en l'6tat pour les sirops etg:lt1pl_Lugq produits du seceur_ di sucre (CommiGsion Regulition(EEq 87n0 of 16 January 1970 modifying the basic amounr of thJ refund
on e:rports !" the naturd sate of syrups ind certain other products in the
sugar sector) L 12, t7.t.tg7}
REglement (CEE) 88/70 de la Commission, du 19 janvier L970, hxant les
pr6lAvements applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
dg_frsme:ntoude-seigle (Commlssion Regulation (EEC) 8t-8/70 of 19 Jaauary1970-.fuyiry the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, gro-ut 
"oimeal) - Ll4,ZO.t.1g7O
R€lement (Cx,E) 89/70 de la Commission, du 19 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant quI prdltvenents pour les c6rdalei et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 89t70 of !9 lanuary 1970 tinng the premi'i-s to be
added to the levies on cereals and mitt) - L 14, zO .l.l97o
Rtsglement (CEE) 90n0 de la Commission, du 19 janvier 120, modifiant le
cgrrect4ipplig3ble-I la resrirution pour leq c6rdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 90/70 of !9 lataary 1970 modifying rhe correcrive faaor aplplic-
able to the refund on cereals) ' L 14, ZO.l.t97O
Rtsglement (CEEI 97n0 de Ia Commission, du 19 janvier !970, hxant les
pldltvemegts I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut ' (Commis-
sion Regulation (EpC) 97/70 of 19 January 1970 fixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar) Lt4, ZO.t.l97O
Rdgle-gnt (CEF') 92n0 de la Commission, du 19 ianvier 1970, fixant les
restitutions I I'orportation darrs le secteur de la viande de vollaile pour la
p{riode ddbutant le 7st l|vnet 7970 (Commission Regulation @EC) 92nO
of L9- lanaary 7970 fixjng the refunds on exports in the poulryheai sector
for the period beginning tFebraary 1970) L L4, ZO.t,lg7O
RAglerngnt (CIE) 93/70 de Ia Commission, du 19 janvier 1970, fixant les
restitutions I l'exportation dans Ie secteur des eufs pour la pdriode ddbutant
le 1u fCwier 1970 (Commission Regulation (EEC) 93/70 oi L9 Janaary 1970
4{ng the rgql{r on expofts in thE eggs sector'for the peri6d beginning
1 February 1970)
Rtslement (CFfr) 94n|de la Commission, du L9 janviet 1970, relarif tr des
aljudicatio-ns po-ur l'dcoulemenr de beurre de stoik ddtenu par I'orgrnispg
d'intervention allemand et destind I la consommation directe -aans ta
CommunautC (Commission Regulation (EEC) 94/70 of. 19 lanuarv 1970
on calls for teader for butter from stocks held by the Germari intervention
agency and for direct consumpdon in the Commirnity)
REglement- (CECA, CEE, Eurarom) 95/70 du Conseil, &t 19 ianvier L970,portatrt adaptation des rdmundrations et pensions des foncrionnaires dei
Co--unautds europdennes ainsi que des rdmundrations des autres agents
de ces CommunautCs (Council Regulation (ESC, EEC, Euratoml iSnO
ol L9 lanuary t970 adapting the pay and pensions of offitials of thi Euro-
pean Comm,nides and the pay of other agents of 1[9 Qs66nnities)
R&glgpent (CECA, CEE, Euratom) 96n0 du Conseil, &t !9 ianier 1970,
L-14,20.1.1970
Lt4,20.t.7970
LL5,21.L.7970
L75,2L.7.1970
1l
I
6sdifiaag le statut dgs fsactiennaires des Communaut6 europ€entres en cequi concerne les indemnitds journaliBres de mission (Couniil Regularion(ECSC, EEC. Euratom\ 96/70 of 79 lantaw 1970 amendins the stitute of- ,_ F) .  lanrtary ir g "riiror" ?
service for officials of the European Communiries in respect of the per diem
i$
allowances)
3 - 1970 t3t
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Rlslement (CEE) 97/70 de la Commission, du 20 ianvier 1970, fixant les
prdTAvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux€t semoules
ie fromeot ou dd seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 97170 ot20 January
1970 h:xin1 the leviles on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
Rlelement rcEE\ 98/70 de la Commission, du 20 ianvier 1970,'fixant les
pri"mes s'ajoutrni 
"u* 
prdllvements pour les cdrdales et le malt 
. 
(Commis-
iion Reguiation IEEC)'98170 ot20 iantary 7970 fixing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rlelement i(;Fnl 99nO de la Commission, du 20 janvier 1970, modifiant le
coriectif applicaLle I la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC! 99/70 of 20 January 197b modfiyngthe corective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
REglement (CEE) 100/70 de la CoImission-, du 20.ianvier.7970, fixant les
ord-ilvemenis ) l'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commis-
iion Regulation (EEt) t00/70 ot20lanuary 1970 fixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAslement rcEEl filnT de Ia Commission, du 2l iawiet 1970, fixant les
or6'ilvements applicables aux c6rCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
ie froment ou d6 seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 101/70 ol2l Janaa-
ry 7970 fixing the llvies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
RBslement rcEE\ 702/70 de Ia Commission, du 2l ianiet 1970, fixant les
prihes s'ajoutani au* prdllvements pour les cdrCales et le malt (Commis-
iion Regiation (EEC) 102/70 otll ftt"aty LgTlhingthe premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rlelement (CEE) 103/70 de Ia Commission, du 21 ianvier 1970, modifiant Ie
.or?.aif applicable I la restitution pour les cCrdales (Commission Regula-
tion (BECf ioe /70 ot 2LJanuary 197b modifying the comective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
REElement rcEE\ 7M/70 de la Commission, du 2l janvier 1970, fixant les
prditvemenis I l'importation pour le sucre blllg et le sucretrut (Commis-
iion Regulation @Eb) L04/70 otll January 1970 fixiug the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
R&element (CEE) 105/70 de la Commission, du 21 ianviet t970, hxant le
prdT} .roerrti I i'importation Pour la mClase (Commission ReguJation
tiEil roslzo ot 2liantary L97O fi$ag the levy on imporrs of molasses)
REelement (CFE\ rc6n| de la Commission, du 2L ianvier 1970, fixant les
resiitutions'I I'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut en l'6tat
iC"--irri"" negulation (EEC) 106/70 ot 2l lanaaty 1970 fixing the refunds
on exports of white sugar and raw sugar in the natural state)
REelement rcEEl lO7/70 de la Commission, du 2l iarvier 1970, relatit au
clalsement de marchandises dans la sous-position.2l.07 F du tarif douanier
.o--uo (Commission Regulation (EEC) t07/70 ol2T lantary l97O onthe
classification of goods undei CCT subheading 2L.07 F)
Rlelement (CEE) 108/70 de Ia Commission, du 21 jatviet 1970, modifiant les
prCTlvemenis apilicables I l'importation des-p-roduits transformds I base de
i:6r€des et de rii- (Commission Regulation (EEC) 108/70 of 27 January-1970
modifying the levies on impons of froducts processed from cereals and rice)
Rfulement (CEE) 711/70 de la Commission, du-1?. ianier t970, fixant les
or6-idvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruau( et
iemoules de ftoiint ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 7LL/70 ot
22 Jaurary 1970 hxing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
tt2
L15,2L.7.1970
L1.5,21.L.7970
Lt5,27.t.1970
L15,27.7.1970
L76,22.t.7970
L16,22.7.7970
L1.6, ?2.1.1970
L76,22.1.1970
L16,22.7.1970
L16,22.t.1970
L't6,22.L.1970
L76,22.t.t970
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3 - 1970
Rtsglement (CEE) 1,12/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 1970, fixanr les
primes s'ajoutant_aux prdlBvements pour les cdrdates et le malt (Commis-
sion legulation (EEC) L12/70 ol l2 january 1,970 tixingthe premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and maltl
Rdglement (CEE-) L13/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 1970, fixant le
correctif applicable ) la resritution pour les cdrdales ' (commission Resula-
tion (EEC) L73/70 of.22 lamtary i970 fixing rhe correcive facor appliiable
to the refund on cereals)
RBglement (CEE) 174/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 1970, fixant les
restitutions lpplicables 
- 
aur 
_c6rCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de fromenr ou df seigle 
,(commission Regulation (EEci 1,14/70 of22 lanuary 1970 fixing the refunds on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
Rdglement (CEE) 
.1,L5/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 1970, lixant lesp._.9lil.l:ryf app_li-cables au riz 9t.aux brisures (iommission ilegulation(EEC) 115/70 of 22 Jantrary 1970 linng the levies on rice and brok-en rice)
Rtglement (CEE) 116/70 de la Commission, du 22 ianvier 1970, fixanr Iesprimes s'ajoutant aux pr6llvements pour le iz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 116/70 of 4lanui+ 1970 fixing the premiumi to be addedto the levies on rice and broken rice) '
Rdglement (CEE) 117/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 7970, lixantles
restitutions ) I'exportation pour Ie riz et les brisures' (commission Reeula-
tion.(EEC) 1,17/70 of. 22 Jantary 1970 liingthe refunds on exports of"rice
and broken rice)
RBglement (9EE) 118/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 7970, fixant le
correctif applicable a Ia restitution pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regllation (EEC) L18/70 of 22 l{nuary 1,970 lixrng the corrective factor
applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice)
R8glement (CEE) 1t9/70 de la Commission, du 22 ianier 1970, fixant lesprdldveme-nts I I'importation po.ur le sucre blanc et le sucre brut - (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 1,79/70 ot22 January 1,970lixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rdglement (CEF) 120/70 de la Commission, du 22 janvier 1970, fixanr les
prCldvements I I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins. ainsi oue de viandes
bovines aurres que les viandes congeldes (Commission Reeulation GEC)
120/70 of 22 lanuary 1970 hxing the levies on imports of calies and matur.
cattle and of beef and veal other than frozen)
Rdglement (CEE) 121/70 de la Commission, du 22 ianvier 1970, fixant les
restiturions ) l'exportation dans le secreur de la viande bovine poui la pcriode
ddbutant le 7et t|vfier 1970 (Commission Regulation 1fiC,1 tZitZO ot
22 January t970 lirongthe refunds on exports in ihe beef and veal secror for
the period beginning 1 February L970) -
Rlglement (CEE) 122/70 de Ia Commission, du 23 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdldvements- applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et arD( gruaux et
semoules de fromenr ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EECItZ2/70 ot
23 January 197.0 fixing rhe levies on cereals and-on whear or'rye flour,
groats and meal)
Rlglement (CEE) 123/70 de la Commission, du 23 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prCl8vements pour Ies cdrdales et Ie malt '(Commis-
sion ReguJation (EEC) 1?3/70 of ?] IantarV 1970 lixtng the premiums ro be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rdglement (CEE) 124/70 de la Commission, du 23 janvier L970, modifiant le
correcti-( applicable I la restitution pour les cdrCales (Commiision Resula-
tion (EEC) 124/70 ot23 Jan-uary 1970 modifying rhe coirective factor ap--plic-
able to the refund on cereals)
3 - 1970
L 17, 23 .t .7970
LL7, ?3.1.L970
L 17, 23.7.1970
L17,23.7.L970
L77,23.1..1970
L77,23.1,.t970
L17,23.1,.7970
Lt7,23.L.L970
Lt7,23.1.7970
L17,23.L:t970
L 18, 24.t.7970
L78,24.1.7970
LL8,24.1.t970
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Rfulement (CEE) 725/70 de la Cofmission, du 23-ianvier-7970, fi-xant les
prd:lEvements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucretrut (Commis-
sion Resulation (EEC) 725/70 ot23 January 1970 tixingthe levies on imports
of whitE sugar and raw sugar) LL8,24.t.1970
REglement (CEE) L26/70 de la Commission, du 23 ianvier 1970, fixant.les
pr6-i3ue-.nts dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation
insc) Defio ot?3 lanuary t970fixng the levies in the olive oil sector) L78,24.7.t970
RAslement (Cx.:E) tnn\ de la Commission, du 23 ianvier 7970, fixant le
montant de I'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses (Commission
Regulation (EEC) V7n0 of 23 lanaary t970 tirlng the amount of aid in the
oilJeeds sector) L78,24.7.1970
Rfulement (CEE) DB1O de la Commission, du 21 janvier L970, fixant les
t"rl des restitutions applicables, I compter du 1"" fdvr'er 7970, a:ux guJs et
jaunes d'eufs expoftd; ious forme de marchandises ne relevant pas de Pan-
nexe II du Traitd (Commission Regulation (EEC) 128/70 of. 2'l' lanuxy
197O fixing the rates of the refunds applicable from 1 February 1970 to gg-gs
and egg ydlks exponed in the form of goods not included in Annex tr of the
Treatyl Lt8,24.7.L970
REglement (CEE) DgnO de la Commission,- du 23 
-lanvier 1970, fixant les
resEtudons I I'exportation dans le secteur de la viandg de porc pour Ia pdrio;
de dCbutant le 1ei fdvrier 1970 (Commission Regulation (EEC) 129/70 ot
?3 lan:trary L970 tiing the refunds on exports in the pigmeat sector for the
period beginning 1 February 1970) LL8, 24.1.7970
R&glement (CEE) 130/70 de la Commission, du 23 ianvier 197{, fixant-les
prdlBvements ) l'importation de viandes bovines congeldes (Commission
ilegularion (EEC) d0/70 of.23 January 1970 fixjng the levies on imports of
froZen beef and veal) Ll9' 24.7.t970
REglement (CEE) 131/60 de la Commission, du 23 ianviet 1970, fixant les
resEtutions ) l'exportation de certains produits laitiers (Commission Regu-
lation (EEC) t3i/70 of 23 Jarluary 1970 lwing the refunds on exports of
certain'milk'products) L 78, 24-t-t970
Rlelement (CEE\ 732/70 de la Commission, du ?3 iar,tiet 1970, fixant lespril d'6.1u.. et les prdltvements dans le secteur de Ia viande de volaille
?Commission Regulation (EECI fi2n0 of 23 January t97O frxtng the sluice-
gate prices and the levies in the poultrymeat sector) L18, 24.1.1970
RAelement (CEE) 133/70 de la Commission, du 23 janvier t970, fixant lesprii d'6.lur. et ies pr6lBvements dans le secteur des ceuls (Commission
itegularion (EEq fi3/70 of. 23 January 7970 hing the sluicegate prices
and the levies in the eggs sector) L18, 24.1'.1970
Rtelement rcEE) B4n0 de la Commission, du 23 ianvier t970, hxantlesprii d'C.lur. et ies impositions ) I'importation pour l'ovoalbumine et Ia
iactoalbumine (Commission Regulation (EEC) t34/70 ol 23 Jantary 1970
fixing the sluicegate prices and the import charges for ovalbnmin and Lt8,24.1.1970lactalbumin)
R0glement (CEE) 135/70 de la Commission, du 23- janvier !970, mo'litiantla
reslirution I I'exportation pour les graines ol6ag!"fuses 
- 
(Conlmission
Reguladon (EEC[ 85/70 of 23 lantary 1970 modifying the refund on
exports of oilseeds) L18, 24.t.1970
REglement (CEE) fignl du Conseil, du lgddcembre t969,portantttablisse-
me-nt d'un r6gime commun applicable aux importations de pays ) com-merce
d'Etat (Council Regulation (EJ-.CI 109/70 of 19 Decembet 1969 laying
down common arrangements applicable to imports from state-trading
countries) L19,26.1.1970
t34 3 - 1970
REglement (CEE) 11,0/70 du Conseil, du 19 ddcembre 1969, relatif I I'appli-
cation aux ddpartement francais d'outremer du rlglement (CEE\ t09/70g i
portant dtablissement d'un rdgime commun applicable aux importations de
pays i commerce d'Etat (Council Regulation (EEC) L10/70 of L9 DecemberlEnC; lO  t'1
1,!!9_on the application to-the French- Overseas Departments of Regulation(EEC) 109/70-on the establishment of common arringements apptiiable to
imports from state-trading countries)
RBglement (CEE) 736170 de la Commission, du 26 janvier 1970, fixanr les
prdltvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 136/70 ot
26 Janaary 1970 hxjng the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
Rlglement (CEE) 137/70 de la Commission, du 26 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant aux prdlEvements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 737/70 of 26 Jantary 1970 linng the premiuns to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rlglement (CEE) 138/70 de la Commission, du 26 janvier 1970, modifiant le
correctif applicable I la restirudon pour les cdr6ales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 738/70 of.26 January 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
RBglement (CEE) 139/70 do la Commission, du 26 iarirviier 1970, fixant les
prdllvements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 739/70 ot26 January 1970 fixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
RCglement (CEE) 1,40/70 de la Commission, du 26 jmvier 7970, rclatil I la
constatation qu'il peut 6tre donnd suite aux demandes ddposdes en vue de
I'obtention des primes A I'abattage des vaches et des primes I la non-commer-
cialisation du lait et des produits laitiers (Commission Regulation (EEC)
1,40/70 ol 26 laauary 1970 noting that applications may be accepted for
premiums for slaughtering milk cows and premi,ms for the non-marketing
of milk and milk products)
Rtsglement (CEE) 741,n0 de la Commission, du 26 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdlBvements ) I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, aigrsi que de viandes
bovines autres que les viandes congelCes (Commission Regulation (EEC)
L41/70 of 26 Jantary 7970 firung the levies on imports of calves and mature
cattle and of beef and veal other than frozen)
Rlglement (CEE) 142/70 de la Commission, du 26 janvier 1970, fixant des
prix minima ) I'exportation vers les pays tiers de tubercules de b€gonias et
de sinningias (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1A/70 of.26 lanuary 1970
fixing the minimum prices for the export to non-member countries of
begonia and sinningia tubers)
Rdglement (CEE) 743/70 de la Commission, du 27 janviet 7970, lixant les
pr6llvements applicablei aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) t43/70 ot
Z7 January L97O tixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
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Rfulement (CEE) t4/70 de la Commission, du 27 jawier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdlBvements pour les cdrCales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) L44/70 ot?J lawary 7970 fixing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt) Lzl, 28.1,.7970
Rdglement (CEE) 145/70 de la Commission, du 27 janvier 1970, modifiant le
correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cCrdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 1,45/70 ol27 January 7970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to ttre refund on cereals) L 27,28.L.7970
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Rtglement (CEE) 146/70 de la Commission, du 27 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr6llvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et sucre brut (Commission
Regulation (EEC) t46/70 of 27 lanuary t970 fiixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAglement (CEE) 747/70 de la Commission, du 28 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr6lAvements applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) lA/70 of
28 lantary 1970 hxing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
Rdglement (CEE) 748/70 de la Commission, du 28 ianvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdldvements pour les cdrdales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 748/70 ol28 lanuary t97O firung the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rfulement (CEE) 1,49/70 de la Commission, du 28 janvier 1970, modifiant le
correctif applicable tr la restitution pour les cdr6ales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 749/70 of 28 January 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
REglement (CEE) 150/70 de Ia Commission, du 28 ianvier 1970, fixant les
prdltvements I l'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 150/70 ot2S.Jantary 1970lixing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugat)
Rlglement (CEE) 1,51/70 de la Commission, du 28 lanvier 7970, hxant le
prdldvement I I'importation pour la m6lasse (Commission Regulation
(EEC) 1,51/70 of. 28 lantary L970 hxing the levy on imports of molasses)
Rtglement (CEE) 1,5U70 de Ia Commission, du 29 iarwier 1970, fixant les
prdlBvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gnraux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 152/70 of
29 Jantary 7970 fixjng the levies oo cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
RAglement (CEE) 753/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant aux prdldvements pour les c6rdales et le malt) Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 153/70 ol29 January 1,970 fiing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rdglement (CEEI 154/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianvier t970, hxant le
correctif applicable i la restitution pour les c6rdales (Commission Regula-
tion @EC) 754/70 of 29 January 1970 flixing the corrective factor applicable
to the refund on cereals)
RBglement (CEE) 155/70 de la Commission, du 29 janvier 1970, fixant les
restitutions applicables aux cdriales, aux farines et aux gruaux et semoules
de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 155/70 ol29 lanua-
ry 1970 fixing the refunds on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
R8glement (CEE) 1,56/70 de la Com-ission, du 29 ianvier L970, fixant les
prdl8vements applicables att riz et aux brisures (Commission Regulation
(EEC) 156/70 ol 29 lanuary 7970 hxing the levies on rice and broken rice)
R0glement (CEE) 1,57/70 de la Commission, du 29 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdllvements pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) t57/70 of 29 lanttary 1970 fixing the premiums to be
added to the levies on rice and broken rice)
RAglement (CEE) 158/70 de la Commission, du 29 janier 1970, fixant les
restitutions ir l'exportation pour le riz et les brisures (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 158/70 ot29 lanuary 7970 lrxing the refunds on exports of rice
and broken rice)
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Rlglement (CEE) 759/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianvier !970, fixant le
correctif applicable ) Ia restitution pour Ie iiz et Ies brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 759/70 oL 29 J{mtary t970 lixlng the corrective factor
applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice)
RAglement (CEE) 760/70 de la Commission, du 29 janvier 1970, fixant les
prClEvements ) I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brur (Commis-
sign Regulation (EpC) L60/70 of 29 January 1970 fixng the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
R8glement (CEE) 16L/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianvier 1970, fixant les
prdldvements I l'imp,ortation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi que de viandes
bovines aumes que les viandes congelCes (Commission Regulation (EEC)
761/70 of 29 lanuary 1970 lixJLng the levies on imporrs of calves and marure
cattle and of beef and veal other than frozen)
Rtglement (CEE) t62/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianviet !970, fixant lesprix d'6cluse et les prdllvements dans le secteur de Ia viande de porc (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 162/70 of 29 lantary 1970 ltxng the sluicegate
prices and the levies in the pigmeat sector)
RBglement (CEE) 1,63/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdldvements- applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regularion (EECI 7A/70 ot
30 January 7970 lixjng the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
Rtglement (CEE) 164/70 de Ia Commission, du 30 janvier !970, fvant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdllvements pour les cdrCales et Ie malt (Commis-
sion Begulation (EEC) 1,64/70 of 30 January 1.970 lixing the premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rdglement (CEE) L65/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, modifiant Ie
correcti-f applicable ) la resdturion pour les cdr6ales (Commission Regula-
tio-n (EEC) 165/70 of 30 January 1970 modifying the correcrive factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
Rdglement (CEE) rc6n| de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdldvements applicables au riz et aux brispres (Commission Regu.lation(EEC) 166/70 of 30 January 1970 tixing the levies on rice and broken rice)
Rlglement (CEE) 167/70 de la Commission, du 30 ianvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'ajoutant aux prdldvements pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) L67/70 of 30 January 1970 fixing the prerniums to be added
to the levies on rice and broken rice)
REglement (CEE) 168/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, modifiant Ie
correctif applicable I la restitution pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Reguladon (EEC) 168/70 of 30 January 1970 modfiing the corrective factor
applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice)
Rdglement ICEE) 169/70 de la Commission, du 29 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr€ltvements I I'importation dans le seceur du lait er des produits laitiers
(Commission Reguladon (EEC) 169/70 of 29 Jantary 1970 hing the levies
on imports in the milk and milk products sector)
Rdglement (CEE) 770/70 de Ia Commission, du 28 janvier 1970, fixant Ies
prdlBvements applicables I I'importation des produits transform6s I base de
cCrCales et de riz (Commissiolr Regularion (EEC) 770/69 oi28 Jailtary 7970
fixing the levies on imports of products processed from cereals and rice)
Rtsglement (CEE) 17t/70 de la Commissiop, du 28 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr6l]vements applicables I I'importarion des aliments composds pour les
qruryaux (Commission Regulation (EEC) 771,/70 ot28 lantary L970 fixjng
the levies on imports of compound animal feedingstuffs)
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REglement (CEE) 172/70 de Ia Commission, du 30 ianvier 1970, fixant les
resEtudons applicables ) l'exportation des produits transformds i base de
cCrdales et de ;iz (Commission Regulation (EEC) 172/70 of 3O Janttary 1970
fixing the refunds on exports of products processed from cereals and rice)
Rtsglement (CEE) Y3nO de la Commission, du 30 ianvier 1970, fixant les
resiitutions applicables ) l'exportation des aliments composds I base de
cdrdales pour -les animaux (Commission Regulation (EEC) 173170 of
30 January 1970 tixing the refunds on exports of compound animal feeding-
stuffs based on cereals)
Rlglement (CEE) 174/70 de Ia Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, fixant les
prdlEvements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation
1EnC1 V+|ZO of 30 January 7970 fixingthe levies in the olive oil sector)
REglement (CEE) 175/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier t970, hxant le
ryrontant de I'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 175/70 of 30 Januarj, 1970 hingthe amount of aid in the
oilseeds sector)
RBglement (CEE) 176/70 de la Commission, du 30 ianvier 7970, portant
fixation du montant de la restitution pour I'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 176/70 of 30 January 1970 fixing the amount of the refund
on olive oil)
RAglement (CEE) 177/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, portant
fixition de la restitution I l'exportation pour les graines oldagineuses
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 177 /70 of 30 January 197 0 fixjng the refund
on exports of oilseeds)
Rdglement (CEE) 178/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianvier 1970, fixant les
taux des restirutions applicables, ) compter du lu' fdvrier 1970, a certains
produits laitiers exportds sous forme de marchandises ne relevant pas de
Pannexe II du traitd (Commission Regulation (EEC) t78/70 of.29 Jatuary
t970 tixtng the rates of the refunds applicable from 1 February t970 to cer
tain milk products exported in the form of goods not included in Annex II
of the Treaty)
$dglement (CEE) L79/70 de la Commission, du 29 ianvier 1970, hxant les
taux des restitutions applicables, ) compter du 1er fdvrier 1970, au sucre et i
14 mClasse exportes sous forme de marchandises ne relevant pas de I'annexe II
dir traitd (Commission Regulation (EEC) 179/70 of 29 lanuary L97O lixung
the rates of the refunds applicable from 1 February '1.970 to sugar and molas-
ses exported in the fornr- of goods not included in Annex [I of the Treary)
Rlglement (CEE) 180/70 de la Commission, du 29 janviet L970, fixant les
taux des restitutions applicables, ) compter du 1"' fCvrier 7970, I certains
produits des secteurs des c6rdales et du riz exportds sous forme de marchan-
{ises ne relevant pas de l'annexe II du uait6 (Commission Regulation(EEC) 180/70 ol 29 larr.tary I97O fixjrry the rates of the refunds applicable
from 1 January 1970 to certain products in the cereals and rice sectors
ekported in the form of goods not included in Annex II of the Treaty)
Rtglement (CEE) 181/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr6ltvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucretrut (Commis-
3ion Regulation (EEt) 781/70-ot 30 Jantary 7970 fiing the levies on imports
of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rfulement (CEE) t82/70 de Ia Commission, du 30 janvier L970, tixart le
montant de base du prdltvement I l'importation pour les sirops et certains
autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regulation (EEC) 182/70
of 30 January 1970 fixing the basic amount of the import levy on syrups and
certain other products in the sugar sector)
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REglement (CEE) 183/70 de la Commission, du 29 janvier 1970, fixant les
restitutions I l'exportation, en I'dtat, pour la m6lasse, les sirops et certains
autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regulation (EEC) 183/70
of 29 lanuary 1970 hxjng the refunds on exports in the natural state of
molasses, syrups and certain other products in the sugar sector)
REglement (CEE) 184/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, fixant les
pr6ltvements applicables aux c6rCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 184/70 ot
30 January 7970 tiing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
RAglement (CEE) 185/70 de Ia Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, fixant les
primes s'aioutant aux prdlBvements pour les cdr6ales et le malt (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 785/70 of 30 January 1970 fixrngthe premiums to be
added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rdglement (CEE) 786/70 de la Commission, du 30 ianvier 1970, modifiant le
correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 186/70 ot30 lanuary 1970 modifying the corrective factor applic-
able to the refund on cereals)
Rdglement (CEE) 787/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier 1970, modifiant le
rBglement (CEE) 2704/68 en ce qui concerne la panicipation aux frais de
stockage, en cas de report, des producteurs de betteraves et de cannes pen-
dant la campagne sucriBre 7969/1970 (Commission Regulation (EEC)
187/70 of 30 January 1970 amending Regulation (EEC) 2704/68 in respect of
the beet and cane producers' share of storage expenses during the t969/70
sugar year if storage is carried over to the following sugar year)
Rdglement (CEE) 188/70 de la Commission, du 30 janvier t970, modifiant les
restifutions applicables aux c6rdales et aux farines, gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) 188/70 of 30 January
1970 moditying the refunds on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and
meal)
THE COUNCIL
Directives and Decisions
70/3/CEE
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 ddcembre 7969, autotisant la tacite reconduction
ou le maintien en vigueur, au-dell de la pdriode de transition, de certains
accords commerciaux conclus par les Etats membres avec des pays tiers
(Council Decision of 20 December t969 authorizing the tacit renewal or
maintaining in force, beyond the transitional period, of certain trade agree-
ments concluded by the Member States with non-member countries)
70/4/CEE z
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 dCcembre 1.969, ponant d6rogation I la ddcision,
du 9 octobre 1961,, relative A I'uniformisadon de la durde des accords com-
merciaux avec les pays tiers en ce qui concerne I'accord conclu entre le
Benelux et Hong-kong sur le commerce des textiles de coton (Council
Decision of 20 December 1969 derogating from the Decision of 9 October
7961 on the standardization of the term of trade agreements with non-mem-
ber countries in respect of the trade agreement on cotton textiles concluded
befween Benelux and Hong Kong)
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70/SlCEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 ddcembre 1969, autorisant le maintien en vigueur
au-del) de la pdriode de uansition de I'accord commercial conclu entre
I'Italie et la Yougoslavie (Council Decision of 20 December 1969 authorlw-
ing the maintaining in force, beyond the transitional period, of the trade
agreement concluded by Italy and Yugoslavia)
70/6/CEE:
pdcision du Conseil, du 20 ddcembre L969, portant ddrogation I la ddcision,
du 9 octobre 1961, relative i I'uniformisation de la dur6e des accords com-
merciaux, pour I'accord annuel negoci6 entre le gouvernement de la R6pu-
blique italienne et le gouvernement de la rdpublique populaire d'Albanie iur
fes ichanges commerciaux pour l'annde 1970 (Council Deiision oI
20 December 7969 derogating from the Decision of 9 October 1961 on the
standardization of the term of trade agreements, in respect of the annual
agreement negotiated between the Government of the Italian Republic and
;he Government of the People's Republic of Albania on trade in 7970)
70/7/CEE:
D6cision du Conseil, du 20 dCcembre1969,ponant ddrogation I la ddcision,
du 9 octobre 7961, relative I I'uniformisation de la dur6e des accords com-
merciaux avec les pays tiers, en ce qui concerne les accords conclus entre
l'Italie et la R6publique arabe unie d'une part, I'ltalie et Formose d'autre
fart, sur Ie commerce des textiles de coton (Council Decision of 20 Decem-
ber 1969 derogating from the Decision of 9 October 1961 on the standardi-
zation of the term of trade agreements with non-member countries in respect
of the agreements on_cotton textiles concluded between Italy and the United
Arab Republic, and between Italy and Taiwan)
70/8/CE,E:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 d€cembre 7969, portant d6rogation ir Ia d6cision,
du 9 octobre 7967,reladve I I'uniformisation de la durde des accords com-
merciaux, pour I'accord l long terme ndgociC entre le gouvernement de la
Rdpublique italienne et Ie gouvernement de I'URSS sur les dchanges commer-
ciaux (Council Decision of 20 Decembet 1969 derogating from the
Decision of 9 October l96L on the standardization of the term of trade
agreements, in respect of the long-term trade agreement negotiated between
the Government of the Italian Republic and the Government of the USSR)
70/9/CEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 d6cembre 1969,po*ant ddrogation I la ddcision,
flu 9 octobre 1961, relative I I'rrniformisation de la durde des accords com-
merciaux, pour I'accord commercial I long terme ndgociC entre le gouverne-
ment de la RCpublique frangaise et le gouvernement de la R6publique socia-
liste tchdcoslovaque (Council Decision of 20 December 7969 derogating
from the Decision of 9 October 1961, on the standardization of the term of
trade agteements, in respect of the long-term trade agreement negotiated
between the Government of the French Republic and the Government of the
Socialist Republic of Czechoslovakia)
70/10/cEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 ddcembre 7969, aurorisanr la prorogation de
certains accords commerciaux conclus entre la France et ceftains pays tiers(Corincil Decision of 20 December 1969 authorizing the prolongarion of
certain trade agreements concluded befween France and certain non-member
countries)
70/t7/cEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 ddcembre 1969, ponant d6rogation I la dicision,
du 9 octobre 196'L, relative i I'rrniformisation de la durde des accords com-
merciaux pour I'accord I long terme nfuociC entre le gouvernement de la
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Rdpublique frangaise et le gouvernement de la Rdpublique populaire hon-
groise sur les Cchanges commerciaux (Council Decision of 20 December
L969 derogating from the Decision of 9 October 1961. on the standardization
of the term of trade agreements, in respect of the long-term trade agreement
negotiated berween the Govemment of the French Republic and the Govern-
ment of the People's Republic of Hungary)
70/12/CEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 ddcembre 7959, autorisant la prorogation,jusqu'au 31 october 1970, de I'accord commercial conclu, le 27 novembre
7963, entre la France et I'Espagne (Council Decision of 20 Decemb er 1969
authorizing the prolongation to 31 October 7970 ot the trade agreement
concluded between France and Spain on 27 November 1963)
70/25/CEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 15 ddcembre L969, portant conclusion d'un accord
entre la Communautd dconomique europdenne et Ia R6publique libanaise
relatif i la foumiture de froment tendre ) titre d'aide alimentaiie (Council
Decision of 15 December 1969 concluding an agreement between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Lebanon on the supply of wheat other than
durum as food aid)
70/79/CEEl,
Ddcision du Conseil, du 19 ianvier 1970,portant ddrogation i la ddcision du
9 octobre 1961 relative i I'uniformisation de Ia durde des accords commer-
ciaux avec les pays tiers en ce qui concerne I'accord conclu entre la r6publi-
que fddCrale d'A.llemange et Hong-Kong sur le commerce des textiles de
coton (Council Decision of 19 January'1970 derogating from the Decision
of 9 October t96l on the standardization of rhe rerm of trade agreemenrs
with non-member countries, with respect to the agreement on trade in cotton
textiles concluded between the Federal Republic of Germany and
Hong Kong)
7o/80/cEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 20 janvier 1970, autorisant la Rdpublique frangaise) conclure un accord commercial avec la rdpublique populaire de Bulgarie(Council Decision of 20 January 7970 arthoizing the French Republic to
conclude a trade agreement with the People's Republic of Bulgaria)
70/8l/Euratom:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 19 janvier 1970, arriltant un programme de recher-
ches et d'enseignement de la Communaut6 europdenne de l'6nergie atomique
pour I'exercice 1970, composd d'un programme commun et de programmes
compldmentaires (Council Decision of 19 January 1970 adoptinga research
and training programme for the European Atomic Energy eommuniry for
1970, consisting of a joint programme and supplementary programmes)
70/to7/cEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 26 ianvier 1,970, autorisant la Rdpublique italienne i
conclure un arrangement commercial avec le Japon (Council Decision of
26 lan,nry 1970 arxhorizing the Italian Republic to conclude a tlade affan-
gement with Japan)
70/108/cEE.:
Ddcision du Conseil, du?J janvier l971,modi$ant Ia ddcision du Conseil, du
13 mai 7965, portant application de I'anicle 4 de la ddcision du Conseil, du
22 jtin 1964, relative i I'organisation d'une enquCte sur les coirts des infras-
tructures servant auJ( transports par chemin de fer, par route et par voie
navigable (Council Decision ot'27 lantary 1970 amending the Council
Decision of L3 May 1965 implementing Article 4 ol the Council Decision of
22 lune L964 on the conduct of a survey of infrastructure costs for transport
by rail, road and inland waterway)
3 - 1970
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Consultations and Opinions of the
Economic and Social Committee
Consultation et avis du Comit6 dconomique et social sur une proposition
modifide d'un rAglement (CEE) du Conseil portant dispositions compldmen-
faires en matitre d'organisation commune du marchC viti-vinicole (Consul-
tation and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on an amended
proposal for a Council regulation (EEC) Iaying down additional provisions
relaring to the common organization of the market in vine products)
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur douze propositions
de rEglements (CEE) du Conseil relatifs i la fixation des prix pour certains
produits agricoles (campagne 7970/1977) (Consultation and Opinion of
the Economic and Social Committee on twelve proposed Council regulations
(EEC) on the fixing of prices for certain agricultural products 
- 
1970/7971
marketing year)
Consultation et avis du Comitd 6conomique et social sur une proposition de
directive du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des lfuislations des Etats
membres relatives aux ddnominations textiles (Consultation and Opinion
of the Economic and Social Committee on a proposed Council directive on
t}le alignment of Member States' legislation concerning names of textiles)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 €conomique et social sur une proposition de
direcdve du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des lfuislations des Etats
membres relatives aux dispositifs de direction des vdhicules A moteurs et de
leurs remorques (Consultation and Opinion of the Economic and Social
Committee on a proposed Council directive on the alignment of Member
States' legislation concerning steering gear for motor vehicles and their
trailers)
Consultation et avis du Comitd 6conomique et social sur une proposition de
directive du Conseil fixant les modalitds de r€alisadon de la libert6 d'itablis-
sement dans les activitds non salari€es annexes de I'agriculrure (Consulta-
tion and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on a proposed
Council directive laying down the procedures for achieving freedom of
establishment for self-employed persons providing services ancillary to
agriculture)
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une proposition de
directive du Conseil fixant les modalitdq de rdalisation de la libert€ d'6tablis-
sement dans les activit6s non salariCes de l'agriculrure (Consultation and
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on a proposed Council
directive laying down the procedures for achieving freedom of establishment
{or self-employed persons engaged in agriculture)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 dconomique et social sur une proposition de
dfuective du Conseil relative aux modalit6s des mesures transitoires dans le
domaine des activitds relevant de la distribution et de I'u.:lisation profes-
sionnelle des produits toxiques (Consultation and Opinion of the Economic
and Social Commictee on a proposed Council dfuective on transitional meas-
ures concerning activities in the distribution and commercial use of toxic
products)
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une proposition de
directive du Conseil concernant la rdalisation de la libert6 d'6tablissement et
de la libre prestadon des services pour les activitCs de la distribution des
produits toxiques (Consultation and Opinion of the Economic and
Social Committee on a proposed Council directive on the achievement of
freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services in the field of dis-
tribution of toxic products)
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Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une proposition de
directive du Conseil relative au rapprochement des ldgislations des Etats
membres concernant les aliments di6t6tiques (Consultation and Opinion
of the Economic and Social Committee on a proposed Council directive on
the alignment of Member States' legislarion on dietetic (oodstuffs)
Consultation et avis du Comit€ €conomique et social srrr une proposition de
rdglement du Conseil portadt dispositions compldmentaires pour le finance-
ment de la politique agricole commune (Consultation and Opinion of the
Economic and Social Committee on a proposed Council regulation laying
down additional provisions on the financing of the common agricultural
policy)
c 70, 27 .7.7970
c12,30.7.7970
THE COMMISSTON
Directives and Decisions
70/t/CECAt
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre 1969, relative aux charbons I
coke et cokes (Commission Decision of 19 December 1969 on coking coal
and coke)
70/2/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 1L dCcembre 7969,moffiiant la ddcision de la
Commission, du 31 octobre L969, relative aux modalitds d'applicadon de la
d€cision de la Commission, du 30 octobre 1969, autorisant Ia rdpublique
d'Allemagne I preadre des mesures de sauvegarde dans le secteur agricole
(Commission Decision of 11 December 1969 amending the Commission
Decision of 31 October 1969 on implementing procedures for the Commis-
sion Decision of 30 October 7969 authoizing Germany to adopt s#eguard
measures in the agricultural sector)
7O/T5/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 9 ddcembre 1969, attorisant la Rdpublique
franEaise, en vertu de I'article 1,15 ahnda 1 du traitC, ) exclure du traitement
communautaire les < v0tements , des positions 61.01, 61.02, 61,03 et 61.04 du
tarif douanier commun originaires de Hong-kong et mis en libre pratique
dans les autres Etats membres (Commission Decision of.9 December L969
authorizing France, in pursuance of Treary Article 115, first paragraph, to
exclude from Community treatment clothing of CCT headings 6L.01,,6L.02,
61.03 and 61.04 originating from Hong-Kong and circulating freely in the
other Member States)
70/16/cEE:
D6cision de la Commission, du 12 dCcembre L969, moditiant Ia ddcision de la
Commission, du 6 novembre '1.969; autorisant certains Etats membres )
vendre i prix rdduit du beurre de stock ptrblic destind I la consommation
directe (Commission Decision of 12 Decembet 1969 amending the Com-
mission Decision of 5 November L969 atthorizing certain Member States to
sell at reduced price bufter from public stocks for direct consumption)
70/17/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 12 ddcembre t969,relative A la fixation du
prix minimum du beurre ddtenu par l'organisme d'intervention frangais
pour I'adjudication visde au rdglement (CEE) 2234/69 (Commission
Decision of 12 December 1969 tiingthe minimum price of buner held by the
French intervention agency for the call for tender in Regulation (EEC)
2234/69)
3 - 1970
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70/18/CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 12 ddcembre 7969, rclative ) Ia fixarion du
prix mini_mum du beurre pour la troisidme adjudication particuliEre effecnrCe
dans le cadre de l'adjudication permaneme vis6e au rlglemenr (CEE) t659/69(Commission Decision of 12 December 1969 fixing rhe minimum price o(
butter for the third individual call for render under rhe permanent tendering
conditions in Reguladon (EEC) 1659/69)
70/19/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 15 d6cembre 1969, relative ) la fixarion du
prix minimum du lait 6cr6m6 en poudre pour la vingt-deuxilme adiudication
particulidre effectuCe conformdment au rlglement (CEE) 1286/69 (Com-
mission DOcision of 15 December 7969 fixing the minimum price of skim
milk powder for the twenty-second individual call for tender in accordance
with Regulation (EEC) 7286169)
70/20/cEE:
Ddcisiori de la Commission, du 15 ddcembre 1969,relative i la fixatiori du
prix minimum du beurre pour Ia neuvilme adjudication parricufiere effecnrde
dans Ie cadre de l'adiudication permanente visde au rlglement (CEE) L87L/69
(Commission Decision of 15 December 1,969 fixing the minimum price of
butter for the ninth individual call for tender under the permanent tendering
conditions in Regulation (EEC) 1871/69)
70/21./CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 15 ddcenrbre 7969, anntlant la quarriAme
adiudication particuliCre de lait 6cr6mC en poudre conformdment au rdgle-
ment (CEE) 2186/69 (Commission Decision of 15 December 1969 cancelling
the fourth individual call for tender for skim milk powder in accordance
with Regulation (EEC) 2786/69)
70/22/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, dn 17 ddcembre L969,reladve ) la fixation du
montant maximum de la restitution pour la neuvilme adjudication partielle
de sucre blanc effectude dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente visde au
rtglement (CEE) 1965/69 (Commission Decision of 17 December of 1969
fixing the maximum amount of the refu:rd for the ninth partial call for tender
for white sugar under the permanent tendering conditions in Regularion
(EEC) 796s/6e)
70/2i/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du L7 ddcembre 7969,fixant le niontant maxi-
mum de la restinrtion pour l'adjudication de sucre brut de cannes visde au
rdglement (CEE) ?395/69 (Commission Decision of 17 December 1969
fixing the maximum amount of the refund for the call for render for raw
cane sugar in Regulation (EEC) 2395/69)
70/24/CEE:
DCcision de Ia Commission, du 18 ddcembre 1969, relative I la mise I iour de
la Iiste des organismes de droit public, prdvue tr l'article 18 du rtsglement 9 du
Conseil concernant Ie Fonds social europden (Commission Decision of
18 December 1969 bringing up to date the list of bodies under public law
specified in Article 18 of Council Regulation 9 on the European Social
Fund)
70/26/CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 7 ianvier 1970, relative ) la fixarion du mon-
tant maximum de la restitution pour la dixiEme adjudication partielle de
sucre blanc effectude dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente visde au
rBglement (CEE) 1965/69 (Commission Decision of 7 Jantary 1970
fixing the maximum amount of the refund for the tenth partial call for
tender for white sugar under the permanent tendering conditions in Regula-
tion (EEC) 1965/69)
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70/27/CECA:
DCcision de la Commission, du 22 dicembre 7970, autorisant le gouverne-
r-nent de la rdpublique f.6.d(:rale d'Allemagne I moclifier certains-tonnages
de contingents d'importation ) droit nul dans le ca&e des mesures tarifaiies
semestrielles arrdtdes pour le deuitme semestre L969 (ttente-cinquidme
d_Crogation) (Commission Decision of 22 December 1,969 authorizing
Germany to modify certain duty-free import quota tonnages in connection
with the six-monthly tariff measures adopted-for the second halt of. 1969
- 
thirty-fifth u'aiver)
7O/28/CECA:,
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d€cembre 7969, portant ddrogarion ) la
recommandation t-64 de Ia Haute Autoritd relative ) un reldvement de Ia
protection frappant les produits siddrurgiques I la pdriphdrie de la Commu-
nautd (trente-sixiAme ddrogation) (Commission Decision of 22 December
7969 dercgaang from High Authority RecommendationT-64 in respect of a
reduction in the protection of iron and steel products on the periphery of rhe
Communiry 
- 
thirty-sixh waiver)
7O/29/CECA:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d5,cembre 7969, portant ddrogation i Ia
recommandation I-64 de la Haute Autoritd relative I un relAvement de la
protection frappant les produits siddrurgiques I la pdriphdrie de la Commu-
nautd (trente-septilme ddrogation) (Commission Decision of 22 December
1969 derogatng from High Authority Recommendation 1,-64 in respect of a
reduction in the protection o{ iron and steel products on the periphery of the
Community 
- 
thirty-seventh waiver)
70/30/cEcA:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 22 d5.cembre !969, portant ddrogation i la
recommandarion 2-64 de la Haute Autoritd relative i I'introduciion d'une
protection spdcifique fiappant les importations de fonte de moulage (trente-
huitidme ddrogation) (Commission Decision of 22 December 1969 derogat-
ing from High Authority Recommendanon 2-64 on rhe introducion of a
special protection on imports of pig-iron 
- 
thirry-eighth waiver)
70/31./CECA:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1969, relative I la prorogation
de I'autorisation de Ia vente en commun de combustibles par-les socidtds
minitres des bassins belges, groupdes au sein du Comptoir -belge des char-
bons, soci6td coopdrative (Cobechar) (Commission Decision of 22 Decem-
ber 7969 extending_the authorization for the joint sale of fuel by the Belgian
mining companies belonging to Cobechar)
70/59/CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 14 ianvier !970, relative ) la fixation du mon-
tant maimum de Ia restitution pour la onzitsme adjudication parrielle de
sucre blanc effectude dans le cadre de I'adjudicarion permanente visde au
rtglement (CEE) 1965/69 (Commission Decision of 74 lanuary L970 lixtng
the maximum amount of the refund for the elevenrh partial call for tendei
for white sugar under the permanent renderrng conditions in Reguladon(EEC) 7e6s/6e)
70/32/CEE:
Directive de la Commission du 17 ddcembre 1969, concernant les fournitures
de produits ) I'Etat, ) ses collectivitCs territoriales et aux autres personnes
morales de droit public (Commission Direcdve of 17 Decembei 1969 on
sup_plies of products to the State, local authorities and other corporate bodies
under public law)
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D6cision de Ia Commission, du 18 ddcembre t969,relative I Ia fixation du
prix minimum du beurre pour la quatorziBme adjudication particulidre
iffectude dans le cadre de I'adiudication permanente visde au rtglement(CEE) 1659/69 (Commission Decision of 18 December 1969 fixing the
minimum price of butter for the fourteenth individual call for tender under
the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC) 1659/69)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 18 d6cembre 7969, anmiant la cinquilme
adiudication paniculiEre de lait dcrdmd en poudre con(ormdment au
rlglement (CEE\ 2186/69 (Commission Decision of 18 December 1969
cancelling the fifth individual call for tender for skim milk powder in accord-
ance with Reguladon (EEC) 21.86/69)
DCcision de la Commission, du 18 dicembre 1969, relarive ) la fixation du
prix minimum du beurre pour la dixidme adiudication, particuliBre effectude
-dans 
le ca&e de I'adjudicalion permanente vis6e au rdglement (CEE) 1871/69
(Commission Decision of 18 December 1969 fixing the minimum price of
butter for the tenth individual call for tender under the permanent tendering
conditions in Regularion (EEC) t87L/69)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 18 d6cembre L969, telative ) la fixation du
prix minimum du lait €cr6md en poudre pour la vingt-troisiEme adjudication
iarticulitsre effectu6e conformdment au rlglement (CEE) 7286/69 - (Commis-
iion Decision of 18 December L969 fiing the minimum price of skim milk
powder for the rwenty-third individual call for tender in accordance with
Regulation (EEC) 1286 / 69)
L13,19.L.7970
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Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre 1969, attoisant le royaume de
Belsique, Ie grand-duchd de Luxembourg et Ie royaume des Pays-Bas I
diff?r'er l-e reltsvement du droit de leur tarif douanier vers celui du tarif doua-
nier commun en ce qui concerne Ie caf6 non torrdfid non ddcafdind {09.0L
A I a)) (Commission Decision of 19 December 1969 authorizing Belgium,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands to defer raising ttreir customs tariff duty
to bring it iito line with the CCT dury in respect of unroasted coffee, not
freed of caffeine (09.01 A I a)
70/39/CEE z
D€cision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre 1969, constatant que les condi-
tions ordvues oour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind I une action p p fl
natioriale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission Decision of
19 December 1969 norrng that the conditions spedified for mobilizing wheat
other than durum for a national food aid operadon have been met )
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre '!'969, cotstatant que les condi-
tions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destin6 i une action
nation-ale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission Decision of
19 December 1969 totingthat the conditions specified for mobilizing wheat
other ttran durum for a national food aid operation have been met)
D6cision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre L969,relatave I I'adaptation des
mdthodes de coopdration administrative institudes pour l'application 
-de
I'article 9 paragraphe2 du traitd CEE I la nouvelle rdglemeltation applicable
en mati8re de transit com-unautaire (Commission Decision ctf 19 Decem-
ber 7969 on the adaptation of the administrative co-operation methods
inuoduced in pursuance of EEC Treaty Aiticle 9(2) to the new rules on
1;s6mrrnity 11arsit)
l/16 3 - 1970
70/42/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 dCcembre 7969,modiliant Ia ddcision de la
Commission, du 12 fdvrier 1969,relative aux mesures permettant A certaines
catdgories de consommateurs d'acherer du beurre ) piix rdduit (Commis-
sion Decision of 19 December 1969 amending the Commission Decision of
12 February 1969 on measures enabling certain categories of consumers to
buy butter at reduced price)
70/43/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 dCcembre 1969, portant abrogation des
ddcisions autorisant I'Allemagne, la Belgique et leJPays-Bas A limiter les
achats ) I'intervention pour certaines c6rdales (Commission Decision of
19 December 1969 revoking the decisions aurhorizing Germany, Belgium
and the Netherlands to limit their buying-in of certain cereals under inrer-
venrion arrangements)
70/44/CEEz
DCcision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre 1969, relative I la fixation duprix minimum du lait 6cr6md en poudre pour la cinqui8me adiudication
particulilre effectuCe conlormCment au rtglement (CEE) 2186/69 (Com-
mission Decision of 19 December 1969 fixing the minimum price of skim
milk powder for the fifth individual call fo=r tender in acc-ordance wirh
Regulation (EEC) 2786 / 69)
70/45/CEE z
DCcision de la Commission, du 22 dlcembre !969, relative au concours du
F.E.O.G.A., section orientation, au ritre de I'article t2 du rBglement t30/66/CEE (Commission Decision of 22 December 1969 on aid from the EAGGF
Guidance Section in pursuance of Article 12 of Regulation 130/66/CEE)
7A/46/CEEz
L 13, L9.L.7970
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Dicision de la Commission, du 22 ddcembre L969, relative au concours du
F.E.O.G.A., section orientation, au tirre de I'article 12 du rAglement TS|/6G/CEE (Commission Decision of 22 December 7969 on aid from the EAGGF
Guidance Section in pursuance of Article 12 of Regularion L59/66/CEE) Lt3, 1,g.7.LgTO
70/47/CEEz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d{cembre 1969, dispensant la Rdpublique
frangaise d'appliquer, ) certaines espBces, les dire&ives du Conseil, du
14 juin 7966, concernanr Ia commercialisation des semences de plantes
fourragdres et de cdrdales (Commission Decision of 22 Decembet 1969
dispensing France from applying to certain species the Council Directives
of 14 June 1966 on the marketing of forage plants and cereal seed)
70/48/CEE i
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d5,cembre L969, dispensam la rdpublique
t6d{rale d'Allemagne d'appliquer, I certaines esp}cls, Ii directiv" do^ConrliL
du 30 iuin 1969, concemant la commercialisation des semences de plantes
oldagineuses et I fibres (Commission Decision of 22 Decemb& t969
dispensing Germany from applying to cerrain species the Council Directive
of 30 June t969 on the marketing of seeds of oleaginous and fibrous plants)
70/49/CEE:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 22 d5cembre L969, dispensant le grand-
duch6 de,Luxembourg, d'appliquer, ) pertaines espdces, Ia directive du
Conseil, du 30 iuin !969, concemanr la commercialiiation des semences de
plantes oldagineuses et ) fibres (Commission Decision of 22 December 1969
dispensing Luxembourg from applying to cerrain species the Council
Directive of 30 June t969 on the marketing of seeds of oleag:nous and
fibrous plants)
3 - 1970
70/50/cEE:
Directive de la Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1969, fondde sur les disposi-
tions de l'article 33 paragraphe 7, portant suppression des mesures d'effet
dquivalant I des restrictions quantitatives ) I'importation non visdes par
d'autres dispositions prises en vertu du traitd CEE (Commission Directive
of 22 December 1969 based on the provisions of EEC Treaty Article 33(7)
abolishing measures with an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions
on imports not covered by other measures adopted by virtue of the said
Treary)
70/57/CEEl.
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1969,relative aux modalit6s de
transmission des exemplaires suppldmentaires du document de transit
communautaire prCvus I l'article 55 paragraphe 1 du rdglement (CEE)
542/69 (Commission Decision of ?2 December t969 on procedures for
transmitting the additional copies of the Community transit document
specified in Article 55(1) of Regulation (EEC) 54U69)
70/52/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du ?2 d{cembre 1969, complltant la ddcision du
5 aofit 1969, autorisant la rCpublique fdddrale d'Allemange i appliquer des
mesures particulilres d'intervention dans le secteur des c6r6ales (Commis-
sion Decision of 22 December 1969 supplementing the Decision of 5 August
1969 atthorizing Germany to apply special intervention measures in the
cereals sector)
70/53/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1969,fixant I'acompte sur Ie
concours du F,E.O.G.A., secfion garantie, aux ddpenses du royaume de
Belgique pour le deuxitme semestre de la pdriode de comptabilisation
L968/1969 (Commrssron Decision of 22 December 1969 fixiing the advance
payment on aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for Belgian expenditure
in the second half of the t968/1969 accounring period)
70/54/CEE:
Dicision de la Commission, du ?2 d(cembre 7969, fixant llacompte sur le
concours du F.E,O.G.A., section garantie, aux ddpenses de la rCpublique fdd6-
rale d'Allemagne pour le deuxiAme semestre de la p6riode de comptabilisa-
tion 1968/L969 (Commission Decision of 22 December 7969 fixing the
advance payment on aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for German
expenditure in the second half of the 7968/1969 accounting period)
70/55/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d€cembre 7969, frxant I'acompte sur le
concours du F.E.O.G.A., section garantie, aux d6penses de la Rdpublique
frangaise pour le deuxidme semestre de la pdriode de comptabilisatiori
7968/7969 (Commission Decision of 22 Decembet 1969 fixing the advance
payment on aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for French expenditure
in the second half of the 1968/7969 accounting period)
70/56/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 dtcembre 7969, fixatt I'acompte sur le
concours du F.E.O.G.A,, section garantie, aux ddpenses de la Rdpublique
italienne pour Ie deuxilme semestre de la pdriode de comptabilisation
1968/1969 (Commission Decision of 22 December t969 fixjng the advance
payment on aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for Italian expendirure
in the second half of the 1,968/1969 accounting period)
70/57|CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 22 d€cembre t969, fixant llacompte sur le
concours du F.E.O.G.A., section garantie, aux dCpenses du grand-duchd de
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Luxembourg pour le deuxitsme semestre de Ia p'Criode de comptabilisation
196811969 (Commission Decision of 22 December 7969 fixjng the advance
payment on aid from ttre EAGGF Guarantee Section for Luxemboug expen-
diture in the second half of the 7968/7969 accounting period)
70/s8/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 dlcembre 1969, fixant I'acompte sur le
concours du F.E.O.G.A., section garantie, aux ddpenses du royaume des
Pays-Bas pour Ie deuxiBme semestre de la pCriode de comptabilisation
1968/t969 (Commission Decision ol 22 December 1969 fixing the
advance payment on aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for Nether-
lands expenditure in the second hall of the t968/1969 accounting period)
70/60/cF,E:
DCcision de la Commission, du 22 dtcembre 7969, concertatt l'application
de l'article 115 alinCa 1 du traitd CEE, au secteru de l'Cnergie (Commission
Decision of 22 December 7969 on ttre applicable of EEC Treaty Article 115,
first paragraph, to the energy sector)
70/67/C\.Et
DCcision de,la Commission, du 17 ddcembre 7969,relaave I I'indemnisation
des stocks de f6cule, de lait dcrdmd en poudre, de beurre et de crtme de lait,
affectds par la baisse des prix intervenue I la suite de la rC6valuation du
Deutsche Mark (Commission Decision of lT.December 7969 on compen-
sation for stocks of potato starch, skim milk powder, butter and cream
affected by the drop in prices following the revaluation of the German mark)
70/81/CEEt
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre !969, portant octroi d'un
cotrthgent tarifaire au royaume de Belgique, pour la pCriode allant du
1er ianvier au 31 mars t970,porur 6srtaines crevettes de la position taritaire
ex 16.05 B (Commission Decision of L9 Decembet 7969 ganaagBelgium a
tariff quota for tte period from 1 January to 31 March 1970 tor certain
prawns of tariff heading ex 16.05 B)
70/62/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 23 ddcembre 7969, attoisant la rdpublique
fdd6rale d'Allemap.e ) exclure du traitement communautaire les divers pro-
duits agricoles transformds ) lase de fruits et ldgumes des positions ex20.01,
ex20.02, ex20.06, ex20,07 du tarif douanier corrmun, originaires de diff6-
rents pays tiers et mis en libre pratique dans les autres Etats membres
(Commission Decision of 23 December 1969 atrthorizlng Germany to exclude
from Community treatment various agricultutal products processed from
fruit and vegetables of CCT headings ex 20.01, ex 20.02, ex 20,06, ex 20.07,
originating from various non-member corntries and circulati.g freely in the
other Member States)
70/63/CEEz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 30 dCcembre l969,mo,lihantla ddcision de la
Commission, du 14 novembre 1969, autorisant le royaume de Belgique I
vendre I prix rdduit du beurre de stock sous forme de beurre concentrd
(Commission Decision of 30 December 7969 amending the Commission
Decision of 14 November 1969 aurhorizing Belgium to sell ar reduced price
butter ftom stocks in the form of concentrated butter)
70/64/CEEt
Ddcision de la Commission, du 30 ddcembre 1959, modifiaot la ddcision de la
Commission, du 6 novembrel969, attotisant certains Etats membres ) ven-
dre ) prix rdduit du beurre de stock public destin6 I la consommation directe
(Commission Decision of 30 December 7969 amending the Commission
Decision of 6 November 7969 att\onz.tng certain Member States to sell at
reduced price butter from public stocks for direct consumption)
3 - 1970
Lt3, L9.L.1970
LL3,19.1.1970
L14,20.7.1970
L16,22.1..7970
L78,24.1.7970
L79,26.7.1970
LL9,26.7.1970
L79,26.L.1970
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70/65/CEEz 
_
Ddcisron de la Commission, du 30 ddcembre 1969, autoisant la R6publique
frangaise I diffdrer l'application des droits du tarif douanier commun en ce
qui concerne certains produits (Commission Decision of 30 December 1969
authorizing France to defer the application of the commor customs tariff
duties in respect of certain products)
70/66/CEE:
D€cision de la Com-ission, du 30 ddcembre L969, arlrcorjsatt la rdpublique
fCddrale d'Allemagne l diffCrer I'appllcation des droits du tarif douanier com-
mun en ce qui concerne certains produits (Commission Decision of 30 De-
cember 7969 authofizing Germany to defer the applicarion of the common
customs tariff duties in respect of certain ptoducts)
70/67|CEEz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 30 ddcembre t969, ponaat fixation d'une
taxe compensatoire sur les importations en Belgique, au Luxembourg et aux
Pays-Bas, d'alcool Cthylique d'origine agricole en provenance des Etats
membres dCtenteurs de monopole (Commission Decision of 30 December
1969 fixing a countervaihng charge on imports into Belgium, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin from Member
States holding a monopoly)
70/68/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 30 ddcembre L969,luant les taux de la taxe
compensatoire pouvant Ctre pergue par la Rdpublique frangaise, en remplace-
ment des prix minima (Commission Decision of 30 December 7969 hxng
the rates of the countervailing charge which France may levy in lieu of the
minimum prices)
70/69/CEE:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 30 ddcembre 7969,hxaat les taux de la taxe
compensatoire pouvant Stre pergue par la r6publique fddCrale d'Allemagne,
en remplacement des prix mimina (Commission Decision of 30 December
1969 fiuing the rates of the countervailing charge which Germany may levy
in lieu of the minimum prices)
70/70/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 6 ianvier l9TO,constatant que les conditions
prCvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind ) une action nationale
d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission Dgcision of.6lanaary 1970
noting that the conditions specified for mobilizing wheat other tian durum
for a national food aid operation have been met)
70/71./CEE z
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 6 janier 1970, constatant que les conditions
prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind I une acion nationale
d'aide alimeutaire sont remplies (Commission Decision of.6lanaary 7970
noting that ttre conditions specified fqs setilizing wheat other than durum
for a national food aid operation have been met)
TOnucEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 9 ianvier t970, portatt modification de la
dCcision de la Commission, du 18 mars 7969, portant d{signation des experts
vdtdrinaires pouvant etre chargds de l'6laboration d'avis relatifs aux abattoirs
et ateliers de ddcoupe (Commission Decision of 9 January 1970 amending
the Commission Decision of 18 March 1969 appointing veterinary experts
responsible for preparing opinions on sla'ghterhouses and cutting rooms)
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L19,26.7.1970
L19,26.1.1970
L79,26.7.7970
LL9,26.1..7970
LL9,26.t.7970
LL9,26.1".1970
L79,26.7.7970
L19,26.7.7970
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70/73lCEEz
DCcision de la Commission, du 9 janviet t970, rcladve I la fixation du prix
minimum du betrre pour la quinzilme adiudication particulitre effeciuCe
dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente visde au rAglement (CEE) 1659/6g(Commission Decision oI 9 January 1970 hing the minimum _price of
butter for the fifteenth individual calllor tender un-der the permaneni tender-
ing conditions in Regulation (EEC) 1659/69)
70t74/G,E:
DCcision de la Commission, du 9 janvier 1970, rcla:jve l la fixation du prix
minimum du beune pour la onzitme adjudication particulitre effecflrde iians
le cadre de l'adjudication permatrenre vis6e au ifulement (CFE) tg7l/69(Cogrmiesi6a Decision of 9 January 1970 fixing the minimum price of butter
for the eleventh individual call for tender underlhe permanent iendering con-
ditions in Regirlation (EEC) t87t/69)
70n5lcF.x,-.
Ddcision de la Commission, du 9 ianvier 1970, relaave I la fixation du prix
minimum du lait Ccrdmd en poudre pour la vingt-quatriAme adiudicarion par-
ticuliEre effectude conformdment au rlglement (CEE) 7286/69 (Commission
Decision of 9 January 1970 hxing rhe minimum price of skim milk powder
for tte twenty-fourth individual call for tender ia accordance with Regula-
tion (EEC) L286/69)
70/76tGtE:
DCcision de Ia Commission, du 9 janvier L970, rclaive I la fixation du prix
mini6gla du lait CcrdmC en poudre pour la sixitme adjudication parricut&re
effecnrde conformdment au rfulement (CEE) 2186/69 (Commiision Deci-
sion of 9 January 1970 fixing the minimurn pri6e of skim milk powder for the
sixth individual call for tender in accordance with Regulation IEEC) 2186/69)
70/77/@E:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 9 ianvier 1970, rclative I la fixation du prix
minimum du beurre dCtenu par I'organis6s d'intervention allemand pour
I'adiudication visCe au rfulement (CEE) 249/69 (Commission Decision.of
9 January 1970 fiingthe minimum p1i6e of buner held by the German inter-
vention agency for the call for tender in Regulation'(EEC) 2M9/69)
70/78/CEEz
Ddcision ds fa Qsmmission, du 9 ianvier 1970, relarive I la fixation du prix
minimum du beurre d6tenu par l'organibation d'intervention frangaie pour
I'adjudication visde au rAglement (CEE) 2449/69 (Commissron Oecision of
9 lanrnry 1970 fixiagthe minimum price of butter held by the French inter-
vention agency for the call for tender in Regulation (EEC) 249/69)
70/83/@Ez
Ddcision de la Commission, du 21 ianvret t97i,relative I la fixation du mon-
tant maxim,m de la restitution pour la douzidme adjudication partielle de
sucre blanc effectude dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanenie visde au
rdglement (CEEI 1965i69 (Commission Decision of 2i lamary 1970 fi;ine
the maxim"- amount of the refun{ for the twelfth partial call for tender foi
white sugar under the perrranetrt tendering coaditions in Regularion (EEC)
t965/69)
70/707/CEEz
Ddcision de la Commission du 19 ddcembre L969, aatonsant la rCpublique
fdd6rale d'Allemagne I suspendre partiellement [a perception du'droit"de
douane sur les tomates (ex 07.01 M I) (Commission Decision of 19 Decem-
ber 1979 authorizing Germany to reduce temForafjly the tariff duty on roma-
toes 
- 
ex 07.01 M I)
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70/t02/cEE.:
Ddcision de la Commission, du L9 dCcembre 1969, portant octroi ) la
rdpublique fdddrale d'Allemagne d'un contingent tarifaire pour les pnmeau(
(position taifaire 08.12 C) (Commission Decision of 19 December t969
glanting Germany a tariff quota for prunes 
- 
tariff heading 08.12 C)
70/103/CEEz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 ddcembre 1969, autoisant Ia rdpublique
f6ddrale d'Allemagne I inuoduire un condngent tarifaire pour l'aluminium
brut (position tarifaire 76.07 A) (Commission Decision of 19 December
1969 authorizing Germany to introduce a tariff quota for crude alumunium
-taifr heading 76.0L A)
7O/|M/CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 19 d6cembre 1969rattorisant I'Union 6cono-
mique belgoJuxembourgeoise I introduire un contingent tarifaire pour I'alu-
minium brut (position tarifaire 76.01' A) (Commission Decision of
19 December 19i9 ar*hoizing the BLEU to introduce a tarilf quota for
crude aluminium 
- 
tariff. heading 76.0t A)
70/105/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission , du22 dtcembre 1969, portant modification de sa
ddcision 68/399/CEE, du 31 octobre 1968, et relative ,* 
"6sndiTioni e
tariffe per i trasporti delle cose sulle FS, concernant Ia partie II 
- 
Chapi-
rre VI I Tableau intittrl6 uPrix, du titre I du tarif exceptionnal 201 
- 
s6-
rie C 
- 
des chemins de fer italiens de I't'.tat (Commission Decision of
22 December 1969 amending its Decision 9S/399/CEE of 31 October 1958
on the ltalian State Railways freight tariff and conditions in respect of Part II,
Chapter VI, table headed "Rates", in Title I of the special tariff 201, series C)
70/t09/GECA:
DCcision de la Commission, du 29 janvier 1970, ponatt d6rogation I la re-
commandation 1,-64 de la Haute AutoritC relative ) un reldvement de la
protection frappant les produits siddrurgiques I la pCriphCrie de la Commu-
nautd (trente-neuviime ddrogation) (Commission Decision o*. 29 lanuary
1970 derogating from High Authoriry Recommendation'L-64 in respect of a
reducdon in the protection of iron and steel products on the periphery of the
Community 
- 
thirty-ninth waiver)
70/110/cEE:
D6cision de la Commission, du 28 janvier 7970, relative I la fixation du mon-
tant maximum de la restitution pour la ueizilme adjudication partielle de
sucre blanc effectuCe dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente vis& au
rdglement (CEE) 1965/69 (Commission Decision of 28 lantary L970
fixing the maximum amount of the refund for the thirteenth partial call for
tender for white sugar under the permanent tendering conditions in Regula-
tion @EC) 1965/69)
Recommendations and Opinions
'70/73/CEE
Recommandarion de la Commission, du 25 novembre'1969, ) la RCpublique
frangaise au sujet de I'am6nagement du monopole national I caractlre
commercial de la potasse (Commission Recommendation of 25 November
L969 to France on the adjustment of the national commercial monopoly
for potash) .
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L22, 29.1.7970
L22,29.t.7970
L22,29.1.1970
L?3, 30.',t.7970
L24,3L.1.1970
9.t.1970
3 - 1970
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70/L4/CEE:
Recommandation de la Commission, du 25 novembreLg6g,l la Rdpublique
italienne au sujet de I'amCnagement du monopole national ) caractdre
commercial des-briquets (Commission Recommendation of 25 November
1969 to Italy on the adiustment of the national commercial monopoly for
cigarette lighters)
70/37/CEEz
Avis de la Commission. du 19 ddcembre 1969, adressd au gouvernement du
royaume des Pays-Bas au sujet d'un projet de loi portant modification de Ia
loi du 1"" novembre 1951 relative aux transports fluviaux de marchandises(Wet Goederenvervoer Binnenscheepvaart) (Commission Opinion of
19 December 1969 addressed to the Netherlands Government on a dralt
law amending the Law of. 1 November 1951 on transport of goods by inland
waterway)
70/106/CFE t
Avis de la Commission, du 22 ddcembre L969, h' adresser au gouvernement
luxembourgeois au sujet du proiet de rfulement grand-ducal portan.t exdcu-
tion du rlglement (CEE) 543/69 du Conseil, du 25 mars 7969,rclatif. A I'har-
monisation de certains dispositions en matiCre sociale dans le domaine des
transpofts par route (Commission Opinion of 22 December 1969 to the
Luxembourg Government on a draft Grand Ducal regulation implementing
Council Regulation (EEC) 543169 of 25 March L969 on the harmonization
of certain social provisions in the field of road transport)
Commission proposals to the Council
Proposition d'une ddcision du Conseil prorogeant le rdgime des prix minima
(Proposal for Council decision renewing the minimum price arrangements)
Proposition de rdglement (CEE) du Conseil concernant la fabrication et le
.oni-.r." des su"cres (saicharose), du sirop de glucose et du dextrose
(Proposal for a Council regulation (EEC) on the mantrfacture of and uade
in sugars (saccharose), glucose syrup and dextrose)
Proposition de rdglement (CEE) du Conseil modifiant le rlglement (CEE)
804/68 portant organisation commune des march6s dans le secteur du lait
et des pioduits laiiiers (Proposal for a Council rdgulation (EEC) amending
Regulation (EEC) 8Ml68 setting up a common organization of the market
in milk and milk products)
Proposition d'une ddcision du Conseil relative I une action visant I protdger
le cheptel de la Communautd contre le virus aphteux (Proposal_ for a
Council decision on measures for protecting the Community's livestock from
foot-and-mouth virus)
Proposition modifi6e d'un rlglement (CEE) du Conseil fixant le prix lnfisasif
du liit et les prix d'intervendon pour le beure, le lait dcrCmC en poudre et les
fromages Grina Padano et Parmigiano Reggiano, valables pendant la cam-
pagne laitilre 7969/7970 (Amended proposal for a Council regqlation
(EEC) fixing the target price for milk and the intervention prices for bufter,
skim milk p-owder and Grana padano and Parmigiano-Reggiano cheeses for
the 1969/t970 milk year)
froposidon d'un rfulement (CEE) du Conseil prorogeant, pour la campagne
laitldre t969/L970, plusieurs rdglements dans le secteur du lait et des produits
laitiers (Proposal for a Council regulation (EEC) prolonging for the
1969/7970 milk year a number of regulations in the milk and milk products
sector)
3 - 1970
L 6, 9.1".t970
L73,19.7.1970
L22,29.7.1970
C1, 6.7.1970
CI, 6.1.7970
c 1, 6.7.1970
c 7, 17.r.'1.970
c 7, L7.1.1970
L7 .L.1970
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Proposition modifide d'un rfulemenr (CEE) du Conseil fixanr les prix d,ori-
entation, valables pendant la campagne de commercialisation i96g/lg7\,i t u"" fgeiiiiO
pour les veau( et les gros bovins (Amended proposal for a Council reeula-_v x vins g
don @EC) fixing the guide pricei for calvis ind mature ."tU. fo.-in"
1969 /1970 marketing year)
Proposition de rfulement du Conseil concernant la comm'nication I Ia
Commission des Commrinautds europCennes des programmes d,importation
d'hydrocarbures (Proposal for a Council regulaiioion the commi'nication
g6 &s Qemmission of the European Commnnities of progra--es for imports
of oil aod nafural gas)
Proposition de rEglement du Conseil sur la communication des proiets d,in-
vestissement d'int6r8t communautaire dans les secteurs du p6tiole. du saz
naturel et de I'dlectricit6 (Proposal for a Council regulationbn the io-rirr-
nication of investment projects of Community interest in the oil, natural gas
c 7, 77.1.7970
c 9,23.7.7970
c11,29.1.1970
c71,29.7.7970
C1, 6.7.1970
c 1, 6.1.t970
c 7, 17.1.7970
c 8,20.7.t970
ctl, ?9-1.1970
and electricity sectors)
Proposition .l! rtglement (CEE) du Conseil relatif I I'agriculrure luxem-
bourgeoise 
.@roposal for a Council regulation (EEC) on agriculture inLuxembourg)
European Development Fund
Information relative a r* taux de paritd retenus pour 16 opdrations du
Fonds-europden de dCveloppementlFED) (Exchange rates uied for EDF
oPerarions)
{yts d-lappel d'otres 868, par consultation publique, de la rdpublique deCdte-d'Ivoire (Soci6td Palmivoire, mandatde iar Ia Soilepalm, socidtC d'Etatpour le dCveloppement et l'exploitation du p-almier t hui:Ie) pour deux oro-jets fi-nancCs I'un par un pr6t spdcial, I'autre par une aide non remboursable
accordds sur les ressources de la CEE 
- 
FED (Call for tender 868 by
fvory C91s-t (Soci6td Palmivoirg for Sodepalm) for rwo projects, one financedby special loan and the other by grant fiom EOf resorirceiy
Avis d'appel d'offres 869latc|,par les Antilles nderlandrises pour un proiet
financd par la CEE 
- 
FED (Call for tender 869 bv the Nethelrlands aitili"t
for a project financed by the EEC-EDF)
lnnlobggqn de projets financCs par le dED (Approval of proiects financedby the EDF)
Avis d'appel d'offres 870, par consultatioq publique, de la rdpublique du
Y"Ii pou1 un projet fi+".1 par la CEE-FED-(CaII fbr tender 870 by Malifor a project financed by the EEC-EDF)
Memoranda
Programme prdvisionnel <acier et charbon" pour Ie premier trimestre de
7970 (Forward progrrmme for coal and steeffor the fusr quaner of. 1970) C
Tendances gCndrales de I'activit6 dconomique (General economic trends)
I 
- 
Programme prdvisionnel usiddrurgie, (Forward programme for
steel)
II 
- 
Programme pr6visionnel <charbon> (Forward programne for coal)
t54
C
C
C
6, 14.7.7970
6, 74.7.7970
6, 14.1.7970
6, 14.1..7970
3 - t970
Mdmorandum de la Commission au Conseil relatif au maintien des condi-
tions d'une croissance dquilibrde dans Ia Communaut6 (Commission
memorandum to the Council on the maintenance of baldnced gtowth condi-
rions in the Community) C 8, 20-1.L970
Grandes lignes d'une politique de concurrence en matiAre de structures de
l'industrie sidCrurgiqu-e (Bioad lines of a competition policy as regards
structnres in the iron and steel industry) C 72, 30.1 ,t970
lnformation
Modification de I'avis d'adjudication permanente de I'uEinfuhr- und
Vorratsstelle ftir Fette> (EVSeF) pour la vente de lait en poudre destind ) la
transformation en aliments compbsds pour les porcs ou la volaille (Amend-
ment of the permanent tendering by the EVSI-F for milk powder for proces'
sing into compound pig or poultry feed) C t, 6.L.1970
Modification des avis d'adiudication permanerte du FORMA, de I'EVSI-F,
et du MB, pour la vente de beurre l-prix rCduit ) certaines entreprises de
transformafron exportatrices (Amendment of the permanent- tendering by
the FORMA, the EVSt-f and the VIB for butter for sale at reduced price to
certain export processing enterprises) C 1, 6.7.1970
Mise I jour de la liste des entrep6ts fuigorifiques stockant du beure destin6) I'exportation aprls transformatio't (vente p_ar adjudication^ permanente:
rlgleient (CEE)-1033/69) (Latest list of cold stores stocking butter for
export after processing 
- 
sale by permanent tender: Regulation (EEC)
71i3t69) c 1, 6.1.L970
Avis d'adjudication du FORMA pour divers lots de bi:urre (Call for tender
bg the FciRMA for sundry lots oI butter) C 3, 70.1.1970
Avis d'adjudication pour le chargemenq le uansport et la mise en fob de
froment teadre provenant des stocks de la Azienda di Stato per gli interventi
nel mercato agricolo (AIMA) en application durlglement,(CEEI 49/70 dela
Commission, -d:u 12 ianier 7970 (Call for tender for the loading, transport
and deliveryiob of wheat other than durum from AIMA stocks in pursuance
of Commisiion Regulation (EEq 49n0 of T2lat:uary L9701 C 5, 13 .t.L970
Avis d'adjudication pour le chargement, le transport et la mise en fob de
froment tendre orovtnant des siocks de I'Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir
Getreide und Futtermittel (EVSI-G) en application du rlglement (CEE) 83/70
de la Commission, du 16 janvier 7970 (C^ll for tender for the loading,
transDort and deliverv fob of wheat other ttran durum from EVSI-G stocks
in prirsuance of Commission Regulation (EEC) 83/70 of 76 larlrueLry 1970) C 7, t7.t.t970
Avis d'adjudication pour la vente de beurre provenant des stocks de
l'"Einfuhr- und Vorritssrel fiir Bette" (Call for tender for butter from
EVSI-F stocks) Cl2,3o.L.L97o
COI.JRT OF JUSTICE
New cases
lrfrafte67-69: Recours de l'entreprise siddrurgique Simet, S.p.A., contre la
Commission des Communaut6s europdennes, prdsentd le 74 rrovembrc 7969
(Case 67-692 Suit filed on 14 November 7969 by the steel firm Simet, SpA,
against the Commission of the European Communiti.tl
3 - 1970
c 3, t0.t.L97o
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I
Affaire 6849 :Deaaode de dCcision prdiudicielle formCe par ordonnance de .
la cinquitme chambre du Bundessoziilg6richt dans I'affaire : etsabeth siocL
contre.Bundesknappsctraft {caisse fddErale des assurances sociales pour les
travailleurs des mines) (Case 68-59: Request fe1 4 plsliminarv ruline bv
order of the Fifth chamber of the Bundessozialgerichiin re etsireth uioi[
v. Bundesknappschaft) C 3,
Affaire 69-69: Recours iotroduir Ie 2i novembrc 7969 par la SA Alcan
Aluminium Raerer, la SA Franco-belge des laminoirs et fodfileries d,Anvers
"Lamittd> et la NV < Werkhuizen Remi-Claeys" 
- 
"Ateliers Remi-Claeys>contre la Commission des CommunautCs europden-ues (Case 69-69: Suit
filed on 25 November 7969 by SA Alcan fllriiniu5 Rearen, SA Franco-
belge des laminoires et trdfileries d'Anvers 
- 
Lamitref and NV'Werl.huizen
Remi-Claeys 
- 
Ateliers Remi-Claeys against the Commission of the
European Communities) C 3,
70.7.1970
10.7.7%o
Maire 7M9: Recours introduit le 29 novembrc 1969 par l,Acciaieria
Ferriera di Roma 
- 
Feram 
- 
S.p.A contre la Commission d]es Communau-
t& europdennes (Case70-69: Sriit filed on 29 Novembet t969 by Acciaieria
-Ferriera di Roma 
- 
Feram 
- 
SpA against the Commission of the EuropeanCommunities) C 3, l}.l.tg7}
ECONOMIC AND. SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Modifications intervenues drns la composition des organes du ComitC dco-
nomigue et social depuis la publication au JO C 2 du 9 ianvier 1969, dela
composition des grganes permanents du Comitd Cconomique et social et de la
publication au JO C 71 du 9 iwa L969, de certaines modifications l cette
com.p_os_ition (Changes occurring in the membership of the Economic and
Social Committee and its sections since publication in official gazette C Z ol
9 January 1969, of,the composition of the permanenr bodies of -the Economic
and Social Comminee and the publication in official gazette C 7l of, 9 luaet969 ot certain chaages tho.-) C 1, 6.l.tg1}
t56 3 - 1970
M. RECENT PT]BI-ICATIONS OF TFIE COMMIJNITIES
ts569
B.rpp.ort du commissaire^ a_ux comp-tcs pot'! I'exercice 1968, Jacques de staercke (CECA)
Qglit-o1t report for 1968, Jacques de Stiercke (ECSC))
7969,97 pp. (d,f,i,n). Limited distribution
Social affairs
4885
Expos6 sut l'Cvolution de la situation sociale dans Ia Communau t4 ea 7969 (ioint au n Troisitme
r3pport Bdndral sur I'activitd des Communaurd, en application de I'article li dt ttut| de n ome;(Rep..ort.on the development of the social situationli rhe Community in 1969 
- 
appendeJl6
the "Third General Report on the Activities of the Commrrnities", in pursuance ol'inicle li
of the Treary of Romi)
1970,260 pp. (d,f,i,n) f,1.0.0; 92.40; Bfrs. 120
2002
Documentation pddagogique (Formation professionnelle)
@ocumentation for Teachers 
- 
Vocarional training)
Quarterly. No 41969 (d/t/i/n). Limited distributi-on
Agriculture
8797
CEE Informations. Marchds agricoles. Prix(EEC Information. Agriculruialmarkets. prices)
Fortnightly. No. 1-1970 (d/t/i/n). Linrited distribution
8192
CEE Informarion. Marchds agricoles. Echanges comnrerciaux(EECIn-6ormadon. Agriculruralmarkets. Trade)
Fortnightly. Nos 2-January aod l-February 1970'(d/f/i/n), Limited distriburion
St::die' 
- 
Internal information on Agriculture
No 35 
- 
Possibilitds d'introduire un systlme de gradation pour Ie blC et I'orge produits dansla CEE(No. 35 
- 
Possibilities of introducing a grading system for rvheat and barley produced in rhe
EEC)
7968, 193 pp. (d,f). Limited distribution
N: 48 
- 
Pr6visions agricoles 
- 
I. MCthodes, rechniques er modlles
(Nq-. 4S 
- 
Agricultural forecalts. 
,I. 
- 
Methods, teihniques and models)
1969,26t pp. (dJ). Limited distribution
No 49 
- 
L'industrie de conservation et de transformation de fruits et l&umes dans la CEE(No. 49 
- 
The fruit and vegetable canning and prbcessing industry in the n-EC)
7969 (d;l: in preparation). Limited distriEution-.
No 50 
- 
Le lin texrile dans la CEE(No. 50 
- 
FIax for textiles in the EEC)
7969,75 pp. (f; d: in preha.ratiotl). Limited distriburion
DEVELOPMENT AID
(The developing countries 
- 
produce and trade)
No. 9-1969 (d"f,i,n,e). Limited disrribution
Nofa.'The abheviations after each tirle indicate.$e languagc in which tte docummts haye ben published: f : French,d 
- 
Germa-n,i: Itdian,n: Dutch,e: Eoelish.
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4002
Graphs and Notes on the Economic Situation in the Community
Moirthly. No. 1-1970. Three bilingual editions: f./i, d/n, elt
Price per issue: 5s.; $0.60; Bfrs. 30
Annuil subscription: {2.10.0; $6.00; Bfrs. 300
Approximation of legislation
8239
Approximation of legislation: The policy of, the Commission- of tJre 
-Eyropean CommunitiesAiiress by Dr. Hanslon der Groebeo, member o1 1f,s Qemmission of the European Commu-
nities, to ihe European Parliament, Strasbourg, 27 Novembet L969
1970,t6 pp. (d,fj,n,e). Free
Regional policy
Memorandum on regional policy in the Community
(Supplement to Bulletin 72:69 of the European Communities)
1969;62 pp. + 1 map (d"fj,n,e) . 2s. 6d; $0.30; Bfrs. 15
Research and technology
Research and Technology. WeekJy information bulletirl
Nos 40, 41, A ar.d 43,7970 (d"f,i,n,e). Free
S cientif ic documentation
EUR ,+385
6"1"11 6ir}mensionnel des deusit{s de puissance et des temp6ratures dans un rdacteur graphite-
gaz
(Three-dimensional calculation of power densities and temperatures in a gas-graphite reactor)
Final Report by M. Pages, J.L. Picou and G. V.eilhan (GAAA)
Euratom-- Reiort compiled by GAAA (Groupement Atomic Alsacien Adantique) 
- 
Le Plessis'
Robinson 
- 
France
Euratom Conttact No. 100-66-9 TEGF
!969,?26 pp. + 36 fieures (f) f,2.8.0; $5.80; Bfrs 290
EUR 4389
Prdparation des poudres d'UOa-PuOz par co-prCcipitation et fabrication des pastilles ) haute
densitC
(The preparation of UOa-PuOa powders by co-precitipation and the manufacture of high-density
pellets)
by E. Zamorani, J. De Riik' G. Dhoop and H. Schiinherr
Euratom 
- 
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Karlsruhe Establishment, Germany 
-European Institute for Transuraniun Elements
1969,24 pages * 9 figures (f) 7s.; $0.80; Bfrs. 40
EUR 4398
RevStement de parricules fissiles par pulvdrisation par plasma inductif haute frCquence
(Coating of fissile particles by FIF inductive plasma sputtering)
by P. Beucherie and B. Block
E-uratom 
- 
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Ispra Establishment, Italy 
- 
Chemistry Department 
-High Temperature Chemistry
1969,10 pp. + 6 figures (f) 4s.; $0.50; Bfrs.25
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EUR,!408
SORA dynamics and control system srudies using mean-value neutron kinetics equationsby R. tuhan
Euratom 
- 
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Ispra Establishment, Italy 
- 
Reacor Physics Deparrment 
-Research reactors
1970,96 pp, + 32 figures (e) f1.1.0; 92.50; Bfrs. 12i
EUR,{412
Environmental radioactivity 
- 
Ispra 1968
by de Bonoli aod P. Gagli6ne -
!g+r"-ry 
- 
Joi"! Research Centre 
- 
Ispra Establishment, Italy 
- 
Radiation Protection Service
7970,60 pp. + 72 figues (e) 11s. 6d.; $1.,10; Bfrs. 70
EUR4r''77
Modifications des constituants de la farine irradiCe mises en dvidence par spectrophoromCrrie,
spectropolarimdtrie et analyse thermodiff6renrielle
(Study of.the changes in the constituents of irradiated flour by means of specrrophotometry,
spectropolarimetry and DTA)
!y A.n. Des-4rgider (Ministry of Economic Affairs, Brussels)
Iuratlm ;. |eport prepared by the Ministry of Economii etrairs 
- 
Central Laborarory,
Brussels, Belgium
1970,22 pp. + 15 figures (e) 7s.; $0.80; Bfrs. ,10
STATISTICS
General statistics
Moathly. No, t2-!969 (d/i/i/n/e)
Price per issue: 8s.; $1.00; Bfrs. 50
Annual subsctiption: f5.8.0; 911.00; Bfrs. 550
Commerce extCrieur : statistique mensuelle(Foreign trade: Monttrly stadsrio)
Monthly. No. 12-7969 (d/f)
Price per issue: 8s.; $1.00; Bfrs. 50
Annual subscription: f4.3.0; 910.00; Bfrs. 500
Statistique agricole(Agricultural statisticq)
Nos l and 2-1969 (d/t)
Price per issue: 12s. 6d.; $1.50; Bfrs. 75
Annual subscription: f,3.15.0; $9.00; Bfrs. 450
Statistiques industrielles 
- 
annluairc l)g)(Industrial statistics 
- 
Yearbook 1969)
1969 (dlt/i/t). 1?-s.6d.; $1.50; Bfrs. 75
Associds 
- 
Statistiques gdndralps et du commerce extdrieur(Associates 
- 
General and foreign uade statistics)
Quarterly. Nos 3 and +t969 (fr. Limited distribution
D ocumentati on
Artides sdlectionnCs
(Sclected anicles)
Fortnighdy. Nos 2 and 3-1970 (dlt/Un). Limited distribution
5002
Bulletin des acquisitions(List of recent additions)
Monthly. Nos 12-1969 and L-7970 ldlfliln). I imited distribution
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, Catalogue systdmatique des ouvrages
I (Classified catalogue of works (Euratom)
Vol. I : Science and Technology
: vol. Il: General
Suppl. No. Y-L970 (d/f/i/n). Limited distriburion
i Information bulletins
i Publications by offices in capital cities
, fondon: F.uropean Community
Monthly. No. 2-February 1970
'Washington: European Community
Monthly. No. 130-Decembet 1969 (e). Free
i Bonn: Europlische Gemeinschafti Monthly. No. 2-February 7970 (d)I Per issue: DM 1; Anaual subscription: DM 9
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap
Monthly. No. 122-February t970 (n). Free
Paris: Communautd europdenne
Monthly. No. 139-February t97O (f)
Per issue: FF 1.50; Annual subscription: FF 15
Rome: Communiti europea
Monthly. No. 1-Jauuary 1970 (il. Ftee
also Spanish edition: Comunidad europea
Monthly. No. 56-February 1970
European Q6mrnrrnily in Gteek
Quarterly. No. 4-May 7969. Free
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IV. ABSTRACTS OF SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
I. PRELIMINARY DRAFT CONVENTION FOR A EUROPEAN SYSTEM
FOR THE GRANT OF PATENTS
which is meeting-to neg,otiate a Convention fora European Sysrem for rhe Grant of Patents
has now approved a preliminary &aft text. This outlines the main featunes of the substantive
and procedural ruleslor thegrant of European parents. A singls-yslume publicarion is available
giving the_tex- of this preliminary draft in the three working languafes of the Conference(English, French and German),
_ 
A separate commentary_on the draft Convention has also been published. This takes the
form o.f a.'general report supplemented by detailed reports on each ctiapter of the draft text and
is available in each of the three Conference Ianguagis separately.
The rwo puhlicatiorrs 
-the trilingual version of the preliminary drak Convenrion and rhecommentary in one or other of the Conference languages: complement each other. It will be
possible to order additional copies of the different linguage versidns of the commentary.
U. PRELIMINARY DRAFT CONVENTION ON A EUROPEAN PATENT
FOR TI{E COMMON MARKET
_ 
Side-by side with the negotiations for the Convention described above, the six Member
States of the European_Communities have been working on a preliminarv dritt Convenrion on
a European Patent for the Common Market. This draft provides for a single Community patent,
valid throughout rle territory of the Common Market.
. 
This djaft,-togjther-with a general-report, can be ordered in any of the four Community
languages (Dutch, French, Gernin, Italian).
trI. These publications can be obtained from the Central Sales Office for Publications of the
European communities, 37 rue Glesener, Po Box 1003, Luxembourg. prices are as follows:
Publications described in section I:
- 
Text of the preliminary dralt Conveltion (in the three Conlerence languages) plus
- 
a copy of 
"the commentary in one of these languages: Lfrs. 110.
- 
Additional copies of the commentary in any of the Conference languages: Lfrs. 45.
Publications described in section II:
- 
T"*J of the prelimigary draft Convenrion with general report.Each language edirion: Lfrs. 70.
15 569 
- 
Auditor's reporr tor 1968, Jacques de Staercke (ECSC)
L969, 9t pp, (French, German, Italian, Dutch)
Limited distribution
In accordance with EEC Treaty Article 78(6),the ECSC Auditor on27 lune 1969 presented
his report on the accounts and financial administration of the Hieh Authoriry lor 7g68.
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The report is in three parts, Part I being the Auditor's findiogs, Part tr an analysis of and
commentary on tte balance sheet and statemeDt of accounfs, and Part Itr a description of ECSC's
finan6lf activities. 
l
Under the provisions now io force, the report is addressed to the Council and ttre High
Authority; it is then transmitted by the latter to the European Parliament
4 885 
- 
Exposd sur l'dvolution de la situation sociale dans la Communaut6
en 1969
(Report on the Development of the Social Situation in the Community in
1969 
- 
appendd to the "Thfud General Report on the Activities of the Com-
munities" in pursuance of Article 122 of. the Treaty of Rome).
Brussels aad Luxembowg, !9701 260 pages (French, German, Italian, Dutch)
Pricq I1.0s. 0d., $2.,10, Bfrs. 120
The Social Report just published by the Commission constitutes, as usual, and as required
hy Article 122 oi the Treaty, a special chapter of the Third General Report Uke the General
Report, the Social Report now covers activities under ttre ECSC and Euratom Treaties as well
as the EEC Treaty.
ln the introduction the Commission expresses its opinion on the social priorities for tlre
years ahead.
This year the Social Report is in forlr pafis 
- 
an introduction, arr account of action taken
by the Communities in ttre social field tn 1969, a detailed sxamiq4tisn of social developments
during the year and, lasdy, statistical annexes. There is a detailed table of contents.
The general policy considerations are set out in the introduction and in Part II, Chapter 1:
ttrese also compliss a summary of the Commisgion's philosophy and the most important directives
of other measures adopted by the Commission in the course of the year.
The Social Report, whicl is published in the four Community languages, again constitutes
an exuemely valuable source of informatiou.
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